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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to elucidate the construct of collaboration and the co-construction
of knowledge in a distance learning drawing class. Distance learning drawing classes are rare,
due to resistance by fine arts departments holding onto traditions that date back to Renaissance
times. As a result, there is a paucity of literature on the subject. This multiple method study
seeks an understanding of how students collaborate in critiques, form virtual communities and
socially construct knowledge about learning how to draw. The study commences with the
following three research questions: what social processes facilitate learning to draw from the
perspective of the student in a computer mediated drawing class, what factors contribute to
collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning community in a computer mediated drawing
class as measured by the participative, interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis
model, and how can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or
explained? The study consists of a grounded theory dimensional analysis of student and
instructor interviews and a content analysis of discussion boards. Two core domains emerged
from the dimensional analysis, Visual Learning and Virtual Culture. The content analysis
located the frequency and quality of collaboration across three different discussion board forums;
asynchronous critiques, synchronous critiques and asynchronous discussion topics.
Triangulating the data resulted in three theoretical propositions: drawing is a visual medium, and
students need to “see” demonstrations of the process and examples, virtual culture mediates
collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge in critiques and finally, the inclusion of both
synchronous and asynchronous tools provides students with balanced support for learning to
draw. Literature from the domains of art education, distance learning pedagogy and virtual
culture support an understanding of the research question. The results are demonstrated in a final
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model entitled In Situ Vision. The animated version of the model in this document requires a
Flash player to view and plays on the page while reading. An author’s video introduction
accompanies this dissertation, presented in mp4 format. The electronic version of this
Dissertation is at OhioLink ETD Center, www.ohiolink.edu/etd.
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Chapter I: Introduction
In the twenty-first century, distance learning is delivered over the World Wide Web
through telecommunication networks. Students and instructors are separated by time, space and
distance. They communicate anytime, anywhere, in either a synchronous or an asynchronous
manner using a computer, engaging in what Dare (2011) calls the disembodied learning
experience. However, distance learning existed before the public use of the internet. As
Wijayaratne and Singh (2010) explain, the University of South Africa officially became a
distance learning university in 1962 and the Open University was established in the UK in 1972,
utilizing the postal service to mediate communication between teacher and student.
In the distance learning classroom, interaction takes place within an electronically
mediated classroom space, delivered synchronously and asynchronously. Virtual classrooms
become communities of learning in which students engage in knowledge sharing behavior. The
purpose of this study is to elucidate the construct of collaboration in a distance learning drawing
class. Through personal interviews of students and instructors, and the examination of discussion
boards, I seek an understanding of how students collaborate in evaluative peer critiques of
drawing assignments, form virtual communities and socially construct knowledge in learning
how to draw. As the study is situated in the context of distance learning and visual arts
education, both domains will be included in this discussion.
Distance Learning Online
In the survey and resulting report sponsored by the Sloan Consortium, Going the
Distance: Online Education in the United States, 2011, Allen and Seaman reported that 6.1
million students were taking at least one online course during the fall 2010 term, representing a
10% growth rate in online enrollments from the previous year. The steep growth rates of
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previous years have slowed slightly, but continue to exceed the overall growth rate for higher
education. The survey revealed that 65% of the public, private nonprofit and private for-profit
institutions believed that online education was critical to their long-term strategy, although less
than one half of the same institutions integrated these projections into their strategic plans. For
profit institutions were more likely to include online learning in their strategic plan, and they
rated their outcomes higher than their public counterparts. Over two-thirds of academic leaders
surveyed in the Sloan Consortium report believe that online course outcomes are at least as good
or superior to their on campus counterparts. The comparative quality of communication between
participants was worth noting. Forty percent of respondents reported student to faculty
communication in face to face classes to be superior, as opposed to 32% who rated online
communication to be superior. Over one-half of the respondents reported that they believed that
student to student communication was superior in face to face classes. Nonetheless, most
institutions participating in this study reported growing enrollments in existing online degree
programs despite economic conditions.
In the last decade, colleges and universities have worked to maintain their competitive
edge by expanding their distance learning offerings and meet the needs of both young students of
the net generation, also known as digital natives (Prensky, 2001) and more mature students who
may be juggling college, employment and family. Media advertisements push convenience and
freedom from temporal or physical distance, promising students that they can earn their degree
while lounging at home in their fuzzy slippers. More tangible advantages include self-paced
learning activities, time for reflection, flexibility of learning style, accessibility, and anonymity
of face to enhance candid discourse (Ally, 2004).
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Evidence of successful learning outcomes for students enrolled in distance learning
courses is overwhelmingly supported in the literature. A meta-analysis of 1000 studies
conducted by Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, and Jones (2009) sponsored by the United States
Department of Education states “The overall finding of the meta-analysis is that classes with
online learning (whether taught completely online or blended) on average produce stronger
student learning outcomes than do classes with solely face to face instruction” (p. 18). The
literature is also equally rich with examples demonstrating the shift in epistemological and
pedagogical paradigms necessary to accommodate this post-modern mode of digital content
delivery. The literature is saturated with examples of inquiry into the social construction of
knowledge, learning communities, collaborative learning, engagement, motivation, and the
changing role of the instructor. Thomas and Brown (2011) explain, using the virtual gaming
environment as a model, that the constructivist digital classroom represents a new culture of
learning, especially when questions are privileged over finding that one correct answer. Fresh
opportunities for deep learning are presented through creative exploration and play, involving
social networks of intrinsically motivated participants.
Visual Arts Online
Despite the proliferation, popularity and exponential growth of distance learning, a
serious gap exists in the literature dedicated to visual or studio art classes delivered through
distance learning. In fact, it is very rare to find a drawing class delivered online. Courses and
entire degrees on digital design and graphic design are offered, as well as art history, art
appreciation, art criticism, film criticism and art education, on both the undergraduate and
graduate level. A recent article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Art Programs Build
Models for Online Instruction (Mangan, 2011), featured information about a student enrolled in
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an online Bachelor’s degree in art from the above mentioned private, for profit art college. The
article included quotes from traditional colleges and universities cautiously considering offering
fine arts classes online, in response to student inquiries and economic pressures. Faculty and
administration both express trepidation, their resistance grounded in concern for equitably
assessing an art object from a flat digital photograph, duplicating the studio environment, and
offering rich, interactive critiques.
In my professional practice, I sought connections through networking with other
professors of art who might be teaching online. The article, Distance Learning in the Visual
Arts, published in MERLOT Journal of Online Learning and Teaching, led me to Professors
Miller and Smith (2009), who offer an Introduction to Drawing class at State University of New
York in New Paltz during the summer semester. A correspondence with Professor Miiller
assisted me in designing my first distance learning drawing class offered at Great Bay
Community College during the summer semester of 2011, facilitated through Blackboard 9, a
learning management system.
In October of 2011, with excitement and optimistic anticipation, I attended a panel
discussion at Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston entitled, Teaching Visual Arts
Online: A Panel Discussion with Pioneers in the Field of Online Arts Education. The panel of
five pioneers consisted of professors who taught art history, art education and film criticism
online. One presenter, envisioned and designed an online drawing class comprising of video
demonstration and online critique mediated on a discussion board, however, she could not find
an institution willing to include the course in their program. Her blueprint for the proposed class
was very similar to the model of the online drawing class that I teach and facilitate at GBCC.
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An extensive online search, systematically implemented first by the genre of art college,
then four-year and two-year institutions by individual states, revealed three community colleges
currently offering drawing classes at a distance, in addition to SUNY at New Paltz, NY. There is
another well-known for profit institution offering an entire Bachelor Degree in Fine Arts online,
but when contacted by phone, I was informed that due to their proprietary status, they do not
communicate or collaborate with individuals or institutions regarding the details of their
programs. As indicated in the article published in the Chronicle of Higher Education (Mangan,
2011), it appears that distance learning or at least hybrid classes are being considered in the
public sector of higher education, but the climate is cautionary.
The origins of resistance. Why do institutions resist offering drawing classes online?
What is it about fine art classes that make them the last hold out in the distance learning arena?
An examination of the traditional model of the studio art class reveals that its origins date back to
the fourteenth century. Much of what we know about the lives of Renaissance artists survives
from Vasari’s four volume work first published in 1550, The Lives of the Painters, Sculptors,
and Architects (Jackman, 2004; Stokstad & Cothren, 2010). Artists in 14-16th century Italy
were considered trades people, and their career paths were supervised by guilds. To become a
professional artist, parents of an aspiring 7-15 year-old child negotiated living arrangements with
a master artist for an apprenticeship that could last 5-6 years. An apprentice began learning to
grind pigments, and then learned to draw and paint at the master’s side. Membership into the
guild was granted after the apprentice had mastered his craft, at which time he became an
assistant to the master and was allowed to work on the backgrounds of the paintings. The
assistant advanced to journeyman 1 upon mastery of the traditional painting and drawing
1

The word journeyman is a grammatically gendered masculine noun originating in 14th century, and reflects the
cultural norm of excluding women from most professional occupations during that time.
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techniques, where upon he traveled to neighboring European cities earning commissions through
the guild and absorbing ideas from other masters. The required living arrangements and the
prohibition of drawing the nude male model excluded women from this career path, unless they
were trained by husbands or fathers (Antal, 1986; Kleiner & Mamiya, 2005).
A conference entitled, The Interface: Virtual Environments in Art, Design and Education
Conference, held at the Dublin Institute of Technology in September 2007, featured researchers
and educators in higher education reporting on their experience using virtual learning
environments. In a report of the conference Hanrahan et al. (2009) states,
The breadth of this address was in response to a perceived resistance to VLEs (virtual
learning environments) within the visual arts, although less so from within design than
fine art. Given the visual arts’ long tradition of intensive one-to-one contact between
master and apprentice, and more recently, lecturer and student, such resistance may be
unsurprising but is surely worth overcoming, at least in terms of initiating dialogue.
(pp. 101-102)
This apprentice system is but one of many sacrosanct conventions honored and upheld by
the art and art education communities. Enduring theories on design perspective, aesthetics,
proportion, gesture, composition, theme, symbolism and color can be found in the work and
writings of Renaissance artists. Artists, sculptors, architects, craft workers and those in the
building trades all over the world, maintain the apprentice to master cultural tradition. Yet as
observed in the case of women in Renaissance times, this has exclusionary consequences. As the
affordances of distance learning pedagogies are considered, it is important to acknowledge the
contributions of the masters, tempered with an awareness of anachronistic social traditions.
The Positioning of the Researcher
In my own professional role I have sought to challenge this tradition. I have taught
various art subjects to individuals of all age groups, from kindergarten to adults, from both inside
and beyond a formal institutional setting, since 1976. I am also an artist. I have taught drawing,
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art history and design for the last decade at Great Bay Community College. The art history
classes have been taught both on campus and online for the past six years, and I designed and
taught my first online drawing class in the summer of 2011. The online classes are delivered
through Blackboard and designed utilizing a combination of personally created movies,
exercises, quizzes, and collaborative group discussion, in concert with the best practices
recommended in the current research on distance learning (Dennen & Wieland, 2007; De Wever,
Van Keer, Schellens, & Valcke, 2009; Han & Park, 2008; Schellens, van Keer, Valcke, & De
Wever, 2007). Early on in my exposure to distance learning, I became aware that teaching fine
art shared parallel pedagogies, which will be discussed further in Chapter II.
My interest and experience in distance learning lead me to my role as the Distance
Learning Coordinator at GBCC, where I am also a member of the Distance Learning Committee
and the Distance Learning Collaborative for the New Hampshire Community College System.
Through my multiple roles as professor, coordinator and faculty advisor, I have experienced
multiple lenses through which to examine the effectiveness of 100% online teaching and
learning. College administrators advocate for additional courses to be offered in the online
format, believing that it is the panacea to bridging the ever widening gap in the budget crisis.
The current published research supports the burgeoning growth of distance learning. Yet many
students tell me during advising sessions, that they feel unsuccessful in online classes they have
taken, even if they have earned a passing grade. They explain that they believe they are not
getting the same quality learning experience; they miss the spontaneity and interaction with their
peers and the instructor that they enjoy in an on campus class. This conundrum left me with a
burning desire to examine the student experience of taking an online class and investigate the
strengths and limitations of this medium. The literature on distance learning is largely focused
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on student outcomes, leaving two serious gaps; studies querying the student voice, and those
focusing on studio art subjects. The hands-on, experiential nature of a drawing class represents a
unique format to examine in the online context.
As a professor of Fine Arts, I facilitate experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) and observe
students as they are engaged in the creative learning process. In a traditional studio art
classroom, I have observed the real-time, in-the-moment energy exchange in teacher to student
and student to student interactions that contribute to rich learning experiences.
I use the textbook, The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty Edwards
(1999, 2012), a classic for the last three decades. It is based on the theory that one only has to
access the non-verbal, intuitive functions of the brain that interprets images and patterns, in order
to learn to draw. The exercises in the book present the brain with tasks that the logical region of
the brain turns down, stimulating spatial functioning. The classic emotional reaction during this
transition is one of confusion and conflict. The student must work through the conflict until a
shift in consciousness occurs. In a typical on campus class, students discuss their experience of
this process, share their discovery of being able to see differently, and reflect on their ability to
express themselves in the language of forms in face to face dialogues. A critique of student art is
conducted weekly, the work displayed on a bulletin board in the studio. In the corresponding
online class, my student’s experience and was mediated through personal journals and group
discussion boards, along with uploaded photographs of their drawings. Synchronous,
collaborative critiques took place on a blog. Interviews conducted with students after the class
ended revealed the importance of instructor feedback, a tacit culture of student collaboration that
I was not privy to as the instructor, and the unintended consequence of highly original outcomes,
all a result of the disembodied nature of computer mediated learning. This experience
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compounded my curiosity about the nature of the collaborative online experience. Through the
examination of the discussion board postings and interviews with college students at other
institutions, including that of the students at SUNY New Paltz, I seek further elucidation on the
construct of collaboration observed in distance learning drawing classes. Through this finer
delineation, an understanding of the student experience, including the effect on student learning
may be gained.
The paucity of literature dedicated to teaching the visual arts online has motivated me to
utilize my experience as a Professor of Fine Arts. Through my practice, I identified a need to
present my subject matter in an accessible online format to students, including replicating the
synergistic experience of learning to draw and experiencing the critique process. My interest in
privileging the student voice has influenced the research design and to clarify the experience of
collaboration in the distance learning arena.
Study in Visual Arts Education
In an effort to demonstrate the appropriate affordances distance learning offers the 21st
century studio art class, in the next section I will first summarize the pedagogical models of
contemporary visual arts education and distance learning individually, and then compare their
ontological and epistemological origins. The compatibility of the domains will be examined
through the lens of collaboration and the social construction of knowledge.
Learning to draw. Drawing is a direct, experiential practice, combining observation,
creative imagination, visual expression, memory processing and problem solving (Brooke, 2007;
Stokstad & Cothren, 2010). A typical on campus studio art class is comprised of technique
demonstrations, warm-up sketching exercises, free form explorations of imagination and
materials, observational drawing and visual studies of still life, landscape, figure drawing, color
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theory, composition, perspective, design elements and principles, examples from art history, trips
to galleries and museums, and critiques of student work. The process of art making is both a
personal, transformative journey born from experiential work and reflection, and a social
constructivist process whereby the artist synthesizes meaning from the social interactions with
their group (Vygotsky, 1978).
Vieth (1999) explains that the visual problem solving and creative thinking skills attained
in the art classroom will help prepare students for demands of the 21st century global workforce.
Understanding and exercising creative expression will enable students to effectively negotiate
social and cultural relationships. Presenting students with visual problem solving exercises helps
them to think critically, gain technical proficiency and confidence by taking risks. Veith adds
that reflective writing is important part of this journey.
In a traditional face to face studio art classroom, learning to draw involves both the
personal journey of visual observation followed by the physical manipulation of art materials on
paper, interactions with the instructor and finally, peers in the collaborative critique process.
Students may learn to draw by following one of a number of different drawing techniques or
schools of thought, but it usually involves watching a demonstration, followed by studio practice.
The emphasis is on the creative process, rather than the product, as learning to draw is a personal
organic journey that defies one prescriptive technique. Each student brings their unique history,
culture and experience to their studio practice. Creative expression is rich, interpretive,
expressive and often intuitive (Brooke, 2007; Edwards, 1999, 2012; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1975;
Vieth, 1999). Donald Schӧn, in his book, Educating the Reflective Practitioner (1987), draws on
the experience of architecture students and uses the phrase reflection-in-action to describe the
experiential process of designing, reflecting on the results as the project takes form, and working
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through the process using design principles, and the necessary technological processes. The
intuition used to guide the architect, is referred to as knowing-in-action and is comparable to the
artist’s creative process.
The critique. In his seminal work on aesthetics, Art as Experience, Dewey (1934)
explains that not only is art an expression of the artists personal experience, it is a contextual
reflection of the history and civilization that produced it. The observer also participates in the
experience, initiating a dialogue that manifests change to both the individual and the collective
culture. A physical manifestation of this phenomenon can be found in the practice of the
critique, a standard convention and essential to college art classes (T. Barrett, 2000). The origin
of the word is based on the Greek word critic, meaning to judge, however, the contemporary
critique is subjective and contextual, and utilized for evaluation (Buster & Crawford, 2007). It is
usually conducted in a group setting, inviting students to observe, reflect, analyze and interpret in
a democratic, inclusionary manner through respectful discourse. Students learn to give and
receive feedback on technique, theory, concept and aesthetics, practicing the vocabulary of art.
Through this collaborative evaluative practice in which the voice of the student is most often
privileged, students are given the opportunity to improve their work before the final portfolio is
assessed by the professor (T. Barrett, 1988; Parnell, Sara, Doidge, & Parsons, 2007). It is
common for students to mediate critiques, relying on the instructor to maintain a safe holding
environment. Students gain confidence in their ability to engage in critical thinking, and grow as
artists and citizens of the world (Doren, 2006; House, 2008). The hands-on, experiential learning
that is typical of studio art pedagogy honors individual aesthetic and creative expression, while
the critique process mirrors the co-construction of knowledge process and its contextual
interpretation.
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Learning online. Comparatively, distance learning pedagogies also include creating
communities of learners to facilitate collaborative learning and the social construction of
knowledge, consistent with constructivist principles (Piaget, 2002; Von Glaserfeld, 1989). The
theoretical underpinnings of these student centered practices are credited to Dewey, Piaget and
Vygotsky, key theorists cited in the literature (Ashcraft, Treadwell, & Kumar, 2008; Kawachi,
2003; Mayes, 2006; Shea & Bidjerano, 2009; Yang, Yeh, & Wong, 2010). In addition to these
three, Wenger (2008) is specifically cited for his work on communities of practice. Kolb (1984)
defined experiential learning to include the four stage cycle of experience, reflection,
conceptualization and integration into new experiences. Barr and Tagg (1995) chronicled the
learning paradigm, credited for shifting the mission of contemporary institutions away from the
teaching paradigm, designed to empower students to become co-producers of their own learning.
This shared responsibility forms the core of the learning environment; a community of
collaborative learners practice discovery and problem solving strategies which serve as catalysts
to produce powerful and synergistic results. These theorists contributed to the constructivist
principles that form the epistemological and ontological foundations of distance learning.
Knowledge is socially constructed through collaboration. As students are co-constructing
knowledge in a humanities, social science or arts based class, there is no one absolute truth,
solution or correct answer. Student collaboration is typically facilitated through the use of an
asynchronous text based threaded discussion component, mediated through a learning
management system (Dennen & Wieland, 2007; De Wever et al., 2009; Han & Park, 2008;
Schellens et al., 2007; Shi, 2010).
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Collaboration and the Co-Construction of Knowledge
Through the practice of critique, students engage in analysis, reflection and coconstruction of knowledge through dialogue. As they utilize the vocabulary of art and share
cultural perspectives and insights, fresh perspectives are integrated and the learning cycle is
perpetuated. Learning to draw is an organic, ongoing, experiential process, as is the process of
learning through engaged collaboration observed in both the critique and in technologically
mediated discussion. Creative expression is often the spontaneous or intuitive product of flow
(Csikszentmihalyi,1990) which is related to engagement, a desirable and measurable outcome
valued in distance learning education (Shin, 2006). In the case of drawing, creative expression is
manifested by the individual as visual marks on paper, and each piece of art work is unique. As
Dewey (1934) explains, the observation and interpretation of the aesthetic is both contextual and
cultural, and is of itself, an experience. The role of the instructor in the art studio is that of a
mentor, coach or facilitator (House, 2008), similar to the role necessary to achieve a learner
centered environment in a distance learning class (Barr & Tagg, 1995). The learner centered
practice is an integral function of the critique. In an online class, the critique can be mediated
asynchronously on the discussion board, on a blog, wiki, or synchronously through a live, virtual
classroom with audio and video capabilities. Distance learning and visual art both recognize that
knowledge is socially constructed, and truth is contextual, demonstrating the potential for a
happy marriage between content and mode of delivery, and an appropriate model to prepare the
student to be a global citizen.
Overview of the Research Study
This dissertation study of distance learning drawing classes, queries the multidimensional
role of collaboration as a social process, factor and phenomenon in the student experience of
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learning to draw. In deference to the classic grounded theory tradition of asking what is
happening here (Glaser, 1978), I begin with three overarching research questions:
RQ1: What social processes facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the
student in a computer mediated drawing class?
RQ2: What factors contribute to collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning
community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured by the participative,
interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model?
RQ3: How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or
explained?
The research design. The dissertation is a multiple method study, utilizing qualitative
grounded theory and quantitative content analysis. Data collection was conducted sequentially;
initially from grounded theory interviews, utilizing a dimensional analysis, followed by a content
analysis of discussion board critiques, analyzed with a taxonomy developed specifically for such
discourse. The interviews informed the choice of discussion board transcripts to analyze. Data
was collected from students who have completed online drawing courses at two public
institutions; a Community College in the Midwest and a four year university in a mid-Atlantic
state, both within the last year. Instructors were also interviewed through the theoretical
sampling process, pursuant to a dimensional analysis. The data from the qualitative and
quantitative phases of the study was analyzed simultaneously and carried equal weight in the
interpretation phase. Graphical models illustrate the interpretation, accompanied by an
animation.
Terminology
Common terms in the literature used to describe distance learning include online
education, virtual learning environments (VLE’s), web based learning, elearning, computer
supported collaborated learning (CSCL), computer mediated communication (CMC) and
information and communication technologies (ICT), depending on the context, methodology and
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term employed in the author’s country of origin. For the purposes of consistency, I will use the
term distance learning or refer to an online class when referring to the general medium.
Summary of Chapters
Chapter I, serves as an introduction to the dissertation; the purpose of the study is stated,
the research question is introduced, my stance as a visual arts instructor and reasons for the
paucity in the literature is explained. In order to situate the research question, I provide historical
and pedagogical background information on both distance learning and the art classroom in order
to draw introductory connections between the shared epistemologies and the practice of
collaboration.
In Chapter II, review relevant literature from extended content areas is reviewed in order
to provide a context for the multiple disciplines that converge under the auspices of a distance
learning drawing class. The literature includes a brief history of art education, art education
pedagogy, distance learning pedagogies, a review of distance learning literature, and a review of
the role of the critique. An appraisal of the compatible constructivist and collaborative traditions
of the two disciplines is discussed.
In Chapter III, the methods used to collect the data are introduced; grounded theory and
content analysis, along with a rationale for the methodological fit of the research question and
method of the study. The research protocol is for the study is described in detail, including the
participants, sequential gathering, coding and simultaneous analysis and interpretation of data.
In Chapter IV, the results of the study are presented. The data collected from both the
grounded theory interviews and the content analysis is discussed in detail and presented with
examples. An explanatory matrix displays the results of the dimensional analysis, and a table
presents the results of the content analysis. The results of the two phases of the study are
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compared for convergent and divergent themes. Graphic illustrations demonstrate the concepts in
preparation for final theory building.
In Chapter V, the final model is presented, integrating the results of both analyses. Three
theoretical propositions are proposed pursuant to the research question. A discussion of the
model references the method and a return to the literature. Implications for practice, limitations
of the study and recommendations for future research conclude the dissertation.
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Chapter II: Review of the Literature
This dissertation is situated in the broader domain of distance learning; however, it
subsumes the fields of art education and virtual cultures. Literature from these three subject
areas will be considered first independently and finally comparatively to contextualize the
research questions. A discussion of distance learning pedagogy provides an introduction to the
distance learning literature as well as facilitating an understanding of the formation of learning
communities. Literature relevant to art education, its history, pedagogy and practice
underscores art making, self-expression, and an understanding of aesthetics through the process
of collaborative critique. An examination of virtual culture includes the student experience and
describes the bounded environment in which collaboration is demonstrated. The following
diagram (Figure 2.1) illustrates relationships of these fields; their focus on collaboration serving
to compliment and support the research questions.
Figure 2.1 Relationship between Fields Referenced in Literature

Art education

Distance
Learning
Pedagogies

Virtual
Culture

A brief synopsis of the history of art education will be traced, demonstrating the trend
established by Dewey (1934) and spanning from Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975) to discipline
based art education. Dewey, as a philosopher, psychologist, pragmatist and empiricist, shaped
20th century theories in pedagogy, as well as art and art criticism. Literature pursuant to
methods of teaching students to draw and traditions of the aesthetic will be presented.
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To appropriately provide a context to discuss distance education, the discussion
commences with the pedagogical theories of Piaget (2002) and Vygotsky (1978), key theorists
cited in the literature as having influenced constructivist practices. Wenger’s (2008) work on
communities of practice, Kolb’s (1984) theory of experiential learning and Csikszentmihalyl’s
(1990) concept of flow will also be examined. The review of these theories will help establish
the relationship between the social construction of knowledge, the formation of virtual
communities and the student experience of collaboration in a distance learning environment.
Studies that encompass inquiry into the discussion board’s role in redefining knowledge
construction and pedagogy and describe the multiple dimensions of collaborative learning will be
discussed. The role of the instructor in the transition from teacher centered to learner centered
paradigm is reviewed, and offered as a harbinger of emerging cultures of learning. Methods of
inquiry utilized in these studies span qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods and include
both content analysis and grounded theory methodology.
The rare examples of literature from distance learning in the visual arts emphasize its
nascent stage of inquiry. Thus to establish a foundation for this discussion, the tradition of the
classroom critique will be examined from an historical to a practical perspective, as the critique
will represent a major focus of this inquiry. The collaborative nature of the critique and the
constructivist affordances of the distance learning environment hold the promise to provide an
appropriate pedagogical fit for the 21st century drawing class.
A Brief History of Art Education
To provide a context for understanding the pedagogy of art education as it is related to
the subject of this dissertation study, a brief history is summarized. The apprenticeship system
that originated in the Renaissance period developed into formal academies in Europe, a tradition
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integrated into the American university system. In public schools, drawing exercises to facilitate
coordination and penmanship and the production of practical objects passed for art education
from the 1870’s to the 1930’s. Art education valued the depiction of representational subject
matter and mastery of realism.
Korzenik (Brown & Korzenik, 1993) chronicles the work of Thompson, a superintendent
of drawing in the public schools of Sandusky, Ohio and a faculty member at Purdue University
who in 1877 addressed the annual meeting of the National Education Association in 1877 on the
importance of offering drawing in public schools. This lecture consisted of three rationales. The
first was disciplinary; drawing aided in the development of intelligence, perception, judgment
and imagination. The second was utilitarian, for the preparation of job skills. The third rationale
was to train the student in aesthetics; students would develop an appreciation for beauty and
culture to live a fulfilled life as future citizens.
The progressive movement, of which Dewey played a prominent role, highlighted the
creative potential of the child and realized the potential of the arts to serve a social function and
as a vehicle for personal expression, but the art classroom had not quite gained legitimacy. In
the 1960’s art education theorists enjoyed the support of empirical study on the importance of
visual perception on cognition, the psychological importance of creative expression and the
emphasis on human growth and development (Gardner, 1990). The art classroom was finally
validated as being an incubator for language development, creative thinking, self-esteem and
social skills. The trend in art pedagogy moved away from realism towards presenting students
with the opportunity for creative expression, as prescribed by Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975) and
supported by the reliance on photography for representation. In the 1970’s art curriculum
frameworks were revised to incorporate such themes as aesthetic perception, creative expression,
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cultural heritage and aesthetic value. This approach was supported by the National Art
Education Association and transformed into what is known as discipline-based art education.
Korzenik points out that while educators have witnessed various trends in art education since
Thompson’s model, the essence of his proposal can be traced through them all (Brown &
Korzenik, 1993; Dobbs, 1992).
Dewey’s influence. An examination of educational theory would not be complete
without further acknowledgement of Dewey’s contribution to child centered and engaged
classrooms that support emotional, creative, intellectual, ethical and social education to prepare
students to shape future society. Specifically, Dewey’s manuscript, Art as Experience, originally
published in 1934, was the result of a lecture series on the philosophy of art he delivered at
Harvard University. This body of work describes the aesthetic experience and influenced the
role of art and art education. Dewey believed that students made sense of their world by
experiencing it. A teacher’s role was to provide informed guidance in the journey, a
revolutionary concept that prompted widespread criticism in its day for allowing children too
much freedom. His prolific teaching, lecturing and writing emerged from the progressive
movement at the commencement of the industrial age and has influenced generations since
(Mooney, 2000).
Dewey was a pragmatist and his views have fallen in an out of favor in the twentieth
century. Dewey criticized the capitalist and imperialistic attitude responsible for relegating art to
museums, removing it from the context of the culture and environment that produced it. He
emphasized the connection that art, artifacts and architects had to the artist and culture that
originally produced it. In order to appreciate the Parthenon, for example, one had to understand
the culture of ancient Athens. The artist fuses past experience, color, form, subject matter and
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culture into personal expression. Dewey explains that experimentation, analysis and reflection
are essential to the artistic process, and embodies the experience of art.
Perhaps Dewey’s (1934) most enduring contribution to the philosophy of art and the
examination of aesthetics is his definition of the experience of art. The aesthetic experience
embodies the process of action, feeling and meaning one makes of the world through a personal
lens (Beardsley, 1991). This necessitates cycles of passion, conflict and resolution, enacting
change and reestablishing equilibrium with the environment. Dewey noted that the term
aesthetic refers to the observation, perception and appreciation of art, ushering in a new
perspective on both the role of the artist and the creative process.
Creative and Mental Growth, authored by Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975), has been a
classic textbook for art educators since its original publication in 1965 and substantiates Dewey’s
(1934) influence. It offers a developmentally appropriate approach to offering classroom art
experiences that contribute to a student’s creative, intellectual, emotional and social
development. The emphasis is on the process of making art, rather than the end product,
reflecting the mid-twentieth century pedagogical belief that children learn through the process of
discovery. Lowenfeld and Brittain explain that through creating art, the student produces new
insights and knowledge by assimilating the inner self and the environment, producing a personal
aesthetic statement. Art making is a true expression of the self and aids in the development of
self-esteem, self-concept and self-awareness.
Discipline based art education. The Getty Center for Education in the Arts, began
theoretical development on disciplined based art education, or DBAE, in the 1980’s, and
sponsored professional development seminars for public school districts on the concept. DBAE
is a theoretical approach that includes art production, art history, art criticism and aesthetics, as
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detailed in The DBAE handbook: An Overview Discipline-Based Art Education (Dobbs, 1992).
Students develop abilities to make art, analyze, interpret and evaluate art, and understand art’s
role in society, including art’s unique qualities, and learn to make aesthetic judgments. The
mission of DBAE includes integration of art as a core subject with district wide implementation,
institutional and community support, instructional and material resources and appropriate
program assessment. The handbook explains that art teaches multicultural literacy, creative
competence, visual communication, problem solving and critical thinking, higher order thinking,
self-esteem, language skills and sensory functioning.
Through art education, students not only learn to draw pretty pictures, but they learn vital
life skills that prepare them for 21st century careers, lifelong learning and citizenry. The
approach recognizes diverse demographics of contemporary school districts, and situates the
student and the work in a culturally rich curriculum, drawing on community resources such as
artists, historians, libraries and museums. DBAE has been endorsed by the National Art
Education Association (Brown & Korzenik, 1993; Dobbs, 1992, Soep & Cotner, 1999).
The history of art education has witnessed many transformations in its pedagogy models.
Originally influenced by the apprentice system of Renaissance times, the contemporary model
includes encouraging students to create a personal aesthetic statement through the production of
art, understand visual communication through language skills, and engage in art criticism and
higher order thinking. These are important considerations in the design of distance learning
environments.
Aesthetics
The philosophical discipline of aesthetics incorporates the philosophy of art and the
experience of understanding the object as an artistic product through dialogue. The process of
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critique is a collaborative dialogic practice and incorporates an understanding of aesthetics. In
this study, the critique will be examined as an essential collaborative component of the distance
learning drawing class. Aesthetic inquiry examines not only the concept of what is beautiful, but
also asks, What is art? The contemporary study of aesthetics considers the concepts and cultural
environment from which the standards of criticism are drawn (Crawford, 1991).
The philosophy of aesthetics presumes that one consider the experience of creating,
appreciating and criticizing in both a reflective and a critical stance as it is a value laden inquiry.
Crawford (1991) explains that it is necessary to establish not only a conceptual analysis through
critical reflection, but principles of interpretation for critical reasoning and analysis. He believes
that teaching aesthetics and the nature of the art experience help students clarify values,
appreciate, visually discriminate and contribute to the preservation of art by future generations.
Crawford notes five concepts that define the discipline; the object, appreciation and
interpretation, critical evaluation, artistic creation and the cultural context. Gardner (1990)
believes that aesthetics is best taught in the context of practice as it does represent a holistic and
organic knowing, and through such a practice, the apprentice model is kept alive.
Beardsley (1991) expounds on Dewey’s characterization of the aesthetic experience,
recognizing the risk of qualifying it to the extent of limiting discussion or rendering a definition
obsolete. He uses the inclusionary term “artkind instance” to describe all types of artistic
categories. He defines five criteria of the character of the aesthetic experience as object
directness, felt freedom, detached affect, active discovery and wholeness. The criteria are not a
framework but a point of departure for inquiry. If an experience has the first and at least three of
the others, it is an aesthetic experience. Chronicling or discussing the aesthetic experience is an
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integral part of the collaborative critique process (Geahigan, 1999; Lankford, 1991; Osborne,
1991; Smith, 1991).
Learning to Draw
The focus of this study is the student’s experience of learning to draw. Therefore, an
examination of literature dedicated to drawing methods and pedagogy is essential. A drawing,
Goldstein believes (2004), comes alive at the intersection of rhythmic lines, expressive content
and the skillful way in which an artist employs the visual elements and design principles. Faber
and Mendelowitz (2012) eloquently describe drawing as “the mother language to all the visual
arts,” and “the most direct and intimate method of analyzing both two and three-dimensional
forms, then re-contextualize and translate them to interesting new surfaces of varying
complexities” (p. 1). Edwards (1999, 2012) asserts that drawing is a global skill that can be
taught through five basic component skills. These are the perception of edges, spaces,
relationships, light and shadow, and the whole, or gestalt.
Drury and Stryker (2009) explain that the role and purpose of drawing has evolved since
Fifteenth Century Renaissance Europe. Da Vinci and Michelangelo, for example, created
detailed drawings as studies in preparation for paintings, sculpture and fresco. Enstice and Peters
(2003) note that this period signaled the transition into an interest in the realistic depiction of the
natural world by artists. Drawings, therefore, represented empirical investigation, and the
practice was fueled by the availability of paper. In the seventeenth century, oil painting allowed
artists to rework a canvas, and drawing became a fresh, spontaneous medium, as evidenced by
the body of drawings left by Rembrandt. Impressionists and Cubists added a layer of
imagination and innovation to the drawing medium by mixing mediums with collage, monotype
and pastel. Impressionists honored the physical and expressive nature of the material, allowing
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marks to emerge as form. Today a finished drawing is considered an independent art form, as
demonstrated by the diversity of drawing styles hung in galleries and museums. Contemporary
drawing is valued for its ability to express gesture and meaning, as well as serves as a foundation
for the study of fine art principles and techniques.
In the classic drawing text, The Natural Way to Draw, first published posthumously in
1941, Nicolaides (1969) clarified the process of observational drawing as being an active
practice of discovery. He recommended that an understanding and following of the laws of
nature was all that was necessary to commence the practice. Learning to see and observe
entailed examining the subject with all of the senses as if for the first time. The subject matter in
the text was the human body and the focus of the exercises was contour, gesture, form and mass.
Vestiges of his course of study, and the exercises that are mapped out in his book on a strict
hourly schedule, can be found in almost every contemporary drawing textbook used today.
Particularly noteworthy is his enduring legacy of teaching students to see through their eyes,
rather than with them.
Edwards (1999, 2012) posits that learning to draw is tantamount to learning to see the
world perceptually. Exercises that the verbal or left side of the brain turns down, subsequently
causes the right or spatial side of the brain to wake up, allowing the student to draw what he or
she sees. Drury and Stryker (2009) encourage students to observe the world around them
through their senses with a renewed consciousness. This requires that one explore the visual
world as if it were anything but routine, and understand that a three dimensional object is being
translated onto to a two dimensional piece of paper. Enstice and Peters (2003) describe the
process as seeing objects differently, and recommend that students switch from a verbal to a nonverbal mode to achieve a holistic visual interpretation. Faber and Mendelowitz (2012) explain
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that drawing requires the development of sight skills, a combination of physical and intuitive
sight. As such, the hand responds to what the eye sees, and the student achieves the artist’s
unique ability to conceptualize the subject, using all of the senses.
The phenomenological research of Edwards is chronicled in the book, The New Drawing
on the Right Side of the Brain (1999). It is based on her experience as an art educator and
references empirical research on left and right brain functioning. The book is designed to lead
students through exercises that access the right side of the brain, training their eyes to unlock
space and overcome symbol systems, transporting them to an altered state of consciousness
whereby visual perceptions are enhanced. Students are able to see as artists see, integrating the
five skills of drawing into a whole skill. Students experience moments of conflict, followed by
the spontaneous flash of insight when skill and perception successfully negotiate. Edwards
utilizes the metaphor of riding a bicycle to describe this phenomenon; once one learns to
integrate the five component skills, it becomes automatic and permanent. Students begin with
blind contour drawing and proceed to unlock three dimensional space through the use of a
picture plane, sighting angles, perspective and foreshortening. Students learn composition by an
awareness of positive and negative space.
Students are encouraged to make the first marks on paper exploratory and expressive by
Drury and Stryker (2009). Realistic drawing skills are achieved by a process of observational
drawing, which includes understanding simple mechanical methods for measuring proportions
and depth of the subject matter, and transferring the appropriate lines to the paper.
Reinforcing the concept that drawing is tantamount to learning to ride a bicycle, Enstice
and Peters (2003) counsel that drawing is an “intimate activity,” (p. 12) but it can only be learned
through the actual experience of engaging in it. They describe drawing as an organic process,
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responsive to change according to the artist’s perception. Marks on paper of varied tones begin
to define the picture plane, allowing the student to become aware of the illusion of three
dimensional space and depth. Informal exercises utilizing overlapping, positioning, scale and
gesture drawing transition into formal renderings of perspective and shading. Measuring
proportions and spatial relationships with a viewfinder and picture plane is demonstrated.
Faber and Mendelowitz (2012) explain that drawing approaches can vary from stylized to
naturalistic representation. Drawings can convey description, narration, or symbolic
representation. They recommend dedicated practice to learn to draw, and the understanding that
it is a process that may require making mistakes and working through them. Tonal gradations
using soft charcoal is the recommended beginning exercise, followed by the technique of
additive and subtractive drawing using chamois and erasers.
Learning to draw in a computer mediated course integrates a rich tradition of formal
instruction dedicated to technique, skill building exercises, visual perception, and an awareness
of art history while creating the space for creative exploration and expressive experiences of
placing marks on paper. This study queries the process of collaboration as a facilitating factor in
achieving these outcomes, by examining critiques mediated on the discussion board.
Distance Learning Literature
A review of distance learning literature reveals research questions that appropriately
query pedagogical issues relevant to institutional objectives such as student outcomes and
satisfaction levels, retention, critical thinking and collaborative and student-centered practices
leading to co-construction of knowledge. Attention to these issues, are among the recommended
best practices for e-learning course design and implementation, pedagogical practice and
administrative oversight as recommended by A Synthesis of Sloan Effective Practices (Moore,
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2010) as well as included in accreditation standards for higher education institutions
(http://cihe.neasc.org/standards_policies/standards/standards_html_version).
The divergence of time and place redefines established paradigms of knowledge
construction as socially constructed through collaboration. The literature further clarifies the
definition through the constructs of critical thinking and student engagement as well as
motivation, social presence, knowledge sharing behavior, and the role of the instructor. Pursuant
to the research question, the distance learning literature discussed will be limited to that which
examines synchronous or asynchronous student communication. Commencing with a discussion
on constructivism to clarify the philosophical underpinnings of distance learning pedagogy, the
following section will review inquiries pursuant to the examination of collaborative processes as
it takes place on the asynchronous discussion board. These studies reveal data on the student
experience of interactivity and the co-construction of knowledge, dedicated to clarifying the
process of collaboration and the formation of virtual communities.
Knowledge Construction Through Collaboration
The majority of distance learning literature is grounded in the pedagogical philosophy of
constructivism, the origins of which are credited to Piaget and Vygotsky. Both theorists are cited
to support studies that examine student centered learning practices such as collaboration
(Ashcraft, Treadwell, & Kumar, 2008; Han & Park, 2008; Kerhwald, 2008; Schellens et al.,
2007; Shea & Bidjerano, 2009; Yang et al., 2010).
Piaget’s (2002) research on cognitive developmental stages explained how children make
sense of the world, the importance of play in naturally curious and motivated learners, as well as
how children create knowledge through their interaction with the physical and social
environment. Infants move from an egocentric perspective to a reflective, internalized
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understanding. This latter research focus led him to an epistemological theory commonly
referred to as constructivism. Piaget documented the existence of a mental model, or schema
constructed through observation and experience, which continually evolves through a process of
assimilation and accommodation. When an interaction reveals a discrepancy, gap in
understanding or failure, disequilibrium results, and necessitates an accommodation in the old
pattern. This leads to the formation of new knowledge, or equilibrium. This adaptive cycle
leads to more mature forms of equilibrium (Campbell, 2009; Mooney, 2000; Piaget, 2002).
Piaget’s epistemological definition embodies our current understanding of constructivism, and
from an ontological perspective considers truth as a subjective construct of the learner (Von
Glaserfeld, 1989).
Vygotsky (1978) studied language development in children and observed how they
learned from social interaction. Believing that the individual is rational, creative and
autonomous, Vygotsky recognized that humans have a reflexive awareness that facilitates the
interpretation of experience. Learning occurs as a result of processing information in a social
context. New information is transformed into meaning, processed through interaction and
existing knowledge. His concept of the zone of proximal development refers to the distance
between the most difficult task a student can complete on their own in comparison with one he or
she can complete with assistance or collaboration with a more proficient peer or teacher. He
used the term scaffolding to refer to the use of temporary instructional and interpersonal supports
offered by an educator to assist the student, a metaphor taken from building construction
(Daniels, 2007; Del Rio & Alvarez, 2007; Mooney, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978).
Piaget and Vygotsky both recognized the learners interpretation of the environment,
developmentally appropriate, interactive classroom experiences, and the role of the instructor as
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keen observer and facilitator (Campbell, 2009; Daniels, 2007; Del Rio & Alvarez, 2007;
Mooney, 2000; Piaget, 2002; Vygotsky, 1978). Ashcraft et al. (2009) discuss the influence of
Piaget and Vygotsky on their development of a collaborative process model that is administered
through discussion boards and video conferencing. This model examines the student’s
perceptions of their own learning, teamwork and awareness of interactions with peers and group
processes. This study, which will be discussed further in a subsequent section, provides a
tangible example of Piaget and Vygotsky’s impact on computer mediated communication.
Discussion board. An asynchronous learning network, as Andrews and Haythornthwaite
(2007) explain, is a general term used to describe the technology that provides the
communication arena built into learning management systems utilized for distance learning. The
affordances of this technology include the ability for information to be presented online, and for
students to respond anytime, from any networked device within the boundaries of
institutionalized security and frameworks. Communication can be multimodal including text,
audio, images, animation, video, hypertext, multimedia and synchronous chat. As Andrews and
Haythornthwaite note, the technology facilitates interactivity, defined as an affordance, however,
student responsiveness and learning is an effect of a community of inquiry. Mediated online,
they define the learning in e-learning as being transformative, and an effect of community.
Learning is measured in relation to bodies of knowledge, delineating and validating individual
learning as well as comparing it to domain knowledge. New knowledge is socially created and
tested through practice, interaction and discussion. This description of knowledge created
through interactive online communities aligns with Wenger’s work on communities of practice
(2008).
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Wenger (2008) defines a community of practice as a theory of learning that represents the
intersection of community, social practice, meaning and identity. In a community of practice,
knowledge is socially created, shared, organized, revised and conveyed. While communities of
practice technically do not require a formal structure to exist, they are identified as members
having a shared domain of interest, actively engaged in a practice. Learning is contextual, and
meaning evolves temporally through relational practice, engagement and interaction. Wenger
explains that learning is an emergent process as communication and identity is constantly
negotiated. Lave and Wenger (1991) describe the process of “legitimate peripheral
participation,” as the unintentional learning that occurs while engaged in an activity. It
originates in Lave’s theory that learning is situated in a social context.
The importance of collaborative discussion and teamwork is emphasized by Hiltz, Turoff,
and Harasim (2007), noting that the term network also refers to a mutually supportive network of
learners with a shared purpose. Gilbert and Dabbagh (2005) and Henri (1992) explain that
asynchronous communication most commonly occurs on the discussion board or computer
conference area, and is utilized to support meaningful student to teacher interaction and group
dialogue. This quintessential building block of constructivist pedagogy is documented as an
effective interaction treatment yielding a positive effective on student achievement, and is most
commonly offered in learning management systems (Bernard et al., 2009).
Divergence of time and place. Among the advantages inherent to the discussion board,
Ally (2004) lists the ability to transcend time and place constraints, self-paced learning activities,
time for reflection, flexibility of learning style, accessibility and anonymity of face to enhance
candid discourse. Hiltz et al. (2007) discuss the advantages and disadvantages of asynchronous
chat compared to face to face dialogue. Advantages include time to research, reflect, write and
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edit responses at the preferred pace and schedule of the student, resulting in richer participation.
Transcripts of previous discussion are available for later referral and review. The disadvantage is
the lack of immediacy, possibly leading to frustration anxiety and concern over one’s
contribution. Hawisher and Selfe (2007) indicate that online discourse demonstrates a unique
convention, and emerging styles are still being examined. In some contexts it is formal and
terse, while in others it can be informal and uninhibited, with a total disregard for the audience.
In distance learning classrooms, the latter can manifest as flaming, or inappropriate, emotionally
charged language. In the absence of facial expression and tone of voice, power differentials are
absent. Regardless of class, race, gender or social sensitivity, there is a level playing field.
Palloff and Pratt (2001) call the discussion board the great equalizer as it eliminates
cultural, gender and age boundaries, and thus removes power differentials from the discussion.
In an article entitled, “It’s Easier to Be Yourself When You Are Invisible”: Female College
Students Discuss Their Online Classroom Experiences (2002) Sullivan, a Professor of English
from Connecticut, invited 125 female students to discuss their online experience in order to
examine gender differences. Individual learning style and personal responsibilities were
determined to play a role in how the students experienced the class. The author states, “Given
this caveat, however, it is clear from the data I gathered that many female college students enjoy
the online classroom and that it has offered them learning opportunities that the traditional
college classroom may have been unable to provide” (p. 132).
Anonymity was mentioned by several students as a positive factor, contributing to their
confidence to contribute to online discussions, allowing additional time to reflect before
responding and eliminating test anxiety. One student clarified this further by addressing the
issue of bias, stereotyping and ethnicity. She discussed the fact that since there was no physical
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identification online, both the instructor and other students could only respond to the brilliant
writing, removing these crippling prejudices. One student summed it up beautifully, “It’s easier
to be yourself if you’re invisible” (Sullivan, 2002, p. 139).
Critical thinking. In a study comparing in-class discussions with online discussion board
interaction Blankson and Kyei-Blankson (2008) examined the advantage of the delay inherent in
the latter. Asynchronous communication enables the participant to take the time to research the
subject and compose more substantive responses, and become more engaged in the course, as the
distractions are removed. A student does not have to battle shyness or be intimidated by the pace
of a live discussion. A good online discussion helps student develop a deeper understanding of
the topic through shared insights, perspectives and interpretations. Students stated that they
could apply their own thoughts and ideas to what they were learning rather than having to sit and
listen to what the other students had to say (Blankson & Kyei-Blankson, 2008).
One student expressed it this way, “Being actively involved in discussions online and not
having to ‘fight’ to get time to speak in class helped me express my ideas better, sometimes
I did not have the opportunity to talk in class, being online gave everyone a fair chance. I was
able to ask questions I never would in class” (Blankson & Kyei-Blankson, 2008, p. 19).
Another study comparing in class discussions with online threaded discussions sought to
determine the role of higher order thinking in the latter medium (Meyer, 2003). In this
ethnographic study it was found that online discussions foster critical thinking through the
linking of ideas and the ability of students to synthesis outside knowledge. Garrison and
colleagues (as cited in Meyer, 2003) articulated a four stage process of critical thinking found on
a discussion board; triggering, or posing the problem, exploration, search for information,
integration, a construction of a possible solution, and resolution, or the critical assessment of a
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solution. Blankson and Kyei-Blankson (2008) noted that students have the opportunity for more
substantive responses and deeper understanding of the topic presented in the online discussion
mode. The asynchronous nature allows the student time to research the subject and share
insights, perspectives, and process interpretations. Meyer’s ethnographic study (2003)
confirmed these findings and found that the online discussions followed a four stage process of
critical thinking that included triggering, exploration, integration, and resolution, or the critical
assessment of the solution. The time spent reflecting before writing was a significant factor
contributing to higher order thinking. Juwah (2006) adds that the discussion of alternative views
enables the learner to recognize and resolve inconsistencies, revise beliefs, and form hypotheses,
or simply understand another’s viewpoint. Discourse becomes both a creative and a
collaborative process.
Co-construction of knowledge. Bower and Hedberg (2010) concluded from their
discourse analysis of a web-conferencing environment that changing the approach from teacher
centered question-response design to a student centered analysis resulted in co-construction of
knowledge, greater understanding of content, and a six fold increase in the number of student
contributions. The authors observed that the nature of the underlying environment was changed
from what would be observed in a face to face classroom. What does online collaboration look
like, and how can activities be designed to facilitate active social interaction? Ashcraft et al.
(2008) developed a model they call the “Collaborative Online Research and Learning (CORAL)
method” (p. 110) in which students are assigned specific roles of consultant, tutor or coach, with
the instructor taking on the role of facilitator in a research assignment. Individuals take on an
ownership of their roles, resulting in greater responsibility for their own learning, and the
collaborative construction of meaning.
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Another study by Yang et al. (2010) utilizing role assignment involved students in
Taiwan learning English as a second language. Students engaged in peer editing, and negotiating
the social interactions of an online learning community. Meaningful learning as demonstrated by
improved writing was achieved through active participation. Empathy, knowledge sharing, and
the appreciation of multiple roles were demonstrated. Learners depending on passive social
interaction lost opportunities for learning. Misunderstandings of the meaning of text and written
feedback arose for participants in editor, commentator and student roles. In some cases this
resulted in writers not accepting the editor’s corrections or suspicious reactions of others, but in
some circumstances, patient negotiations were in evidence. Yang et al. note that effective
teacher facilitation may have reinforced positive interactions. Time lapse and distance
contributed to the richness of the peer editing experience, the affordances of an online learning
community.
Miyake (2007) explains that computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is a term
that was coined in 1989, as the title of a NATO sponsored workshop held in Maratea, Italy. It
was originally used to describe the emerging field of learning as a social process, recognizing the
potential for human to computer interaction, interconnectivity and learner centered design. The
term has evolved to define an entire field of research and practice in learning, pursuant to the
design and implementation of effective learning designs to support collaborative and adaptive
cognitive processes. There are several journals dedicated to research on the subject, and the
sociocultural perspective emphasizes the collaborative role in motivation, comprehension and
understanding in distance learning environments.
The following successful features of CSCL are summarized by Miyake (2007): learners
are self-motivated and are supported by others who mutually discuss and teach, a community
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exists of differentiated learners, and self-esteem in the community is tied to learning results.
Learning consists of many dedicated hours working at systematic practice, success and failures
are integrated into conceptual understandings, and individual and collective goals are set, reexamined and reset. CSCL researchers analyze the process that occurs in this context to develop
new theories and design environments for learning.
Researchers are interested in studying the process and effectiveness of convergence in
collaborative groups, as negotiated through the abstraction of multiple viewpoints, as well as
how individuals construct and maintain divergent understanding through collaboration. Both
inquiry perspectives are important to pursue in the interest of individualized and differentiated
knowledge construction, creative thinking and alternative perspectives (Miyake, 2007).
Schellens et al. (2007) state that there are three substructures to CSCL. These include the
individual learning process of the student, the task, and the group process. In a grounded theory
study involving a discourse analysis of discussion boards, they sought to demonstrate the impact
of CSCL on student final exams. The results showed that student level variables influenced final
exam scores more significantly than group characteristics. Factors having a positive impact on
final exam scores included attitude toward task based learning, the number of messages
submitted, higher level of knowledge construction and a deeper learning style. Highly active
discussion groups did not obtain significantly high or significantly low final exam scores. The
results were interesting but not surprising, and have implications for grading structures that
encourage collaborative work but maintain individual responsibility for major assignments.
Engagement. Shi (2010) asked how student social and emotional engagement variables
relate to student intellectual engagement variables, and how the level of teacher moderating
variables relates to student intellectual engagement variables, in a synchronous conference. The
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result of this mixed method study, which included a content analysis, showed that the quantity
and quality of teacher postings and moderating levels had a direct influence on student
intellectual engagement. The more active the student participation, the higher the levels of
interactivity were demonstrated and consequently, levels of higher order thinking were achieved.
This study on synchronous discussion confirmed the findings of the prior study, demonstrating a
correlation between intellectual engagement of the students and effective teacher moderation,
defined as facilitated group engagement.
If student engagement is a known variable leading to higher order thinking, it is worth
investigating whether or not students are capable of judging and self-evaluating their own social
knowledge construction processes. De Wever et al. (2009) found, through a quantitative content
analysis of twenty discussion boards, that students underestimated the extent of their engagement
in the first level of knowledge construction; “sharing and comparing information”, but
overestimated themselves at the four subsequent levels; “identifying disagreement, negotiating
meaning, evaluating co-constructed meaning, and applying the co-constructed knowledge”
(p. 183). Investing in support for student self-assessment was recommended.
Another key to this issue may lie buried in the student’s individual epistemological
beliefs. In a mixed method study including a discourse analysis involving two sections of an
educational methods and technology class, Han and Park (2008) evaluated the effects of
student’s epistemic beliefs and the instructor’s facilitation strategies on both interaction and
satisfaction levels in an online asynchronous discussion. The students were measured for
connected knowing, a perspective of gaining knowledge through collaboration with others or
separate knowing, an objective and independent perspective comparable to positivism.
Motivational strategies, including providing praise, encouragement and reinforcement, and task
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oriented strategies such as feedback designed to focus on tasks and group productivity were both
used in the two classes.
Students measured for connected knowing utilized interactive posting regardless of the
facilitation strategy. The motivational strategy proved to be the pivotal factor in raising the
frequency of interactive messages in the separate knowing group. Learners believing in
connected knowing reported more satisfaction with the course than their counterparts, and the
facilitating strategy did not affect satisfaction of either group. Assuming that we cannot always
know the epistemological beliefs of students in online classes, this study reiterates the
importance of understanding the effects of instructor facilitation strategies.
Motivation. To help initiate intrinsic motivation in his Japanese college students,
Kawachi studied the process of learning present in a postgraduate course in Open and Distance
Education offered at the United Kingdom University. In an article entitled, Initiating Intrinsic
Motivation in Online Education: Review of the Current State of the Art (2003), Kawachi
describes the results of his study that links intrinsic student motivation in an online class to
instructors that favor a deep approach over a surface approach. The author states that a surface
approach only results in student overload.
A deep approach is defined as a course that is designed to encourage interactions between
the student and the courseware, the student and other students, the student and the course
content, and the student and the instructor. This ideally includes collaborative and cooperative
learning (Kawachi, 2003).
The author offers Piaget’s definition of intrinsic motivation which includes challenge,
fantasy and curiosity (as cited in Kawachi, 2003). The fantasy element can be satisfied by online
discussion. Significantly, the curiosity element is stimulated through the senses by the
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presentation of audio and visual components relevant to the course content. This reveals a
deeper complexity of understanding of the task at hand and facilitates deeper comprehension and
processing of the material. Student interactivity, when embedded in an online course through
collaborative tools, has been linked to increased acquisition of critical thinking skills. Through
the use of asynchronous discussion boards, students are able to bring in their own experiences
and construct personal meaning (Kawachi, 2003).
Shin’s (2006) quantitative study on the construct of flow, involved 525 undergraduate
students enrolled in across 23 distance learning courses in a university in Seoul, Korea.
Csikszentmihalyl (1990) designates the autotelic experience, as an “optimal experience” that is
so consuming it “becomes intrinsically rewarding,” (p. 67) that is to say, the reward is contained
within performing the task itself. A balance between the two dimensions of skill and challenge
contributes to the state of flow, providing a sense of heightened creativity, awareness and leading
to higher levels of personal performance.
Based on Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) theory, flow is represented in this study as a
complex and multidimensional construct that includes the student’s perception of enjoyment,
telepresence, focused attention and time distortion. The relationship of flow was measured to
help better understand the online learners flow experience, and its effect on student engagement,
motivation, and course satisfaction. The perception of skill and challenge were found to be
influential factors determining the level of flow. A strong correlation between flow and student
satisfaction was determined, contributing to the conclusion that flow has a positive impact on
student, learning and achievement, and underscores self-motivation as the single dimension the
student must bring to the table in order to achieve the autotelic state. This study suggests that as
a construct, flow can facilitate distance learning, but ultimately, the power to invoke it lies
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intrinsically within the student. Instructors and designers can facilitate student learning by
understanding the state of flow.
Social presence. Two studies addressed the issue of understanding the nature of social
presence in a technologically mediated environment and its effect on the construction of
meaning. In a case study, Kerhwald (2008) defined social presence as the extent to which
mediated interactions create the illusion of direct contact. Two main strands of presence were
identified, including the “media richness view” and the “relational view” (p. 91). This study
presents the relational view of social presence, emphasizing human agency as a social process.
Shea and Bidjerano (2009) tested the constructs of the community of inquiry model in their
regression analysis on the hypothesized constructs of social and cognitive presence, testing for
the independent variable of student age. The study revealed two forms of social presence, and
two forms of teaching presence. The social presence was defined as social and cognitive, while
the teaching presence was defined as instructional design and organization and directed
facilitation. Cognitive presence is considered the extent in which learners can construct meaning
and demonstrate higher order thinking through research, reflection and critical thinking. In the
context of the community of inquiry model, this is unique as it grounds critical thinking into the
online environment framework.
Kerhwald (2008) concludes that social presence is cumulative and linked to ability to
read social cues, opportunity to interact and motivation to engage in relational exchanges. These
interactions do not happen spontaneously. As social actors, students must be afforded the
opportunity to establish connections, develop a sense of belonging to overcome feelings of
isolation, and cultivate respect, trust and empathy through participative online learning activities.
The instrument confirmed the community of inquiry framework in the Shea and Bidjerano
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(2009) study and further concluded that age mediated perceptions of teaching presence. Younger
students of the digital native generation perceived less teacher presence than their older
classmates. Older students scored higher in cognitive presence. Full-time students reported
higher levels of social presence than part-time students. Threaded discussions were found to be
privileged in this latter study. These two studies complimented each other well. When
considered in tandem, it paints a picture of the interpersonal and cognitive landscape of the
online student experience.
Interactivity and knowledge sharing behavior. Seeking ways to strengthen online
communities and improve the quality of interactivity on discussion forums, Bassani (2011)
conducted a content analysis on a discussion forum to reveal the types of messages posted and
the continuity of exchanges between students. One discussion forum from each of three online
graduate computer science classes was analyzed from the perspective of epistemology,
technology, social and affectivity. Three levels of involvement were found through the process
of interaction mapping; no interaction, evidence of a single message, interaction but no
involvement, discussion ensues relative to the original question but with no interaction among
students, and interaction with involvement, and finally, the discussion is interactive.
It was observed that the majority of messages defined as non-interactive were of an
epistemological nature, and the subject matter was an assignment. The interaction, but no
involvement model demonstrated messages sharing and comparing of epistemological
information, primarily in response to the instructor’s question. Threads that demonstrated
interaction with involvement occurred when students combined social with either
epistemological or affective units of record, and natural conversation was invited. Trust was a
factor in the development of virtual communities, revealing the importance of the instructor in
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the conversation. Piaget’s (2002) model of equilibrium (as cited in Bassani, 2011) was used to
characterize the exchanges. Bassani (2011) concludes that the interaction with involvement
model indicates active involvement, the presence of a community, and evidence of thought based
on seeking equilibrium.
Non-verbal cues and layers of contextual meaning can be observed in social media, an
expansion of the e-learning platform. Many courses are including blogs, wikis and social media
sites that are specifically designed for the educational institutions. In a quantitative study of
three online communities using blogs, Yu, Lu, and Liu (2010) asked why people share
knowledge and seek to identify perceptions that positively affect knowledge sharing behaviors.
The results indicate that a sharing culture of fairness and openness, enjoyment associated with
helping others and a perceived value of knowledge were positive perceptions contributing to
knowledge sharing behaviors. Community members enjoy contributing to the development of
interactive environments that value knowledge, and especially derived satisfaction from sharing
with colleagues.
A recent group of studies query the effects of interactivity on community building,
leading to knowledge sharing behavior. A quantitative study conducted in Australia examined
the underlying dimensions contributing to a sense of online community; the findings revealed the
significance of an individual’s sense of cohesion and awareness of others (Abedin, Daneshgar, &
D’Ambra, 2010). The study’s authors referred to a sense of cohesion as the individual member’s
emotional ties to the group such as liking, caring and connectedness. This study also sought to
isolate the facilitating factors of the learner, instructor, technical and course characteristics. Of
these, the learner’s characteristics significantly impacted cohesion, and technical and course
characteristics had a significant effect on awareness of others. A mixed methods study of
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students in 30 online classes at four Midwestern colleges revealed that interactivity was
significant to building community and lead to a stronger sense of engagement. The student, the
course and the instructor are integral players in the process of interaction (Lear, Ansorge, &
Steckelberg, 2010). In a university in Hong Kong, a proposed Online Knowledge Sharing
Model, consisting of the motivation to develop relationships and the perception of dependence
on that relationship, validated the social need to belong to a group. The study validated the
model and demonstrated that the presence of these constructs significantly predicts knowledge
sharing behavior (Ma & Yuen, 2011). A study of the effects of positive interdependence and
group processing on student achievement and attitude was conducted utilizing three university
courses in Korea and demonstrated a strong correlation between positive interdependence and
higher achievement (Nam & Zeller, 2011).
Summary. The literature reviewed in the proceeding paragraphs examined individual
constructs that contribute to knowledge construction through collaboration. Collaboration is
most commonly documented through asynchronous tools, such as the discussion board, where
the divergence of time and place affords anonymity, accessibility, self-pacing and reflection.
This allows richer, more candid responses and opportunity for critical thinking. Learner centered
design and active participation supports co-construction of knowledge, which results in
conceptual understanding and the negotiation of multiple viewpoints through both convergent
and divergent perspectives. Individual constructs demonstrate support for collaboration as well
as provide possible explanatory factors. Computer supported collaborative learning, or CSCL,
has been established as a practice as well as an inquiry perspective, acknowledging the
substructures of the student, the task and the process. Student engagement is dependent on
feelings of connections to others and levels of interactivity, and contributes to co-construction of
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knowledge. Intrinsic motivation is increased in learning experiences that include collaboration
and the autotelic state of flow. Understanding social presence, making connections and
establishing relationships within the disembodied distance learning environment helps build
virtual communities and supports the social process of collaboration. Similarly, students
engaged in interactivity and knowledge sharing behavior appear motivated to do so from a sense
of community, shared sense of values, an awareness of others and task interdependence. Each of
these studies contributes insight into the nature of collaboration in distance learning
environments, mediated through asynchronous discussion boards.
Role of Instructor
Thomas and Brown (2011) explain that the educational system of the 20th century is built
on the principal of disseminating knowledge from one expert; the teacher to the student, in a
linear fashion, or the teaching centered approach. The transition from a teacher to a learner
centered approach, as explained by Twigg (2003) is implemented when the professor shifts the
classroom experience from a lecture environment to an active, exploratory, problem-solving
approach using real-world examples, web-based resources, and small group collaborative
activities utilizing the discussion board. Recognizing the importance the role of facilitator has on
collaborative process, the position of the instructor will be examined.
In the book, Lessons from the Cyberspace Classroom (2001), Palloff and Pratt address
the evolving leadership role of the distance learning instructor. It requires a new paradigm of
teacher, one who is willing to engage in the process by promoting creativity, critical thinking and
meaningful dialogue. While a collaborative session is in progress, the instructor should
relinquish control over the learning process and not feel the need to be a part of all of the
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discussions. This empowers students to get the job done. The instructor should practice periodic
self-reflection and evaluation during the duration of the course and correct as needed.
Hiltz et al. (2007) describes the faculty role as that of a skilled facilitator, affective and
cognitive manager. Both roles require an understanding of virtual spaces, social presence and
the utilization of digital tools. Participation, collaboration and social interactivity contribute to
motivation and the development of an online community.
The difference between mere message posting and interactive dialogue has been
described by Dennen and Wieland (2007) as a “sense of intersubjectivity” (p. 282) and
demonstrate the role of the instructor as a facilitator. Group discourse can demonstrate new
knowledge by producing a learning artifact such as a transcript or essay, which can be interpreted
by its members. Two identical online classes were compared in a discourse analysis, each with
different approaches to asynchronous online discussion. The first class had minimal and
inconsistent instructor participation limited to direct instruction. Students began their discussion
with comparing outside examples to an initial artifact, but with no clear sense of progressing
towards shared meanings or exploring differences. The second class was facilitated by the
instructor who modeled strategies such as social acknowledgments to compensate for lack of
social cues, offered supported feedback through probing questions and was skilled in connecting
fragments of conversations together to help students articulate and create a focused discussion.
The students in the second class were more engaged, held a shared mission and became better
writers. The instructor in the second class modeled collaborative learning strategies through
skillful facilitation.
Dewan and Dewan (2010) adds the role of motivator, and warns that institutions must
provide professional development to faculty teaching online so that they may facilitate and
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support equitable online classroom spaces in which respectful discourse about difference is
encouraged. The need for professional development opportunities for faculty to clarify their role
is an issue that finds support in the literature (K. Barrett, Bower, & Donovan, 2007; Brady,
Holcomb, & Smith, 2010).
Virtual Culture
The student perspective is an integral piece of the puzzle, and must be examined to fully
integrate the student experience into this study. Thomas and Brown (2011) explain that a vast
information network and unlimited agency to create, build and experiment within a bounded
environment are the two building blocks needed to cultivate what they term, A New Culture of
Learning. Students participate as engaged members of a collective, using virtual spaces to learn
from each other in a practice they call indwelling, proving the power of the whole exceeds the
sum of its parts in problem solving expertise.
Indwelling guides student’s ability to approach learning from their experience, on their
terms, and provides the passion for knowledge acquisition and learning. Using the example of
multiplayer online games, students experiment and learn about the nature of the tools at their
disposal, including each other, rather than finding that single solution. They rely on their
intuition, their tacit knowing, and the connections they make on the way. Thomas and Brown
(2011) state that there are five dispositions of gamers and these demonstrate diverse and
desirable characteristics for the 21st century global citizen. They like to be assessed through a
system of meritocracy and use the knowledge of their ranking to improve, working in teams that
honor diversity. The gaming environment thrives on change, problem solving and even failure is
perceived as fun. Gamers push boundaries; they live on the edge in order to learn new things to
bring back into the game. The 21st century classroom can leverage this diversity, plug into an
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infinite network of collectives and expand the possibility of creativity by reversing searching for
answers in favor of searching for more innovative questions.
Thomas and Brown (2011) recommend redesigning the educational system around the
concepts; humans who know, humans who make things, and humans who play. Knowledge
needs to be reframed from mere asking what to asking where, or having a contextual awareness.
Students can participate in the making of meaning through the use of digital tools, learning
experientially along the way. Play requires that one engage in experimentation, employ intuition
and the creative process which is not always linear. One must accept starts and stops, failures
and epiphanies and engage the imagination. The result is deep, meaningful learning, as well as
experience in the challenge of living in a rapidly changing world.
The term digital native and digital immigrant was coined in by Prensky (2001), and has
received universal acceptance in the academic community, as well as entered into popular
twenty-first century lexicon. According to Prensky, digital natives refer to the generation of
students who were born into the age of technology, grew up surrounded by technology and the
internet, their brains wired differently, cutting their baby teeth while searching Google. Most
faculty are in fact digital immigrants, born a generation before, adopting and learning technology
but always retaining their accent and therefore have different learning styles, memory differences
and some researchers claim, different neural pathways. The development and implementation of
distance learning courses are based on pedagogical frameworks that assume familiarity with
hardware and software, collaborative social networks and related technologies. Observing the
embedded learning students gain while engaged in gaming, he recommends that educators adopt
similar methodology to effectively achieve learning outcomes. In the book, A University for the
21st Century, Duderstadt (2000) explains that students born from the digital generation are active
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learners and learn by experimentation, participation, and interactivity. They are comfortable
with uncertainty, and they build their own learning environments. They actively seek
knowledge, and take responsibility for their own learning.
A Gap in the Literature: The Visual Arts
The literature is abundant with studies dedicated to various subject areas and disciplines
delivered through distance learning networks. However, studies addressing the visual arts are
very rare. Two professors at SUNY New Paltz provided insight into their experience teaching
drawing, and three additional studies demonstrate the use of the asynchronous tools for critiques.
Miiller and Smith (2009) saw the need to offer an Introduction to Drawing and Design course
online for the summer semester, and as pioneers on their campus, describe the hurdles they
needed to obtain curriculum committee approval, including addressing concerns for plagiarism
and accessibility. In their article Distance Learning in the Visual Arts, they compare two
identical sections of this course, one presented face to face on campus, and the other online.
Students learned through online videos clips of artists demonstrating techniques, and instructor
designed PowerPoint presentations. Students uploaded digital photos of their drawings to the
course management system. Critiques were facilitated synchronously through second life and
asynchronously on discussion boards.
Digital files of the actual drawings were submitted to Second Life for students to view
and discuss, having been given a question to facilitate the critique. Miiller and Smith (2009)
found that students were more engaged and uninhibited in the online critiques when not exposed
to face to face anxiety.
Miiller and Smith (2009) concluded that students in both courses showed “consistent
development of skills.” Students were successful in developing “artistic potential, explored
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processes, materials, and approaches to the creative experience with no loss of quality in either
version of the course” (p. 504). Students not only learned to draw and develop design skills, they
also learned to “describe, analyze, interpret, evaluate, and enjoy the arts” (p. 497). Following the
examination of the student’s final portfolio, it was determined by the authors that the drawings
from the online class were comparable to the drawings submitted in a face to face class.
Additional literature indicates that computer mediated discussion tools are being utilized
to support art and photography students in the process of collaboration and critique. At the
University of Georgia, Quinn (2011) presented an art project to students both on campus and
online, to explore the differences in collaborative meaning-making through art. The online class
created digital art in Photoshop, watched tutorials and participated in asynchronous discussion,
while the on campus students used traditional paint methods. Both assignments required
collaborative approaches to the work; students manipulated each other’s images and participated
in reflections and discussions. The assignment was loosely framed in the spirit of experiential
and intuitive learning. Kolb (1984) redefined learning as an experiential process whereby one’s
knowledge is created through a process of adaptation based on experience. Kolb explains that
experiential learning theory is a holistic approach that integrates experience, perception,
cognition and behavior and suggests that learning involves the adaptive process of resolving
conflict. Learners need four different kinds of abilities to adapt; concrete experience, reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. Creative problem solving, or
synthesis, requires a level of complexity representative of adaptive learning and growth.
Experiential learning is an active, self-directed process and knowledge is both personally
acquired and socially transacted, as demonstrated in this study.
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Quinn (2011) found that the online group demonstrated “the spirit of reckless abandon
and creative anarchy,” (p. 23) compared to the on campus group. The written reflections offered
by the face to face group reinforced an attitude of timidity. He posits that these postings
demonstrate the role autonomy plays in successful collaboration, and recommends that the art
educator facilitate the leadership tendencies observed in individual students. Additional student
comments identified the need to provide adequate technical instruction, video tutorials and to
include a thematic framework for the lesson. Quinn concludes that the learning centered model
is beneficial to the art classroom. The embedded collaboration found in e-learning encourages
art students to take risks resulting in new ways of engaging in creative problem solving and
making meaning.
Akins, Check, and Riley (2004) observed the ability of the internet to provide an
emotional, informational and social lifeline to individuals, often even described as responsible
for one’s survival. In an ethnographic case study of arts based distance learning courses, they
found evidence of this support occurring in the digital classroom. The disembodied medium
removed social barriers and provided emotional safety resulting in a more open and intimate
dialogue between students and a visiting artist on the discussion board. They conclude that the
medium holds promise to empower and motivate art students.
Student blogs were utilized by Overby (2009) for reflections and collaborative critique of
photography portfolios. She found that student comments became progressively interactive and
fostered deep learning through making connections, moving the conversation in new directions,
and clarifying meaning. The conversation was democratic, with shy and bold students enjoying
equal status, and the teacher acting as a moderator. The blog represented a community of
learners engaging in an ongoing discourse about art; not seeking a single correct answer, but
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creating a collective response to complex issues beyond what could be accomplished
individually.
The studies cited, however limited in number, examine the student experience of learning
to draw in an online class and collaborate through the lens of the critique process. Critique is a
dialogic form of inquiry that addresses aesthetic criticism and facilitates the learning process.
This dissertation study will include an examination of the collaborative critique process as it is
mediated on the discussion board in distance learning drawing classes.
The Critique
The critique is a process in which students share, evaluate and interpret each other’s work
and is an integral part of the learning experience. The following examples from the literature
justify the critique as an essential component of the studio art class, and situate the process as
collaborative.
Geahigan (1999) explains that art criticism gained momentum in curriculums in the midcentury as a result of an interest in educational reform, an appreciation for aesthetics and what
has been referred to as the linguistic turn. In order to facilitate an effective linguistic activity,
conceptual models emerged and currently prevail in the visual art classroom, their longevity
reinforced by the tenets of DBAE. Feldman’s (1970) model of critique is subject-focused,
featuring four distinct stages; description, analysis, interpretation and evaluation, and provides a
structure for the critique. Eisner’s (1972) model provides six critical dimensions to elucidate
discussion; experiential, formal, symbolic, thematic, material and contextual. Experiential refers
to how the art affects the observer, whereas the formal addresses design elements and
composition. Symbolic addresses the meanings of images, thematic is the overarching
significance, and the materials concern itself with the use of the media, including its limits and
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effects on the message. The last dimension, context, includes the historical and personal context
of the artist.
Critical statements concerning the visual are easily articulated and clarified using these
structured approaches according to Geahigan (1999), which can include oral and written work.
However, while descriptions convey knowledge, interpretations and explanations convey
understanding, and evaluation conveys value. Group discussion is rarely linear and fails to
account for the dynamic and synergistic processes that result in collaborative learning. Geahigan
elaborates on the significance of language and rhetoric in the classroom, explaining that speech
act theory addresses the nature of a critical statement and the implications of language as a form
of action including the awareness and compliance with contextual rules. He suggests that the
traditional critical discourse model be replaced with a form of disciplined inquiry, encouraging
students to personally engage with the meaning and value of the work. He proposes three
approaches; a personal, critical reflection of the experience of viewing the work, research
activities, and critical evaluation through the lens of art concepts and skills.
Three principles are articulated by Osborne (1991) in which to assess art; artistic
excellence, aesthetic satisfaction and stature within the works cultural context. Lankford (1991)
offers a framework for critical dialogue for the art educator. He presents the following
guidelines; choose a suitable work of art as a subject, establish a relevant context for critical
judgment, establish a goal for the discussion and a consideration of the participant’s level of
experience. Smith (1991) describes exploratory aesthetic criticism as a means of probing the
aesthetic qualities of a work of art, as opposed to evaluative aesthetic criticism, which
communicates a summative value that can be defended. Exploratory aesthetic criticism consists
of description, analysis and characterization, followed by interpretation. Evaluative aesthetic
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criticism offers a detailed evaluation in the form of critical statements accompanied by an
assigned value, supported by a concrete argument.
In an effort to investigate how viewers use language to describe what they see, Soep and
Cotner (1999) asked eight graduate students with minimal experience in the visual arts to
describe a color lithograph. Through discourse analysis, they isolated four interpretive strategies
in their speech. The subjects were asked an open ended question inviting them to talk about the
print as if they were describing it to a friend over the telephone, employing any vocabulary they
felt comfortable using. Following the initial question, they were asked to describe specific
features of the print, guess the artists intentions, their feelings about it, and suggest a title. The
strategies the subjects used to articulate the descriptions of the work included contrast, negation,
speculation and narration.
The authors conclude that the identification of modes of speech from novices description
inform learner-centered approaches to the critique process. The subjects constructed meaning of
aesthetics through their own experience and reflection, however incomplete it may have been.
Though this analysis, the subject’s use of language shaped the context for interpretation of visual
art. Soep and Cotner (1999) suggest that their findings are just the beginning and recommend
further inquiry utilizing discourse analysis to help inform art education. The critique, whether it
is presented as a formally structured exercise utilizing one of the aforementioned models, or
offered as an informal descriptive and loosely interpretive activity, is a dialogic, student centered
and experiential process in which students construct shared meanings about visual art.
In summary, a review of the distance literature provides a thorough investigation into the
nature of collaboration, interactivity and its effect on the co-construction of knowledge, but
rarely privileges the student voice (Ashcraft et al., 2008; Bower & Hedberg, 2010; Yang et al.,
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2010 ). Collaboration is commonly mediated on the discussion board, a universally adopted,
asynchronous tool that supports knowledge construction, meaningful interaction and
demonstrated to yield a positive effect on student achievement in numerous studies (Andrews &
Haythornwaite, 2007; Bernard et al., 2009; Gilbert & Dabbagh, 2005; Henri, 1992). The
literature does not address whether some subject areas, like the experiential drawing class, are
more or less adaptable to substituting the affordances of the discussion board for the synergy of
face to face instruction.
A clear definition of collaboration has not been established, but factors contributing to
collaboration such as engagement (De Wever et al., 2009; Han & Park, 2008; Shi, 2010),
motivation (Kawachi, 2003), the divergence of time and place (Ally, 2004; Hiltz et al., 2007)
critical thinking (Blankson & Kyei-Blankson, 2008; Juwah, 2006; Meyer, 2003), social presence
(Kerhwald, 2008; Shea & Bidjerano, 2009), flow (Shin, 2006), and knowledge sharing behavior
(Yu et al., 2010) have been confirmed. Computer supported collaborated learning, or CSCL, has
been substantiated as a practice and field of research, but remains a general term (Miyake, 2007;
Schellens et al., 2007). Interactivity has been validated as an effect of community and
knowledge sharing behavior is a result of community (Abedin et al., 2010), a shared sense of
values, and task interdependence ( Lave & Wenger, 1991; Lear et al., 2010; Ma & Yuen, 2011;
Nam & Zeller, 2011). Additionally, the development of community is associated with social
presence and trust (Bassani, 2011; Wenger, 2008 ). Digital natives (Prensky, 2001) optimally
learn through collaborative social networks and indwelling (Thomas & Brown, 2011), however,
deeper inquiry, from the perspective of the participant is needed to determine how virtual
learning communities form.
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Finally, there remains a paucity of literature dedicated to virtual drawing classes.
Drawing is learned through making marks on paper, skills of visual perception (Drury & Stryker,
2009; Edwards, 1999, 2012; Enstice & Peters, 2003; Faber & Mendelowitz, 2007; Goldstein,
2004; Nicolaides, 1969), understanding aesthetics and engaging in critiques (Beardsley, 1991;
Brown & Korzenik, 1993; Crawford, 1991; Dewey, 1934; Dobbs, 1992; Eisner, 1972; Feldman,
1970; Gardner, 1990; Geahigan, 1999; Lankford, 1991; Osborne, 1991; Smith, 1991). The
asynchronous discussion board mediates virtual critiques in arts based courses (Akins et al.,
2004; Overby, 2009; Miiller & Smith, 2009; Quinn, 2011). The literature does not articulate the
social processes, nature and dimensions used to measure how students learn to draw through this
interactive process.
Conclusion
The aesthetic tradition with its inherent understanding of the artistic process, was first
elucidated by Dewey (1934), and further clarified in formal models of critique such as
Feldman’s (1970) stages of description, analysis, interpretation and evaluation. Crawford (1991)
explains that it is a dialogic process through which art students learn to clarify their artist
creation, learn to visually discriminate, develop critical evaluation, appreciate culture and
preserve art for future generations. Geaghigan (1999) adds that the critique is a synergistic,
group process that results in collaborative learning as students use language to convey
knowledge, understanding and value. Quinn (2001) noted that the collaborative nature of
distance learning aided art students to engage in creative problem solving and meaning making.
Overby (2009) concurred, observing that critiques mediated through blogs with photography
students resulted in deep learning through connections.
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Bower and Hedberg (2010), and Ashcraft et al. (2008), discussed the role of the
discussion board in mediating collaborative learning and the co-construction of knowledge.
Schellens et al. (2007) found that CSCL led to a higher level of knowledge construction and
Kawachi (2003) explained that the use of collaborative tools demonstrated critical thinking
skills. Meyer (2003) found that online discussions progressed through a four stage process of
critical thinking; triggering, exploration, integration and critical assessment, comparable to the
process of critique.
The mid-century perspective of Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975) observed students
expressing creativity by integrating the inner self and their environment, while Thomas and
Brown (2011) observe today’s students as learning together in virtual spaces as engaged
members of a collective. The process of critique is born from a long tradition of the aesthetic in
art education. Crawford (1991) explains that its significance is due to the fact that it asks not
only what is beautiful but what is art? Geahigan (1999) explains that art criticism became
integral to art education in the mid-century.
This dissertation coaxes the tradition into the 21st century while contributing to the body
of scholarly literature in both distance learning and art education. The critique is a reflective,
collaborative process that shares a constructivist model of inquiry with distance learning
pedagogy, and parallels the desired outcomes observed in the critical thinking process. The
discussion board is a postmodern tool with the capacity to mediate discourse; its affordances
offering a natural partnership to computer mediated drawing classes. Along with the participant
perspective of the experience, it provides a rich source of data in which to deconstruct the
phenomenon of collaboration.
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Chapter III: Method
The study of virtual drawing classes employed a multiple method research design,
utilizing qualitative grounded theory of student’s virtual experiences and a quantitative content
analysis of discussion board transcripts. This facilitated a thorough investigation of the research
questions. The grounded theory analysis addressed the first research question, what social
processes facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the student in a virtual drawing
class? Transcripts of student communication on the discussion board provided data for the
content analysis and answered the second research question, what factors contributed to
collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning community?
Data collection and analysis was conducted sequentially, initially from grounded theory
interviews with students and instructors who have participated in the online drawing course,
followed by a content analysis of discussion board dialogues. The transcripts were chosen on the
basis of participant referral. In the analysis stage the emerging themes from the grounded theory
analysis were compared with the results of the content analysis to triangulate the data and answer
the final research question, how can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further
delineated, defined or explained.
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first sections presents a detailed discussion
of the methods used in the study, including the history and a rationale explaining the
methodological fit to the research questions. The second section presents a detailed report on the
methods as it was applied to the study, including the data collection, coding and final analysis.
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Methodological Fit
This section begins with a review of the research question, and proceeds to discuss the
origin, research paradigm, methodology and methodological fit of grounded theory, content
analysis and multiple methods in greater detail, each in individual subsections.
In order for the researcher to make an informed decision regarding the methodological fit,
one must consider the paradigmatic underpinnings relative to the research question. Both
quantitative and qualitative methodologies have a shared commitment to understanding and
improving the human condition, disseminating information for practical use, and a commitment
to rigor. In the age of information, the burden of responsibility to choose the appropriate
methodology falls on the researcher. As Sale, Lohfeld, and Brazil (2002) explain, “each of these
methods is based on a particular paradigm, a patterned set of assumptions concerning reality
(ontology), knowledge of that reality (epistemology), and the particular ways of knowing that
reality (methodology)” (p. 44).
Reviewing the research questions below the factors, social processes and phenomenon of
collaboration were examined in a distance learning drawing class.
RQ1: What social processes facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the
student in a computer mediated drawing class?
RQ2: What factors contribute to collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning
community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured by the participative,
interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model?
RQ3: How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or
explained?
Qualitative, phenomenological methods that demonstrate the lived experience and social
processes are born out of the postmodern perspective. As a research method, qualitative inquiry
provides an understanding of complex phenomenon and is appropriate when studying smaller
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population samples in greater depth. As Sale et al. (2002) explain, the qualitative paradigm
originates in constructivist ontology. Reality is socially constructed, and there are multiple
understandings, realities, and corresponding contextual truths. Grounded theory was chosen as a
research method to address question number one for its ability to focus on the lived experience of
the participant and its strength in developing theory on social processes (Charmaz, 2006).
In contrast, quantitative methodologies yield factual data and are developed out of the
positivist tradition. Quantitative methods seek a connection between cause and effect and make
predications within a range of generalizability. Sale et al. (2002) states that in the quantitative
approach, “there is only one truth, an objective reality that exists independent of human
perception” (p. 44). However, as Bentz and Shapiro (1998) explain, “The principal shortcoming
of such methods is their inability to account for the extremely complex and subtle features of
individual behavior, which, some have argued, simply cannot be reduced to numbers” (p. 123).
The content analysis method was chosen to answer research question number two for its capacity
to report the frequency of a priori codes present in a discussion transcript. Poole, Folger, and
Hewes (1987) differentiate a quantitative from a qualitative content analysis model by the
presence of a coding scheme in the former, trained coders employing restricted observer mode
and tests for inter-rater reliability to monitor intersubjectivity. The details on the content
analysis model (Henri, 1991) chosen for this study, including the reliability of the method, the
implementation of a coding manual and standards for inter-rater reliability will be discussed in
detail in a later section.
Denzin (1978) describes four methods of triangulation, the use of various data sources,
researchers or theoretical perspectives for interpretation, and methodological triangulation, or the
use of multiple methods to study a research problem. The latter can include within methods or
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between methods. Jick (1979) explains that triangulation provides clarification while revealing
contradictions. Greene and Caracelli (1997) use the term multimethod research to describe a
combination of methods within a single paradigm, selected with mindful attention to the
intersection of the ontological, epistemological and ideological perspectives. In this study, the
two methods of grounded theory and content analysis were triangulated to address the final
research question: how can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated,
defined or explained. This was accomplished by creating two individual models of comparison,
depicted in graphical illustrations. The emerging themes of the grounded theory analysis were
compared to the codes of the content analysis for common constructs in the first model, and a
theoretical correspondence or relationship between the data was illustrated in two additional
models.
Grounded theory. Grounded theory was chosen as a constructivist method for this
dissertation study to address the research question; what social processes facilitate learning to
draw from the perspective of the student in a computer mediated drawing class? Grounded
theory was born from recognition of the complexity of human interpretation of phenomenon,
experience and social action. Commencing with the overarching question, what is happening
here (Glaser, 1978), Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) systematic and empirical qualitative
methodology sought to generate theory through interviews, observation and supporting data, thus
grounding the theory contextually as it emerges from the data. This method of inquiry has been
chosen for its ability to examine the social processes inherent in collaboration. Due to the
relatively rare and recent implementation of distance learning drawing classes, asking students
the overarching question, What all is happening here?, validated the student voice as it
empirically revealed details of the phenomenon. Grounded theory shares its epistemological
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origins with phenomenology, as originally defined by Husserl’s study of the human experience
(Van Manen, 1990). In their efforts to explain the philosophical perspective of phenomenology,
both Bentz and Shapiro (1998), and Van Manen (1990) refer to the concept of the lifeworld. In
social research, the lifeworld is defined as the lived experience, including relations and history,
in the context of the natural environment. It is continuously evolving, affected by human
interaction and the passage of time. Even as a subject recollects an experience, that experience
has been “transformed” (Van Manen, 1990, p. 54).
Consistent with distance learning pedagogies, a constructivist approach, utilizing a
grounded theory analysis was an appropriate approach to this inquiry. As Creswell and Plano
Clark (2007) state,
Constructivism, typically associated with qualitative approaches, works from a different
worldview. The understanding or meaning of phenomena, formed through participants
and their subjective views, make up this worldview. When participants provide their
understandings, they speak from meanings shaped by social interaction with others and
from their own personal histories. In this form of inquiry, research is shaped ‘from the
bottom up’; from individual perspectives to broad patterns and ultimately, to theory.
(p. 22)
Origins of grounded theory. Grounded theory originated from the collaborative research
of Glaser and Strauss (1967) involving the study of terminally ill patients experience in a
hospital setting in the 1960’s. Strauss was influenced by symbolic interactionism as described by
Blumer (1969) and as Bryant and Charmaz explain (2010), the pragmatist philosophy of the
Chicago School, where he was influential in advancing constructivist research inquiry. Glaser
came from Columbia University having had a strong background in quantitative methods and
greatly influenced the initial development of grounded theory as an approach, leaning toward a
post-positivist tradition. Blumer’s (1969) philosophy of symbolic interactionism validates
multiple perspectives of reality; individuals attach personal meaning to people and things,
creating symbols through which they filter their interactions. Symbols are negotiated through
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language, and interpreted through thought. Blumer himself was influenced by Mead and Dewey.
Mead’s philosophy of pragmatism honors the individuals situated perspective and subsequent
interpretation (1926). Dewey’s discussion of experience (1934) encompassed the individual’s
direct interaction with the environment, inclusive of nature and art, and influenced by culture.
Blumer’s tangible legacy on grounded theory can be found in his idea of sensitizing concepts;
the ability of the researcher to intuitively formulate the research questions (Charmaz, 2006), and
Shatzman’s development of grounded theory as a dimensional analysis which emulates a natural
inclination for human beings to conceptualize their environment to make sense of it (Bowers,
1988; Kools, McCarthy, Durham, & Robrecht, 1996; Shatzman, 1991).
Grounded theory has evolved over the last four decades, transitioning from a postpositivist to a post-modern perspective. Shatzman (1991) developed an approach to organizing
the data around a multidimensional matrix that allows examination of the codes in context. The
process identifies a central dimension that allows the researcher to analyze conditions, processes
and the underlying system of interconnections while considering multiple perspectives of a
phenomenon. He named his approach dimensional analysis and it will serve as a tool for
conceptualizing the data in this research study. In Strauss’ (1990) last book, co-authored by
Corbin, he shifted to a more constructivist worldview by acknowledging the researcher in
interpretation and theory development. Charmaz, perhaps the most well-known proponent of the
constructivist view, published her work in 2006 and expanded substantially on the idea of the coconstruction of reality between the researcher and participant. A constructivist approach
acknowledges the participants social construction of meaning, and therefore the data and analysis
is the result of shared experiences and relationships. Charmaz favored the constructivist
perspective in her study of patient’s experience of time. This approach honors the lifeworld as it
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is embedded in larger social networks, revealing hierarchies of power, communication and
difference.
Clarke (2005) contributed situational analysis, a post-modern approach, to the landscape
of grounded theory charting the relationships, social world and arenas, and differences and
conflicts. This dissertation study approached the grounded theory method from a constructivist
epistemological stance, employing Shatzman’s (1991) dimensional analysis to investigate the
social process of collaboration and the formation of learning communities.
Dimensional analysis. Dimensional analysis was developed by Shatzman (1991) to give
the researcher a structure to interpret the data and generate theory through the use of the
explanatory or theoretical matrix. This delineates the scope of the research question from “What
is the basic social process that underlies the phenomenon of interest?” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967),
to “What all is involved here?” (Shatzman, 1991, p. 310). Based on the more widely known
grounded theory approach, dimensional analysis integrates interviews and participant
observation to collect data and utilizes the constant comparison method of coding for analysis. It
is based on a theory of “natural analysis” allowing the researcher to code and categorize the data
as an extension of natural human interpretation. Shatzman (1991) explains that dimensional
analysis adds a perspective to grounded theory and is based on the natural human ability to
interpret and understand the phenomena of everyday life. Dimensional analysis is the intentional
and sustained application of a structured set of dimensions and differentiates it as empirical
research.
Following open, axial and selective coding, a matrix is traditionally used in grounded
theory method. In dimensional analysis, however, the explanatory matrix is the “cornerstone,”
revealing a key concept. The remaining dimensions are placed within the matrix according to
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their relevancy to this central concept, as “context, conditions, processes or consequences”
(Kools et al., 1996, p. 319), or as Schatzman explains, to clarify the phenomenon by framing the
“parts, attributes, interconnections, context, processes and implications ” (1991, p. 309). Kools
et al. (1996) describe a dimension as “an abstract concept with associated properties that provide
quantitative or qualitative parameters or modifiers for the purpose of description” (p. 316). As
such, it aids the researcher in making meaning by contextualizing social interactions, as
explained by Blumer (1969) in his theory of symbolic interactionism. Dimensional analysis and
the use of the explanatory matrix provide an empirical framework in which to interpret data and
produce theory. In this study I am incorporating Shatzman’s (1991) perspective by using
dimensions to conceptualize theory, and will reference the term dimensional analysis to describe
this phase of the study from this point forward. Figure 3.1 represents the explanatory matrix
developed by Kools et al (1996, p.318) that is used to organize, identify and analyze the
dimensions in a dimensional analysis.
Figure 3.1 Explanatory Matrix
Perspective
Dimensions
Properties
Context Conditions Processes Consequences

Designations

Content analysis. Content analysis was chosen as a quantitative method in this
dissertation study to address the research question: What factors contribute to collaboration and
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the formation of a virtual learning community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured
by the participative, interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model? Schwandt
defines content analysis as “a generic name for a variety of means of textural analysis that
involve comparing, contrasting, and categorizing a corpus of data” (1997, p. 21). It can involve
any message from any communication medium, be it visual, spoken, or even sung. This research
method makes inferences about the sender, the message or the audience. It refers to not just one
tool of analysis, but a wide range of approaches (Hardy & Bryman, 2004; Marks & Yardley,
2004; Pierce, 2008; Weber, 1990).
The content analysis selected to quantify, clarify and classify categories of learning
online was designed and implemented by Henri (1991). It provided a framework or model in
which to measure participative, social and interactive categories of collaboration. This analysis
revealed the presence or absence of collaborative factors on the discussion board, as captured in
the frequency counts of codes. Significantly, Henri’s work was cited extensively in the
literature, attesting to its credibility and influence in the field of CMC (computer mediated
communication) content analysis.
Rourke, Anderson, Garrison, and Archer (2000) explain the methodological issues and
challenges of analyzing discussion boards and other computer conference tools using content
analysis. Transcripts exist in their native text format, eliminating the necessity of transcription.
To ensure that content analysis remains an objective method of inquiry, coders are trained in a
protocol to identify variables in the text. The issues of objectivity, inter-rater reliability,
replicability and systematic relevance are tantamount. To address objectivity, a statistic
describing the inter-rater reliability, or the extent in which coders arrive at the same coding
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decisions agree, must be stated, although they advise that an exact standard has not been
established.
Text, analyzed in the content analysis tradition, exists independent from the sender or
receiver, and therefore neither party is aware of the analysis. Critics of content analysis charge
researchers with bias on selection of text, and as with any conceptual assumptions, these can be
contestable (Pierce, 2008; Weber, 1990). Holloway and Poulin (1995) explain that the
documented communication may contain language laden with cultural and linguistic references
that reveals the nuances of meaning, or intersubjectivity, pursuant to the inquiry. Subjectprivileged meaning refers to the implicit understanding of meaning those who share the same
culture apply to language. An observer may have enough of a generalized knowledge of the
language from a collective cultural overview, or observer-privileged meaning. Poole et al.
(1987) explain that content analysis domains of meaning are identified by the interpreter’s
perspective, such as observer-privileged and subject-privileged perspectives. Careful attention
to training coders to classify passages of text consistent with the context, or restricted observer
privilege, affords more reliable and objective data.
Although there is some controversy surrounding its classification as being either a
quantitative or qualitative method, content analysis can be described by the manner in which one
renders the text into numerical types and applies methods of analysis. Quantitative content
analysis entails counting the incidence and frequency of words, and may in some cases be
followed by statistical analysis such as correlations, cluster or regression analyses. This method
has been deemed reliable but has also been criticized for removing meaning from context.
Thematic content analysis combines emergent codes with the observation of specific patterns in
the data, referred to as themes. A theme is coded as directly observed from the data, or it may
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exist at a latent level (Marks & Yardley, 2004). Weber (1990) contends, “The best contentanalytic studies use both qualitative and quantitative operations on texts. Thus content analysis
methods combine what are usually thought to be antithetical modes of analysis” (p. 10).
Along the continuum of quantitative methods, Henri (1992) herself states that it is
intended to be used qualitatively. However, Poole et al. (1987) distinguish the difference
between quantitative and qualitative content analysis as the presence or absence of a predetermined coding scheme. They define several types of quantitative models, not all of which are
defined by the inclusion of inferential statistics. Henri's model would fit the description of a
global rating and interaction coding scheme, and align with the definition of a quantitative
content analysis model as classified by Poole et al. As such, restricted observers apply global
judgments to individual or several connected conversations on the basis of behavioral
dimensions, expressed as ratings or rankings. The data is then aggregated to yield a profile of the
phenomenon or participants based on a theoretical position. Inter-rater reliability, tests for
evaluator agreement, reliability of individual categories, and agreement on units of evaluation are
important to demonstrate stable traits of interaction.
Content analysis of virtual discussions. Transcripts of virtual discussions were an
integral part of this dissertation study. Henri (1992) explains that the goal of a content analysis
in a computer mediated conference is to examine the richness and efficiency of computer
mediated interaction, in order to appreciate and develop its full potential as a collaborative
learning object. She believes that content analysis provides us with an understanding of distance
learning pedagogies:
Content analysis, when conducted with an aim to understanding the learning process,
provides information on the participants as learners, and on their ways of dealing with a
given topic. Thus informed, the educator is in a position to fulfill his main role, which is
to offer immediate support to the individual and the collective learning process. (p. 118)
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Of content analysis, she explains that merely quantifying the volume of messages fails to
measure the richness of interactivity and cognitive processes. Henri’s (1991) model establishes
criteria for evaluation by framing her codes within a larger conceptual construct. The framework
breaks down the discussion into message units of meaning and analyzes the content according to
the categories of social exchanges, interactive exchanges, exchanges demonstrating cognitive
skills, and those demonstrating metacognitive skills. Within each category are several codes,
with the exception of the social category which contains a single code. Table 3.1 provides an
overview of Henri’s (1991) model. The complete model is included in Appendix A. The
analysis concludes with a final matrix; the frequency of the codes are calculated and displayed as
percentages of the total number of codes in each discussion by category.
Table 3.1 Overview of Model

Overview of Model
Category: Social

Statement or part of statement not related to formal content of
subject matter

Category: Interactivity

Definition

Explicit Interaction

Any statement referring explicitly to another message, person or
group

Direct Response

Any statement responding to a question, using a direct reference

Direct Commentary

Any statement taking up and pursuing an expressed idea, using
direct reference

Implicit Interaction

Any statement referring implicitly to another message, person or
group

Indirect Response

Any statement obviously responding to a question, but without
referring to it by name
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Indirect Commentary

Any statement taking up and pursuing an expressed idea, but
without referring to the original message

Independent Statement

Any statement relating to the subject under discussion, but which
is neither an answer nor a commentary and which does not lead
to any further statements

Category: Cognitive Skills

Definition

Elementary Clarification

Observing or studying a problem, indentifying its elements and
observing their linkages in order to come to a basic understanding.

In-depth Clarification

Analyzing and understanding a problem to come to an
understanding which sheds light on the values, beliefs and
assumptions which underlie the statement of the problem.

Inference

Induction and deduction, admitting or proposing an idea on the
basis of its link with propositions already admitted as true.

Judgment

Making decisions, statements, appreciations, evaluations and
criticism.

Strategies

Proposing coordinated actions for the application of a solution, or
following through on a choice or decision.

Category: Metacognitive
Knowledge

Statements indicating declarative knowledge concerning the
person, task or strategies.

Category: Metacognitive Skill

Statements indicating procedural knowledge relating to
evaluation, planning, regulation and self-awareness.

Henri’s (1991) model was chosen for the dimensions it seeks to measure; it is the most
consistent with the construct of collaboration. The ultimate test of a coding scheme is in its
replicability. Rourke et al. cite Henri’s (1991) coding scheme as “seminal” for use in analyzing
discussion boards. Although it has often been modified and criticized for its weak systematic
structure and lack of a stated method of inter-rater reliability, it is the basis for most other models
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currently in use (Bassani, 2011; Gunawardena, Lowe, & Anderson, 1997; Hara, Bonk, & Angeli,
2000; Rourke et al., 2000).
Multiple method. The combination of grounded theory and content analysis not only
served to inform the other in sequence, it pursued an answer to the third research question: How
can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or explained? It
presented a balanced perspective and yielded a full complement of data to interpret and
subsequently build theory. The grounded theory interviews culminated in a dimensional
analysis, delineating the social processes of collaboration. As the students and instructors
described their experiences, dimensions emerged organically from the data. Student
collaboration was substantiated through the transcripts of three types of discussion boards, which
was subject to a content analysis. The content analysis quantified references into categories and
codes against an established model, corroborating their existence with an objective instrument.
Both methods established the relationships between dimensions and codes to explain the
construct of collaboration. The content analysis validated some of the emerging dimensions and
by quantifying the code frequency, situated them in the discussion board type. In the final
interpretation, the results were merged in a graphical model. Utilizing multiple methods
strengthened the validity of this inquiry.
Method of the Study
This section begins with details regarding the selection and composition of the research
participants, and proceeds to discuss the interview process, the grounded theory coding method
and dimensional analysis. The section proceeds with a discussion of transcript selection for the
content analysis of the discussion board and the coding method, followed by the development of
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the coding manual, inter-rater reliability and finally, the analysis. The chapter concludes with a
description of how multiple methods were used to analyze interpret and present the data.
Purposeful sample. The two institutions represented in this study were a Midwestern
community college and a four year university in a Middle Atlantic state. Both institutions
offered the same drawing class on campus, granting students with a choice of modes of delivery,
and provided a secure course management system with technical support. The community
college is one of seven institutions belonging to a state wide distance learning consortium,
expanding student access through a dedicated website. The consortium provides student
advising, support, assessment and coordination of programs. The distance learning classes
offered at the university are offered under the auspices of individual departments. Instructors
from both institutions reported having students enrolled in the distance learning drawing class
from other institutions located both in this country and overseas.
The study was subject to two consent processes, one from Antioch University, and the
other from the participating four year university. The Informed Consent is included as Appendix
B, and the Application for Ethics Review is included as Appendix C. Students were invited by
email to participate in the study. A copy of the email invitation is included as Appendix D.
The participating virtual drawing classes had both concluded within a year of the study.
The community college class took place in fall of 2011, and the university class in the summer of
2011. The community college class had an enrollment size of 35, whereas the university class
had an enrollment of 11 students. The professors were the point of contact, providing me with
the email addresses and with the permission of their institution, access to the discussion board
transcripts with student identities protected. All students received invitations to be interviewed.
A total of thirteen interviews were conducted. Ten students were interviewed, seven from the
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community college and three from the university. The remaining three interviews were
conducted with professors. One instructor was interviewed from each participating college, and
one was from a New England community college that was originally invited to participate in the
study but who eventually declined. The professor was interested in contributing to the study
regardless of the institutional decision, and was included for purposes of theoretical sampling
(Charmaz, 2006).
Students were slow to respond to the email requests. Multiple emails were sent with
varying text headers placed in the memo lines. After interviewing the first five students, the flow
of responses appeared to come to a halt. A brainstorming session with Committee Chair Dr.
Elizabeth Holloway yielded some effective suggestions. I searched Facebook and Linked In for
the students on the roster, sending them the same email invitation. I obtained two additional
interviews from this search. After obtaining email permission from Antioch IRB chair Dr.
Carolyn Kenny, I also offered a Starbucks gift card for participation in my next round of email
invitations. The three theoretical interviews, conducted after saturation was reached, were
obtained as a result of offering the Starbucks incentive and the phrase, “Good work in Drawing
Class” in the memo line of the email. This was inspired by my own reaction while examining
the discussion board transcripts which included posted drawings.
The interview. Charmaz (2006) explains, a grounded theory interview is a directed
conversation that requires open-ended questions and flexibility to enable the subject to respond
in their own words. As Kvale (1996) instructs in his list of Quality Criteria for an Interview,
“The shorter the interviewer’s questions and the longer the subject’s answers, the better”
(p. 145). As an experienced college instructor, academic advisor and interviewer, I am familiar
with communicating with students, and this protocol. All interviews were conducted over the
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telephone were digitally recorded with the participants consent. The Adult Informed Consent
Form was obtained prior to the interview, either through fax, email or by traditional postal
communication. After an initial icebreaking period during which I asked background questions
on the student’s age, academic major and previous experience taking a drawing class as well as
any other online class, I explained that the interview was pursuant to research on the student
experience of taking an online drawing class, and assured the student that the interview would be
kept confidential. The students were refreshingly open and honest in their responses, needing
very little prompting beyond the initial interview question, “Tell me what it was like taking an
online drawing class.” They had no concerns about repercussions relative to their grade, having
completed the course at least two semesters in the past, and the experience was still very fresh in
his or her mind. As the interview progresses, I checked for meaning, confirming, redirecting and
clarifying the student’s statement using their syntax and language. During the course of the
interview, I asked them what it was like participating in a critique, and asked them to describe an
experience or conversation on the discussion board that was meaningful to their learning. All of
the students were able to recall conversational exchanges in at least one of the discussion board
forums that were significant to their experience in the class. Some of them related events with
great clarity, identifying collaborative experiences with specific classmates, on specific
discussion board forums while explaining the effect it had on the progress of their drawing skills.
As the coding process began, the themes began to emerge relative to visual learning and virtual
culture. These themes were pursued in more detail when they surfaced in subsequent interviews,
encouraging the students to clarify and expound on their experience.
The interviews took on an average, one hour. The digital audio files were sent to a
professional transcriptionist service, with instructions to include all utterances and pauses. I
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verified the transcripts and made minor corrections to studio art terminology that was
misinterpreted by the transcriptionist. The transcripts were then sent to the participants for
verification. Only one transcript was sent back for correction, and that was from an instructor.
The transcribed interviews were imported into the NVivo application for coding.
Analysis. The constant comparative method was used to develop succinct categories and
dimensions (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Beginning with over one hundred lower
level codes from initial interviews coding proceeded quickly from the axial stage to the
conceptual, as categories were consolidated and dimensions emerged. My coding partner
assumed the role of consultant and memos recorded links between the data and possible analysis
(Charmaz, 2006) for later consideration. An explanatory matrix was guided by a dimensional
analysis (Shatzman, 1991), the primary dimensions of which emerged as a result of axial coding.
The results of the coders work was monitored by the maintenance of a master NVivo file
(Bazeley, 2010).
Coding. The interviews were coded in NVivo, a qualitative analysis software application
that helps organize and code text. A coding team consisting of myself and two other trained and
experienced coders served as the coding team. One member served as my coding partner,
discussing the impressions of the first interview as we coded it together to seek agreement on
emergent codes. The first four interviews were coded by all three members of the team, utilizing
a line by line coding process. Thereafter, each interview was coded by two members of the
team. Following coding, all interviews were reviewed by my coding partner for consistency.
The team met weekly by live synchronous video chat, enabling screen sharing of the NVivo
software application. Using this tool helped clarify codes and successfully negotiate meanings.
Committee chair Dr. Elizabeth Holloway advised the team to proceed to axial coding after the
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fifth interview. Nodes were consolidated and duplicates merged in the first of many subsequent
steps toward developing the final dimensions. As additional interviews were coded, additional
consolidation became necessary, verified by my coding partner.
Memos. Memoing, a function in NVivo, was used to record reflections on interviews,
connections between concepts and intuitive flashes of understandings. This proved to be a
powerful tool in the constant comparison process and the development of the dimensions. Codes
were becoming conceptualized by the seventh interview, as both the as the student and instructor
nodes, that had been segregated into separate folders, appeared to be connected by powerful
overarching concepts. Potential dimensions began to emerge after the tenth interview, as
categories became theoretical and reflected broader themes. Subsequent coding focused on
emerging dimensions.
Saturating the theoretical dimensions. Charmaz (2006) explains that data is collected
until saturation achieved, and that is defined as the point in which “fresh data no longer sparks
new theoretical insights, nor reveals new properties of your theoretical categories” (p.113).
Signs of saturation were beginning to appear as early as interview eight, and confirmed in
interview ten, even after taking into consideration the differentiation of roles between the student
and the instructor. Three additional student interviews were conducted for theoretical purposes.
These interviews served to validate established conceptual categories without adding any
additional properties or new perspectives.
Dimensional analysis. A dimensional analysis provided a structure in which to analyze
the conceptualized dimensions (Shatzman, 1991). Through this process, the largest and most
significant concepts emerge from the data as primary dimensions. A core dimension is chosen
for its ability to relate or explain the primary dimensions. Several primary dimensions emerged
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from the data in this study. These were each tested for their ability to provide a perspective for a
core dimension to be identified. The primary dimensions described two distinct but equally
powerful core dimensions. Consequently, two explanatory matrices were created and the
corresponding dimensions describing the “context, conditions, processes or consequences”
(Kools et al., 1996, p. 319) placed in the appropriate positions. The complexity of the
phenomenon was captured through the empirical method, ordering the dimensions in preparation
for theory building.
The discussion board transcripts. The content analysis phase of this study validated
specific incidences of interactivity between students on the discussion board, referred to in the
interviews. The discussion board transcripts were chosen on the basis of participant recall as the
information emerged from the interviews. Triangulation may occur simultaneously or
sequentially. Sequential triangulation is utilized when the first method informs the next, and the
data balances each other at the interpretation stage (Morse, 1991). This study used a sequential
approach to the convergence of the data. McMillan and Wergin (2010) support this, explaining,
“the two dominant approaches are very difficult to integrate in practice, unless they’re done
sequentially,” (p. 134) and note that when evaluating studies, the first should be utilized to
inform the second.
Transcript selection. The three discussion boards, consisting of an asynchronous critique
board, a weekly discussion topic and a live chat, was the primary instrument of communication
between students in the class. Transcripts of all discussion boards were provided by the
professors, with student’s names replaced by alpha numeric codes. The transcripts were chosen
on the basis of their connection to the interview transcripts. The student participants were asked
to recall any significant conversations that contributed to their learning, and all of them
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complied, with varying degrees of specificity. The transcripts chosen were analyzed in their
entirety, as conversational themes and threads tended to weave back and forth, while students
posted and responded to each other over the course of a week. A total of eleven transcripts were
selected, five asynchronous critique, four weekly discussion topics, and two live chats.
Preference was given to transcripts that matched up with detailed descriptions of the subject’s
conversations, including the topic, their contribution, the response of their peers, and the
discussion board forum. Only one of each of these discussion types were chosen on the basis of
a general description, but at least two students referred to the discussion. The discussion boards
were dispersed in time from the beginning, middle and end of the semester. Several students
referred to multiple discussions in great detail in their narratives, especially those who
participated in the asynchronous critique. The weekly discussion topic and the live chat
transcripts were provided by the community college, and the asynchronous critique was the only
discussion board available from the university.
Coding. The discussion board transcripts were imported into NVivo for analysis, as the
software has the ability to organize and parse a content analysis (Bazeley, 2010). The same
team coded the discussion board transcripts. Two transcripts were coded by all three team
members. The coders paired up in alternating teams of two, so that the remaining nine transcripts
were equally distributed.
The unit of analysis in this study was the message unit, determined by paragraph breaks
formatted by the author. When multiple codes appeared in one unit, one dominant code was
selected. In content analysis, units of analysis can vary from the sentence, paragraph or the
message unit. Henri (1992), however, established the unit of meaning, based on the construct or
theme under investigation. This can result in an unmanageable amount of data to manage, track
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and code. Rourke et al. (2000) contend that the message unit provides the most advantages;
presenting a manageable and identifiable workflow, the unit is determined by the author, and
studies employing this unit of measure it represents among the highest inter-rater reliability
across those examined.
Developing the coding manual. This subsection provides details on the coder’s
interpretation of the content analysis model and subsequent development of a trainer’s manual.
This provides a documentation of not only the diligence of the coders to reach agreement thus
ensuring inter-rater reliability, but also provides a definition of the categories and codes in the
model. Four tables are provided to illustrate the change in definitions from the original model to
the completed training manual, and examples of coded references are provided. The alpha
numeric sequence that follows the reference was used to identify the message unit in the
transcript.
The discussion board forums followed three distinct formats; an asynchronous critique, a
weekly asynchronous discussion topic, and a live chat critique. It was immediately apparent to
the coders that they each had distinct qualities; one could almost say personalities, evidenced by
the communication style of the participants. Training coders to understand the nuances of the
text and agree on the definitions of the codes is tantamount to addressing issues of objectivity,
inter-rater reliability, replicability and systematic relevance in content analysis (Rourke et al.,
2000). Poole et al. (1987) add that restricted observer meaning is best achieved by training
coders in the models underlying theoretical base. Email communication with Henri revealed that
there was no training manual for the model, which had been created in 1991. The published
tables with accompanying descriptors served as the sole guidelines for code interpretation. The
format and structure of discussion boards have also evolved during that eleven year span. Earlier
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versions of discussion boards utilized single threaded formats which simply ordered the
responses in chronological order, making individual conversational threads confusing to follow.
In contemporary course management systems the forums feature a tree-like directory structure
allowing for multiple threads. The initial post is the starter thread. Students can reply by
entering the conversation at their choice of entry points. The narrative is clearly delineated by
the use of the abbreviation “RE:” in the title of subsequent replies, due to an automatic program
function.
In the weekly video conference sessions, the coders observed that examples given in the
tables provided by Henri (1992) were ambiguous when applied to our data. Not only were
student responses clearly ordered in a hierarchical model, which impacted the interpretation of
the codes in the interactivity model, but the three different formats of the discussion boards
necessitated individualized approaches to coding. Following a series of discussions, a consensus
was reached on the interpretation of the codes as they applied to the student responses. Applying
the codes to all three different formats of discussion boards in a one-size-fits-all approach was
rejected in favor of a set of adapted guidelines according to discussion board type. A training
manual was developed based on actual examples encountered by the coding team. The training
manual was tested and modified twice during the training period and is included as Appendix E.
The differentiation between the codes explicit interaction, direct response and direct
commentary illustrate this conundrum. Table 3.2 compares Henri’s (1992) model with the
coder’s training manual.
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Table 3.2 Explicit Interaction

Category: Interactivity Code: Explicit Interaction
Henri

Training Manual

Explanation

Definition

Any statement referring
explicitly to another
message, person or
group

Refers explicitly to
another message.

Indicator

None given

A simple interaction.
Can make a comment
on a previous post, but
might not be in the
direct order of
responses.

In the contemporary
discussion board model,
the respondent chooses
the entry point of
conversation, and in
most cases, responds
directly to another
individual’s posting.
This is indicated by RE:
in the memo line.

Example

None given

Others seem to feel this
way but I think…

The following guidelines were established by the coders:
•

When a post is written in response to an initial posting, indicated by Re: title, it is

a direct response or direct commentary.
•

Exception to above: when a post is written in response to an initial post, but

clearly makes a reference to a group opinion, or unidentified previous post, it should be
coded as an explicit interaction.
Examples of student postings that were coded as explicit interactions include the
following:
“Charcoal seems to be a favorite of many but I just can't seem to get into it.” (2a)
I'm sure there were many brilliant female artists and scientists that we may never know
about, because much information on women in those days was either downplayed or
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excluded. I also think it's important for humans to understand both art and science,
without excluding one or the other, as it makes you see things more clearly and I think
they go somewhat hand-in-hand. You need a healthy imagination for both. (4a)
The three discussion board types include asynchronous critiques, weekly asynchronous
discussion topics, and live chat critiques. The asynchronous critiques required students to post a
digital image of their drawing with a brief comment. Students posted digital photographs of their
assignments consisting primarily of

still life, landscape and portraiture. Two students were

assigned to offer feedback to the original student, and in many cases, an interactive conversation
ensued. The process of critique requires making a judgment, clearly indicated in the cognitive
skills model. It was also agreed by the coders that the initial posting of the image would be
coded as elementary clarification. The student responses demonstrated distinctly different
transactional paths in the weekly discussion topics. The instructor assigned a topic of discussion
each week, and each student was required to post an initial thread, and two responses to their
peer’s posts within that week, facilitating interactive and reflective dialogue. The topics ranged
from the results of researching an artist to a reflection on the student’s experience using a
drawing medium. The student’s initial post was in response to the instructors question and was
observed by the coders to demonstrate critical thinking, while the student’s responses to each
other indicated interactivity, prompting an agreement on coding protocol.
Across the three types of transcripts, students offered solutions and advice or described
how they would implement learning strategies in the future, as a result of an interaction.
Strategies is a code in the cognitive skills category. It was adjusted for coding dialogue that
indicated a future orientation of enacting a solution. The cognitive skills model required that
each code be further defined to a level of level of processing, surface or in-depth. After much
debate and the careful examination of the three types of discussion board transcripts, a consensus
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was reached on a criterion. The following statement was added to the training manual “Ask:
does this statement help the student learn to draw or succeed in the course? If yes, code as indepth.”
The following tables illustrate the adjustments made to the training manual compared to
Henri’s original model. Examples of code references follow each table.
Table 3.3 Elementary Clarification

Category: Cognitive Skills Code: Elementary Clarification
Henri

Training Manual

Explanation

Definition

Observing or studying a
problem, identifying its
elements, and
observing their linkages
in order to come to a
basic understanding

Observing or identifying
a problem, ask a
question,
demonstrating basic
understanding.

Indicator

Identifying relevant
elements, reformulating
the problem, asking a
relevant question,
identifying previously
stated hypothesis

Present or past
orientation, states
intentions, identifies,
explains, reformulates.

This code is expanded
beyond use in
describing the process
of critical thinking to
include initial
presentation of work for
critique.

Example

None given

Image of work uploaded
in first post for critique,
here is my work, or this
is what I think.
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This an example of a posting that was coded as elementary clarification,
“chose a plum, peach. and some blueberries...used pastel crayons as well as colored
pencils.” (6a)

Table 3.4 Judgment

Category: Cognitive Skills Code: Judgment
Henri

Training Manual

Explanation

Definition

Making decisions,
statements,
appreciations,
evaluations and
criticisms, sizing up.

Statement indicating
appreciation, criticism,
evaluation.

Indicator

Judging the relevance of
solutions, making value
judgments, judging
inferences.

Offers a value
judgment.

This code is expanded to
include any evaluative
statement relative to
the critique process, or
a value judgment
offered in the weekly
discussion topics.

Example

None given

I don’t like charcoal
because it is messy, this
is not my best work, the
vivid color you used
enhances the
composition.
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The following postings were coded as judgment.
I LIKE THIS DRAWING BECAUSE YOU DREW THINGS THAT MIGHT GROW
AROUND EACH OTHER. AND THE COLOR ARE SMOOTH AND THEY GO
TOGETHER, DIDNT SEEM LIKE ANYTHING IS OUT OF PLACE. ALSO I THINK
THE BACKGROUND SHOULD HAVE MORE COLORING IN IT. BESIDES THAT I
THINK THIS IS A WONDERFUL DRAWING. (44a) (Upper case formatting from
transcript)
Charcoal is enjoyable in free-flow paintings but I think that pencil gives you so much
more control. Also having to use a fixative on it and not being able to even brush against
it without it coming off is pretty frustrating to me. I like more portable drawing tools,
and charcoal is quite messy and breaks easily. I do enjoy the fact that it's one of the most
natural drawing tools you can use, though. I would enjoy making primitive drawings
with it, perhaps. (15a)
Table 3.5 Strategies

Category: Cognitive Skills: Code: Strategies
Henri

Training Manual

Explanation

Definition

Proposing coordinated
actions for the
application of a
solution, or for
following through on a
choice or decision.

Offering a suggestion or
solution, or explaining
reason for a future
action

Indicator

Deciding on the action
to be taken, proposing
one or more solutions,
interacting with those
concerned.

Future orientation of
solution.

This code is restricted to
a statement proposing
a future action to
capture learning
opportunities that may
be the result of social
processes such as the
co-construction of
knowledge.

Example

None given

I will use this technique,
it will have this effect,
you should try this.
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These are examples of two postings coded as strategies,
I even went out and bought some charcoal pencils to play around with. Pastels annoyed
me they smeared way too easily and it was frustrating to me I might use charcoal on
some canvas to see how that works out and see what I can exactly do with it. (1b)
One suggestion: if you smudge the edge of the left most shadow it would look rounder.
(14b)
The training manual, although it took time and effort to develop, provided a customized
but workable reference for coders that aided in reaching agreement across sources. The
complete coders training manual is provided in Appendix E.
Inter-rater reliability. Hara et al. (2000) utilized Cohen’s Kappa to measure inter-rater
reliability in their content analysis study based on Henri’s model, establishing a standard of 75%
agreement. The NVivo software calculates Kappa scores across codes, and I was able to extract
the data and report it during and after the training period.
The coding team engaged in a training period in which they each coded a transcript
individually followed by a conference in which disagreements were discussed and meanings
negotiated. After the first transcript was coded, the agreement was less than 50% across all
codes. After two transcripts were coded by all three members of the team, a threshold of
agreement was reached. As described in the previous section, the training manual was developed
during this period. The average Kappa score across all codes was 85.9% and 80% of the average
Kappa score for each code was 75% or higher (see Appendix F). After the training period, the
average Kappa score across all codes was maintained at 85.7%, and 73% of the average Kappa
score for each code was 75% or higher (see Appendix G). Henri (1991) did not provide an interrater reliability score in her study, however, as previously noted, Hara et al. (2000) deemed 75%
agreement to be the minimum standard.
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Analysis. Henri’s analysis (1991) includes two sets of calculations to determine the
frequency of codes. The total number of references are calculated in each code, and then divided
by the total number of references coded to yield a percentage. The data for this study was
calculated and analyzed individually by discussion board type due to the observed differences in
the nature of the communication style, as discussed in a previous section. The NVivo software
application organized the codes in accordance with Henri’s model and totaled the references.
The software enabled the tabular data to be exported into Microsoft Excel for further calculation.
The results are displayed in Table 4.3 presented in Chapter IV.
Multiple method analysis and interpretation of data. In this study, the data was
collected sequentially, the discussion board transcripts chosen on the basis of referral from the
participant interviews. As the ultimate goal was to generate theory based on the two phases of
the study, the data was compared in the final analysis stage to respond to the third question of the
research study. Through a grounded theory dimensional analysis process, two domains emerged
from the interview data and explanatory matrices created. A table was compiled from the results
of the content analysis, as per Henri’s model.
Graphical illustrations were created as an alternative to the traditional text based
explanatory matrix. Drawing classes typically require students to complete still life, landscape
and portrait drawing assignments. The drawing classes participating in this study followed in this
tradition. Although I did not have permission to use actual student drawings, I have honored
their work by creating composite still life, landscape and portrait illustrations based on the actual
drawings that were submitted on the critique discussion boards (see Table 3.3). The drawings
provide the metaphoric backdrop for the social processes by superimposing the explanatory
matrices over the composite illustrations. The context, conditions and processes of the
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explanatory matrix (Kools et al., 1996) are overlaid onto the graphics of the two core domains
represented by a still life and a landscape respectively. The results of the content analysis are
overlaid onto a portrait.
The dimensions that emerged from the dimensional analysis were compared to the
categories and codes that demonstrated the highest percentages in the content analysis for
similarities in their constructs. The results, which demonstrate dimensional alignment, are
represented in a graphic illustration. The relationship between the dimensions and the
categories are shown in two additional illustrations, the dimension shown as the intersection
between two discussion board types. A final model integrates the analysis and interpretation of
both phases of the study.
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Chapter IV: Results
The purpose of this multiple method study was to understand collaboration as a social
process, factor and phenomenon in the student experience of a virtual drawing class. The
research commenced with three overarching questions. The first question, what social processes
facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the student in a computer mediated drawing
class, was addressed in the grounded theory analysis. The second question, what factors
contribute to collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning community in a computer
mediated drawing class was measured by the participative, interactive and social categories of
Henri’s (1992) content analysis model. The third and final question, how can the phenomenon
of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or explained, was demonstrated in the
convergence of the data from the grounded theory and content analysis phases of the study.
The results, which include the grounded theory approach of dimensional analysis of the
interview data and Henri’s (1992) content analysis of discussion board transcripts offers a deeper
understanding of collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge as a social process by
considering emergent thematic data alongside a priori taxonomy of categories and codes. The
student participants revealed socially constructed understandings that were a direct result of their
experience taking a visual arts course, and distinct observations that are transferable to distance
learning contexts. The discussion board transcripts were coded, analyzed and quantified using
the categories of Henri’s content analysis model, revealing a differentiation between the formats
and utilization of virtual communication offered by learning management systems. The role of
collaboration is unbounded as it is examined in the context of not only a virtual drawing class,
but as a phenomenon of virtual culture.
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Outline of Chapter
Following a brief overview, this chapter will unfold in four sections. The results of each
analysis will be presented individually; the dimensional analysis in the first section, and the
content analysis in the second section. The chapter continues with a demonstration of the
correspondence between the two phases of the study in the third section, followed by the fourth
and final section, a short introduction to the theoretical propositions that emerged from this
study. Quotations from the participant narratives will clarify the explanatory matrices, and
excerpts from discussion board transcripts will punctuate the content analysis results.
Learning to draw is a unique educational experience, whether the class is delivered
virtually or in a seated classroom. The outcome produced is a visual representation of the
student’s learning, presented in the form of a physical drawing. Graphical illustrations honoring
the work of the students in the virtual classes studied were created to present the findings of the
study. These composite illustrations were designed from actual student drawings exhibited on
the critique discussion boards. The traditional text based explanatory matrices overlay the
composite illustrations. This tribute to the student participant aligns method with practice. A
still life and landscape themed graphic will present the dimensional analysis, and a portrait will
demonstrate the content analysis, representing actual student drawing assignments. The reader
will note that as the results are discussed, the graphic illustration is presented progressively in
sections until the entire illustration is revealed in full color. This is a metaphor for the process of
learning to draw, as described in the participant narratives. Learning to hold a pencil comes
before learning to tone and shade, yet in the end, the whole visual representation emerges.
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Overview of Results
In a dimensional analysis, a core dimension emerges from several possible primary
dimensions to represent the central concept. In this study, twelve primary dimensions emerged,
resulting in two core dimensions. Visual learning: the experience of learning to draw, and tacit
assumptions: the experience of virtual culture rose to prominence and shared equal billing in
importance. The primary dimensions in these domains indicate that students engaged in social
processes that enabled them to learn visually, and socially constructed knowledge through virtual
communication. However, the presence of a virtual culture mediated collaboration and the coconstruction of knowledge. The content analysis located and coded textural description of
referred student interaction across three discussion forums. The results are presented as
descriptive statistics, displaying the totals and percentages of codes classified in each category,
distributed across discussion board types. This indicated the complementary strengths between
the synchronous and asynchronous discussion formats, as well as the relative effect of discussion
type on the depth of collaboration. The dimensions that emerged from the dimensional analysis
and the categories of the content analysis were compared for aligning themes and to investigate
the relationship between them.
Participants and institutions. The student participants were candid and articulate when
describing their experience taking the online drawing class. All of the students interviewed took
the class as a fine arts or humanities elective to fulfill a general education requirement. Some of
them indicated that they intended to transfer to another institution for an arts related degree but
they were not matriculated into an art degree program while taking the course. At the time of the
interview, nine months to a year had passed since the course had ended, yet each student retained
palpable memories of their successes, frustrations, likes and dislikes concerning the experience
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of learning to draw in a virtual class. Emotions were expressed concerning both the medium of
online learning and the experience of navigating a visual, studio arts course through text based
technology, and the role of their instructor. There were no neutral voices, regardless of the
source institution, prior experience taking virtual classes or drawing experience. Students were
outspoken concerning their insights into why certain functions of the course worked better than
others, demonstrating a mature and reflexive attitude towards their experience as students. Some
referenced course evaluations, indicating prior experience contemplating and appraising their
experience. This also signifies the role the institution plays in establishing the student as a
respected consumer of educational services. The depth and honesty of the student’s voices
established an insider or emic perspective of virtual culture.
The instructor participants all had prior experience teaching drawing both on campus and
online. They each described the evolution of their course design, results, and understanding of
the pedagogy with enthusiasm. They were all outspoken proponents of virtual drawing classes,
even while acknowledging the challenges in both teaching and learning. One professor had
authored articles on the subject, while another served as an advisor for online students at his
institution. They expressed a dedication for continued course improvement and a commitment to
student success. As they described site specific incidences that they felt provided insight into the
student experience of learning to draw online, they admitted that there was still an element of
mystery to the pedagogy. They made reference to the fact that the virtual medium, the
technology, and their specific courses were works in progress. One clear message the instructors
conveyed in their interviews about their experience teaching online drawing classes was the time
they spent getting to know their online student and critiquing student work. The instructors
were confident in their ability to communicate with students through virtual technology and
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interpret virtual culture. The instructor’s role of power, established by their responsibility to
evaluate and remit a final grade for each student, establishes an outsider or etic perspective of
virtual culture.
Presentation of Analysis
The dimensional analysis begins the first section. As defined by Shatzman (1991), the
dimensional analysis approach to grounded theory clarifies the contextually defined and socially
constructed raw interview data by transforming the “parts, attributes, interconnections, context,
processes, implications, and meaning” into an empirical format for analysis (p. 309). The
explanatory matrix, described by Kools et al. (1996) as the cornerstone of the analytic process
(p. 317) is the diagrammatic tool utilized to structure the results of the dimensional analysis. The
format maps the context, conditions, processes and consequences or outcomes of the dimensions
that emerge from the interview data. The context describes the boundaries of the situation and
the conditions facilitate or have an impact on the processes. The processes describe the actions or
interactions driven by the conditions. The processes are classified as the primary dimensions. A
core dimension surfaces that is determined to provide an overarching context of explanation for
the primary dimensions. The outcomes describe the consequences of the actions or interactions.
The NVivo software application helps format the data into the matrix.
Introduction to core domains. In this study, while entrenched in the process of
dimensional analysis, I observed the emergence of dual core dimensions. 2 The participants
described two perspectives, born from the intersection of the student’s experience in a visual art
class, and as a student immersed in a virtual culture. Therefore, two core domains, Visual
Learning: the experience of learning to draw, and Tacit Assumptions: the experience of virtual
2

The term domain was used by Mark Moir in his 2009 grounded theory dissertation to describe similar
circumstances of dual emerging core dimensions.
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culture were identified. The domains shared equal billing in importance in the participant’s
descriptions. These domains each carry with them rich primary dimensions representing
processes grounded in the student’s description of their experience in a drawing class and a
virtual class.
A resounding theme that undergirded the student narrative was the desire to be able to
see visual demonstrations and examples while sharing the same space and time, resulting in the
core domain, Visual Learning. The primary dimensions of Visual Learning that describe its
qualities are Seeking Consultants, Sneaking a Peek, Needing Timely Feedback, Understanding
Directions and Watching Demonstrations. The assignment directions, course resources and
critiques are text based. Learning to draw is an observational process, requiring visual references
and examples, from the experience of seeing a hand holding a pencil in the correct position to an
example of shadow and shading using charcoal. Students expressed the same theme in every
interview. They utilized creative and active processes that enabled them to learn visually, and
experientially.
The second theme emerged while students discussed their participation in discussion
board assignments, revealing tacit assumptions that clarified membership in a virtual culture.
The result was the core domain, Tacit Assumptions. The primary dimensions of Tacit
Assumptions that describe its qualities are Being Nice, Protecting Private Faces, Saving Time,
Talking Back and Forth, Defining Community, Comparing Face to Face, and Sharing and
Comparing. The virtual classroom employs synchronous and asynchronous communication to
bridge the divergence between time and distance, setting the stage for collaborative learning and
the co-construction of learning. In the distance learning drawing class, the discussion board
provided the setting for asynchronous critiques and discussion topics, and the live chat provided
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a synchronous platform for interactive critiques. Students identified social processes that
preserved their membership in a virtual culture.
Two subsections follow, one dedicated to each domain, Visual Learning and Tacit
Assumptions. Explanatory matrices are provided for each of the domains, accompanied by a
discussion of the context, conditions, processes and outcomes of each primary dimension, along
with appropriate quotations from the narratives. The interviews were numbered in the order
they were conducted, and are identified as such after each quotation. A progressive illustration
of each primary dimension is provided after each section to guide the reader through the chapter.
Each illustration represents a segment of the composite drawing. I created the graphics digitally,
inspired from student examples submitted for peer critique on the discussion board. The Visual
Learning domain is represented by a still life, and the Tacit Assumptions domain is represented
by a landscape. These genres of art are commonly represented in drawing and painting classes,
accompanied by references from art history (Dobbs, 1992). Each composite illustration is
divided up into sections and assigned to represent a primary dimension contained within the
domain. The sections are presented sequentially as individual progressive illustrations, as the
corresponding primary dimension is discussed. A smaller, less colorful composite drawing of the
complete domain accompanies each illustration for reference. At the end of each section, a full
color composite image is presented and identified.
The following diagram (Figure 4.1) maps the progression from the traditional explanatory
matrix to the graphic illustrations. The context, conditions and outcomes of the primary
dimensions are first presented in the traditional text format and then overlaid onto the graphic
illustrations as the results are discussed in detail.
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Figure 4.1 Explanatory Matrix Progression

Core Domain: Visual Learning

Explanatory Matrix
•

Primary Dimensions as processes
o Context
o Conditions
o Outcomes

Core Domain: Tacit Assumptions

Explanatory Matrix
•

Primary Dimensions as processes
o Context
o Conditions
o Outcomes

Core domain: Visual learning. Drawing is a visual medium, and the experience of
learning in this virtual class is contextualized by text based technology. The course is delivered
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to students through a standardized learning management system, provided and supported by the
colleges. The technology supports text, the accepted convention across subject areas, as the core
function of content delivery. Directions, assignment descriptions, textbook readings and
feedback are delivered through text based documents or forums. This is counterintuitive to
delivering visually rich course content. Students spoke of the need to witness demonstrations
and view examples of traditional drawing medium, including images that accurately display the
details of pencil, charcoal, ink or pastel on paper. They wanted to see, not read and interpret, or
misinterpret. Instructors discussed the challenge of utilizing the nuances of language to translate
visual information. These students observe the dichotomy from their perspective and describe
the challenge it presented.
You know the reading and technique that was a little bit more challenging because what
I’m reading about as a technique I knew as something different to apply on to the paper,
so that was a little challenging having to do the reading to understand. You know
wording in books is completely different that what somebody could explain to you in
person so that was definitely not very easy. (I-12)
I just feel like it’s an art course. I feel like if you go into a museum and you look at a
painting and you’re looking at abstract or you’re looking at modern art or you’re looking
at Monet. There are things you can take from the artist and things that you can see…
Like if I didn’t know how to do something I read the directions twenty times until I
figured out what to do. I don’t think I looked at anyone else’s drawings to try to figure
out what I needed to do. But I would like to see more hands on, more stuff. I would like
to be there. (I-10)
The instructors also discussed the impact it had on how they taught the online drawing
class.
The other thing is the basics. How to hold a pencil or how to sit an easel or drawing horse
and not sit at a table. I spelled that all out in this big long document, but when I read it, I
almost fell asleep. (I-9)
Yes and so what you’re doing, you’re translating. So I’ll for example look at an image
and then I’ll have to find some way to translate that into words. I think it’s much easier
in a face to face situation to translate that than it is online because you’re thinking
visually and then you’re thinking how do I type this on the keyboard. (I-7)
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The two courses, although they demonstrated subtle difference in structure and delivery,
both substituted virtual tools for the traditional lecture, demonstration and critique model found
in on campus studio art courses. Through their respective learning management systems,
students access the syllabus and other course documents in content areas, follow links to
external websites, access email and chat functions, submit documents and images, and utilize
asynchronous and synchronous discussion functions. Many of the tools in the content areas
support images, sound and video files. The instructors in both courses deployed image and
video files to augment the assignments, which the students reported accessing. Immersed in the
process of learning to draw using the available resources, the following explanatory matrix
presented in Table 4.1 illustrates the five primary dimensions and the context, conditions and
outcomes that emerged from the student narratives. A progressive diagram illustrating a still
life theme will provide a metaphoric background for the relationship of these elements to the
core domain of visual learning.
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Table 4.1 Visual Learning Matrix

Visual Learning: The Experience of Learning to Draw
Context
Learning management
system

Conditions
Motivation

Primary Dimension
Seeking consultants

Learning management
system

Frustration

Sneaking a peek

Student Perspective

Grades

Learning to Draw

Student diversity

Needing timely
feedback
Understanding
directions

Learning to Draw

Visual Reference

Watching
demonstrations

Outcomes
Students seek in situ
drawing demonstrations
from friends, family and
professionals.
Students check peer
work for self-evaluation
and meaning.
Timely feedback needed
from professor.
ESL and inexperienced
drawing students at a
disadvantage.

Video examples and
synchronous
technology has a
positive impact on
learning to draw
online.

Seeking consultants. Seeking consultants was a social process that student engaged in
while navigating the course content. Students explained that they would attempt to read and
understand the directions for the assignments, and even watch the videos, but felt the most
powerful method of learning to hold the pencil, cite an angle, or render light and shade on two
dimensional drawing paper, was being able to watch a live, one-on-one demonstration. The art
education literature references personal observation and the development of multisensory skills
or physical and intuitive “seeing,” as prerequisite proficiencies necessary to learn to draw (Drury
& Stryker, 2009; Edwards, 1999; Enstice & Peters, 2003; Faber & Mendelowitz, 2012;
Goldstein, 2004; Nicolaides, 1969). Kolb (1984) defined experiential learning as an adaptive,
socially transacted process that includes concrete experience, reflective observation and active
involvement. For many students, the divergence of place proved to be a barrier to learning the
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experiential and observational skill of drawing. Videos are viewed on a two dimensional screen
and may not provide all of the details clearly. There is no personal transaction taking place
between the parties. Students proved to be very resourceful. They actively sought out friends,
family and professionals at retail establishments who were willing to answer their questions and
demonstrate drawing techniques. Figure 4.2 illustrates this primary dimension. The line
drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.2 Seeking Consultants

One ESL student explained that he often conducted outside research to make meaning of
the assignment, demonstrating self-motivation.
Yeah. I mean I think if you’re taking a course, I mean not only drawing if you’re taking
something you have to do something, you know, otherwise the knowledge won’t come to
you. The knowledge won’t knock your door and say here I am. No, you got to do
something. You got to do research yourself. It’s not enough to use whatever the
professor posts on blackboard or whatever professor sends you an email you got to do
your own research. Because let’s say that the professor give you something you don’t
understand so what you do, you have to do your own research so you can understand
better. Because I think people, the people have different kind of learning’s, you know.
Personally I learn better when I do my own research I don’t like to use whatever the
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professor say, you know. Because of the language because that’s what I like, you know.
Some person can learn better than others, you know, so, yeah. (I-8)
One of the instructors described a type of student question as “show me,” confirming the
student’s quest for in situ clarity or demonstration.
And part of it I think is the fact that the type of questions they’re asking us is show me
type of questions. They’re asking us to show them how to make corrections in their
drawing or they’re visual questions, do you find that? (I-1)
Here students describe their motivation and experiences seeking their own private
drawing consultants:
At first I didn’t understand really how to do it but then I had a student that’s taking a
drawing class showed me how to do it and then after that I could just do it all the time, it
was no problem for me. (I-5)
I did pretty well on the drawings. I missed one drawing and I never submitted it, so that
was a point of contention as well. So I was able to figure it out just through my own
devices and ask an art teacher friends of mine that I would talk to, like a high school
teacher, I try to get in touch with them. Summer’s tough as well, but when I would talk
to them, they would explain in greater detail. (I-6)
Yeah, the art store I don’t remember the name. And I asked the person there what kind
of paper I need to use and stuff. What people use for drawing so I started asking
questions I didn’t know. (I-8)
No, I didn’t do any videos but I did, like I said, my grandmother is a, not a famous artist,
but she’s done a lot of art fairs and she’s sold a lot of work. So I did pick her brain quite
a bit as far as how to do what the book was asking or what the course was asking to finish
my coursework. (I-12 )
In summary, the virtual drawing course is mediated through a learning management
system, providing the context for the primary dimension, Seeking Consultants. This dimension is
located in the domain of Visual Learning. The condition, student motivation, shaped the process
of seeking consultants, as students were motivated to overcome the barriers of the text based
system in order to succeed in the course. The outcome is students seek in situ drawing
demonstrations from friends, family and professionals.
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Sneaking a peek. The theme of visual modality endures in the next primary dimension,
sneaking a peek. Tangible evidence of student outcomes, both visual images of finished
drawings and responses to discussion questions, were posted to the discussion board.
Discussion boards were dedicated either to collaborative critique, or to weekly discussion
questions. Students consulted the discussion board to see what their peers had uploaded,
providing them with finished examples of the assignment. The term sneaking has pejorative
connotations, implying a dishonest action, and students reported checking their peers work as a
result of being unsure or frustrated with their own ability to make meaning of the assignment.
They used words like stealing and cheating, but viewed their actions as a necessary strategy to
succeed in the course. The dimension of Sneaking a Peek shares the context of the learning
management system with Seeking Consultants, as students sought references to course
expectations as a result of technologically mediated instruction. Figure 4.3 illustrates this
primary dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.
Figure 4.3 Sneaking a Peek
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As the following quote demonstrates, the dimension Sneaking a Peek was shaped directly
from the condition of student frustration.
I feel like if you’re looking at other people’s stuff to try to figure out what you’re
supposed to be doing then the directions need to be a little more clear from the get go.
(I-10)
In an on campus studio art class, for example, students simply glance over and see
immediately how other students are interpreting the assignment, and can gauge their progress
against their peers. In the virtual class, the images are accessible but the barrier is time.
Students describe the process of waiting for peers to post their work and provide contextual clues
on how to complete the assignment.
I waited until somebody else posted their drawing and I looked at their drawing and then
I tried to reproduce it in a way. Not for every assignment, just for a few. I drew like six
assignments or seven assignments and so I would look at somebody else’s. Either she
[the instructor] would post the previous drawing like as an example sometimes or
somebody would send it in early and I would just look at that or I’d email one of the
classmates, but nobody would ever email me back, so well, I had an art book I got from
the library, like a new art book so that I had taken out to understand some terms, but
those terms are written like stereo instructions for someone like me. So when I would
look at the terms and then the context clues in the terms or take the context and then I
would look at somebody else’s work, I could put the pieces together and figure out what
she was asking us to do and it worked out. (I-6)
The interviews revealed an awareness of the observer and the observed in this process of
Sneaking a Peek. This student describes her experience of realizing her work was being held as
a pre-critique standard.
But it was kind of difficult. So the person that looked at my work said, oh, that’s what
you’re supposed to being doing. They didn’t fully comprehend what they needed to do.
(I-10)
Students also engaged in Sneaking a Peek to help them interpret the critique protocol and
engage in the weekly discussion questions. This distinction is significant because it addresses
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not only the visual barriers of the technology, but expands the context to include interpretation of
text and social interaction.
Well this was kind of considered as cheating I think, but the one that majorly helped me
is like if I didn’t understand what we were supposed to discuss over or I didn’t
understand the question, I could look at all the other responses and get an idea of what I
was supposed to say. (I- 3)
Well, you take a picture of your work digitally and then you would submit it online and
then other students would comment on the work, like I like what you did here and this
contrast or I like how you drew this shape or I like your interpretation of this so to this so
to speak and then I would kind of look at that and kind of like just follow the lead on that
just cause I wouldn’t really know—we had to respond on this in a number of posts and I
think we had to do like four out of the seven or eight drawings, we had to respond to four
of them and so I was just kind of like picking up clues from what they were doing and
acting along like I knew what I was talking about without directly stealing any of their
work. It wasn’t like literature they were writing. It was more like two or three sentences
and then I would just kind of piece of them together, like okay I’ll try that. (I-6)
In summary, the primary dimension of Sneaking a Peek is located within the domain of
visual learning. It was born from the context of the learning management system and the shaped
by the condition of student frustration, a result of the unavailability of visual reference to the
finished product. Students waited and watched for their peers to post their work, providing
examples and establishing an observer and observed relationship between students. The outcome
revealed students checked peer work on the discussion board for self-evaluation and meaning.
Needing timely feedback. The structure of the individual virtual drawing courses
differed in the timing of assignment and portfolio due dates, but a common grading policy
resulted in the primary dimension of Needing Timely Feedback. The student did not perceive a
logical connection between the critique process, which included instructor comments, and
grades. Therefore the context for this dimension is the student perspective, and the condition
bearing the most impact is grades. All of the students interviewed cared deeply about earning
good grades in the class, and wanted to do their best work. They discussed working hard at their
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drawings, and a few described re-working a drawing to improve it following feedback from a
critique. Figure 4.4 illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies this
section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.4 Needing Timely Feedback

In the quotes below, the students referenced the editing process found in traditional
writing intensive courses whereby an instructor might offer suggestions on drafts submitted
before the final deadline.
With other courses that I took online with papers and research I was able to email bits at a
time and send it to my professor and say am I doing this correctly and they would
respond. But with a drawing she gave one assignment and then once you submitted that
was the only time she was able to critique it once she saw the finished product. It wasn’t
like in piece meal. (I-10)
Mostly the feedback came from grades. It was very short responses like very nice
drawing or you did that well here. Maybe you should try this. You lost points because of
this and stuff like and I took that into consideration, but since there wasn’t like a
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repetitive course where you submit a draft and then she looks at it and says, okay. It was
one final, that’s it. You submit it. It’s done. You move onto the next project. (I-6 )
The barrier appeared to be the timing of due dates. Students expressed frustration over
the time span between the posting of the critiques and when they were graded on the final
version of their drawing.
It was more of a you seriously had to ask for okay, here’s my drawing. This is what I
see can somebody please tell me their opinion or what I need to do to make this different.
But by the time we’re putting something on a threaded discussion our project is supposed
to be completed. And so it’s hard to kind of say oh, okay, well I would have done this
differently. Mainly it was the use of tools for help that way. (I-2)
In the syllabus she gave directions for each particular assignment. The only feedback
that we got from her was once she had the drawings she was able to give us feedback on
that. (I-10 )
Pretty much it worked out for me. I did good in the class. We didn’t really get much
feedback from the teacher because he only graded us at mid-term and then at the end of
the semester. So he really didn’t give us like any tips or anything like as we were going
along like – I don’t know… I took an online English class and a history class and then I
took a science class online. But I think the work is – I don’t know. I didn’t know if my
drawings were even right. I didn’t know if I was doing my techniques right or anything.
There wasn’t very much feedback on drawings before we handed them in. (I-11)
Addressing the divergence of time place, the same student compares the virtual
experience of receiving instructor feedback to her previous experience of taking a studio art
class.
I mean it’s always different being like I’ve never met him before and if I were sitting in a
classroom I’m sure he’d be walking around as we were drawing and looking at our stuff
and giving us tips and how to improve before we actually handed our work in. (I-11 )
A studio art critique is conducted for evaluative and interpretive purposes, and can be
conveyed in oral or written form (Geahigan, 1999). There are various formal and informal
protocols used in classroom critiques, intended to provide students with an appreciation of
aesthetics, and an appraisal of the skills, knowledge and value of their work while and reflecting
on their experience (Eisner, 1972; Feldman, 1970). Following this practice, students are
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typically given an opportunity to improve their work before final assessment (T. Barrett, 1988;
Parnell et al., 2007). In this study, students expressed a desire to do well in the class and receive
quality and timely critique from the professor prior to submitting a final drawing for grading.
In summary, this primary dimension is located within the domain of Visual Learning.
Needing Timely Feedback is a statement of the problem, and the outcome can be stated in the
form of the solution. The students need timely feedback from the professor. The context is the
student perspective, and the condition that they are describing is the grading process in the
course.
Understanding directions. The discrepancy between visual understanding and written
communication is underscored in the primary dimension, Understanding Directions. Learning to
draw, the context for this dimension, is a visual, hands-on process, yet text was the primary
format provided for directions. Figure 4.5 illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing to
the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.
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Figure 4.5 Understanding Directions

One student described it this way,
The descriptions on how to do them were all in very technical terms. It is hard to
understand and so sometimes I wouldn’t understand how to do it and then you don’t have
anyone there showing you how. (I-3)
Edwards (1999) explains that learning to draw is a visual, perceptual skill, and offers
exercises to help the student to see as an artist sees. She explains that artists rely on non-verbal
cognition. The process of reading directions from a text document or from the text book to
understand the assignment, or the details necessary to learn the methods or to master the art
materials, was described by the students as being hard, confusing and overwhelming. This
student quote captures the frequently expressed concern about “doing it right,” and at the same
time, acknowledges that the written word is subject to interpretation.
It’s such a visual thing it’s hard to put a lot of things into words and sometimes the
words, like he may have had a very clear picture in his head of what he was wanting us to
do but if it was new territory for me I would read it and be like well, does he mean this or
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does mean this? So I’d had to ask and like show him well, this is what I did, is this right?
(I-4 )
The condition that impacted understanding directions is student diversity. Those students
who cited previous drawing experience or attendance in prior studio art classes did not raise this
issue in the interview. They may have had a frame of reference for the verbal descriptions and
terminology. The one ESL (English as a second language) student that was interviewed referred
to the additional time he spent translating text directions.
Well, like any online class, the instructions were vague or ambiguous at best because you
don’t have the direct link to the teacher or instructor. So I mean these students were not
coming from a drawing background. I found it confusing probably more than some that
had an artistic background. So it was going into uncharted territory so to speak. So it felt
weird. (I-6)
Sitting in front of the computer and reading, reading, reading. When you don’t
understand something you got to go to the dictionary to hear that word or try to make
sense the phrase. At least for me. At least for me because, as I said, English is my
second language. I don’t speak English perfectly. (I-8)
Students describe their experience deciphering the directions, and the proactive measures
they took to overcome the challenge. Many solutions invoked the provision of visual or imagebased examples to aid in the understanding of directions.
Well, a couple of people in my class had the same problem with not understanding the
book and so after discussing about it on the online discussion post and emailing, he
uploaded examples on how to do them. (I-3)
The directions were just a little difficult to understand. Some of them I didn’t do
because I didn’t understand them and I would e-mail [the instructor] about it and he
would then tell me and then I understood it. But I mean just looking at the directions at
first it was a little overwhelming. (I-5)
I like kind of look at examples of like artwork on like the internet. So I’d like look up a
lot of artists and I looked at how they did certain techniques and then I just – I don’t
know and then by like reading in the text book. If I didn’t understand anything in the
textbook I would always just look at examples like on the internet to see what they are
actually talking about. (I-11)
The book was a big help not so much the basic verbiage of the book but more seeing how
different artists used that technique in their portraits or paintings or drawings or whatever
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the subject was. The fact that I could Google a certain term and it’d pull up the different,
you know that particular technique that helped out a lot as far as understanding. If the
book didn’t explain well enough there was always an internet resource that I could use to
come up with the correct procedure or technique whatever it may be. (I-12)
In summary, learning to draw is the context, and student diversity is the condition
facilitating the primary dimension of Understanding Directions, located within the domain of
Visual Learning. Student interviews indicate that text does not effectively mediate directions in
a visually orientated drawing course. Outcomes indicate that ESL and inexperienced drawing
students are at a disadvantage.
Watching demonstrations. The student narratives were rich in variations and synonyms
of the words see, show and watch. The primary dimension of Watching Demonstrations
describes the value of witnessing an instructional process in sequence or in motion. The
instructors explained that they occasionally provided links to videos, or embedded the videos
within the learning management system in order to augment text instructions. Students reported
appreciating the visual demonstrations these videos provide, and some searched the internet for
additional readily available video clips on drawing. These recorded demonstrations provided
them with the visual reference they so urgently sought. Figure 4.6 illustrates this primary
dimension. The line drawing on the bottom identifies this section in the composite illustration.
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Figure 4.6 Watching Demonstrations

Two students described how the experience of Watching Demonstrations impacted their
learning.
I think that seeing it demonstrated is a lot easier to comprehend for me. Some people
may take words in a different way and comprehend it differently. I do a lot better if I
can actually see it done like on a video or in person. I would learn a lot faster that way
too. (I-11)
I’m not talented in any way musically, artistically or whatnot. I know art when I see it
and I know music when I hear it, but that doesn’t mean I can analyze or write it or play it
or draw it in this way. So I think that for a teacher to go up there and do something
like—an art teacher at that level - - go up there and do an example as to how she—watch
how she draws or he draws, how she or he holds the pencil, how they go from this to that,
and a to b and stuff like and watch and just see a hands on example visually. I’m a visual
learner and kinetic and stuff like that, just auditory and written is not always the best
approaches for instruction in some areas. (I-6)
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These two students specifically cited You Tube as their resource of choice for watching
drawing demonstrations.
Well, I use my computer, I went to You Tube and I wrote basics of drawing how do you
use a pencil, how do you use paper. (I-8)
Yeah, if I needed to look up like a certain technique and like step by step on how to do it.
I would kind of look on that as I was trying to draw because it’s easier to watch for me
than it is to read from a book and try to do it step by step. (I-11)
The instructors offered their own observations on the power and need of providing
students with a visual drawing demonstration.
But it seems like some kids they sign up but they want that over the shoulder. They miss
that classroom teacher being there. I don’t know if they miss that class teacher drawing
for them or drawing right there so they can see it instantly. (I-1)
They love them, they love being able to see the actual drawing methods being presented
by an artist or their teacher. I even have photographs and handouts that they can print out
describing the approach. And then with citing we kind of dove into how to use the
media, like how do you hold a drawing pencil. That’s easy to demonstrate in a seated
class because they can stand around me and I can show them the different ways that
holding an art tool will give them a different kind of mark. But I have to do that with a
video and also with a handout which shows the different kinds of marks that you can get
when you hold the pencil a different way. They have to be taught. And so some of the
students are real beginners and you have to tell them that if they’re writing a letter to
someone with a pencil it’s very different than drawing a picture with a pencil. You hold
the pencil differently and you get a much more qualitative mark. (I-7)
Considering learning to draw as the presenting context, Watching Demonstrations is the
last primary dimension, with visual reference emerging as the condition that impacts the process.
Students benefitted by seeing examples and observing step-by-step drawing methods in action by
watching short video clips. Unlike pre-recorded video, synchronous conferencing tools, such as
the live chat feature built into the learning management system, provide interactive
demonstrations and opportunities to integrate voice, text and drawing tools. Communication and
collaboration is enhanced.
Two students, identified as I-2 and I-4, described with clarity and enthusiasm, an incident
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that occurred during a live chat session, in the course of their interviews. The first student
requested help rendering a landscape so that it appeared three-dimensional. The instructor
spontaneously demonstrated how to improve the drawing by utilizing the white board function,
essentially applying non-destructive digital strokes to the student’s drawing. The resulting
online discussion included a suggestion from the second student which was later successfully
integrated into the drawing. Both students were interviewed. The following quotes piece the
story together.
I can say with a certain picture or whatever picture it was that I was posting or whatever
at that time it was a waterfall picture. I think it was out in Wyoming. And there were a
lot of rocks and I had trouble with making my rocks look like three-dimensional. And
everybody was like oh, they look great and all that kind of stuff, which kind of made me
feel good because you know how it is when you draw something you see it one way but
somebody else sees it a different way?
And so I’m looking at it going this whole thing looks flat. And they’re looking at going
oh, absolutely not. To this day I still don’t see it. To me it still looks flat. And the
instructor was on saying, no, absolutely not. It looks great and blah, blah, blah. Now
whether or not that’s the transfer from the digital through the computer where they’re not
seeing the actual project itself or if it actually comes off where it looks three-dimensional.
(I-2)
Yeah, he was very good at articulating stuff like that saying what he liked about
something. He even got on there and drew something as an example. I remember what
it was, it was this girl drew a nature theme like a waterfall and rocks and stuff. I think it
was in pencil so it was little bit hard to see. And he was helping her with the shading on
the rocks so it’d look more realistic. And he actually got on there and drew it for her.
So that was kind of cool. (I-4)
And I had made the comment that I really wished I could figure out how to do this where
my light was actually white. And I think it was [student two] that actually come up and
said try using a white chalk pencil over that area and drawing. I never thought of that.
So I went back and did it and absolutely loved it. We were in another class together so I
emailed her the picture and she was like oh, I love it. (I-2)
In summary, the primary dimension of Watching Demonstrations, located within the
domain of Visual Learning, shares the context of learning to draw with Understanding
Directions. Visual reference is the condition that impacts watching demonstrations. The
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outcome indicates that video examples and synchronous technology has a positive impact on
learning to draw online. Figure 4.7 represents the composite illustration that describes this
primary dimension.

Figure 4.7 Dimensional Analysis Visual Learning: The Experience of Learning to Draw

The primary dimensions of the domain, Visual Learning, are illustrated in the completed
graphic titled, Dimensional Analysis Visual Learning: The experience of learning to draw,
shown above in figure 4.7. The still life is a composite of images inspired by objects included in
student drawings.
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Core domain: Tacit assumptions. The core domain Tacit Assumptions emerged from
the data as a reflection of the student’s experience of virtual culture. Students enrolled in a
virtual class are members of both a student culture and a virtual community and through prior
experience carry tacit understandings of their role and responsibilities. The students not only
spoke candidly about these assumptions in the interviews, but their perspective contrasted
sharply with the instructor’s understandings of the same phenomenon in the same class. These
dual perspectives can be observed in these two statements regarding community.
The thing about art it was very independent in that respect. Everyone just did their own
thing. We just briefly commented on – I don’t remember it being any long conversations
between any of my classmates and myself. (I-10)
We have these group discussions and they seem to enjoy them and for the most part they
participate. I think it’s a good thing and it also creates more of a sense of community.
(I-7)
Schein (2004) uses the term cultural DNA to describe the pervasive norms and values
that defines the culture of an organization. These norms are socially transacted and reflect the
shared experience of the members. Culture is reflected in the shared philosophies, symbols and
rituals, which may be validated in the mission statement of a formal organization. The more
potent contributing factor, however, is the set of tacit assumptions that the members share.
These assumptions serve an important role in the definition of social roles and behaviors, and
are implicitly understood by the members of the organization. The results of the interviews
indicated that instructor was operating under a different set of assumptions than the students.
Thomas and Brown (2011) explain that students access a series of social network connections,
relying on their intuition and tacit knowing, and a contextual awareness, in the new culture of
learning. They learn experientially and by employing the creative process and their connection
to each other to solve problems. As the above example demonstrates, tacit assumptions of the
students explain how these connections are defined. The following explanatory matrix
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presented in Table 4.2 illustrates the seven primary dimensions that emerged from the student
narratives. A progressive diagram utilizing a landscape theme will guide the reader through
context, conditions and outcomes of each primary dimension as they are discussed.

Table 4.2 Tacit Assumptions Matrix

Tacit Assumptions: The Experience of Virtual Culture
Context
Student Perspective

Instructor Perspective
Virtual Classroom

Conditions
Asynchronous critique
Asynchronous discussion

Primary Dimension
Being Nice
Protecting private
faces

Time commitment

Investing time

Live chat

Talking back and forth

Community of learners:
emic perspective
Community of learners:
etic perspective
Virtual communication

Defining community

Co-construction of
knowledge

Sharing and comparing

Comparing F2F

Outcomes
Student code
Students maintain
public and private
virtual boundaries.
Students invest a
minimum amount of
time in asynchronous
discussion board
assignments
Synchronous chat
results in richer
engagement,
interactivity and
collaboration in critique.
Community is defined
differently by students
and instructors.
Social processes in face
to face classes are held
up as the referencing
criteria for virtual
spaces.
Validates literature on
distance learning
pedagogy.

Being nice. The collaborative critique was a required, graded assignment in both classes
and was discussed at length in the interviews. It was a peer assessment task, mediated on both
the asynchronous discussion board and the synchronous chat interface. Evaluating visual art
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requires knowledge of the vocabulary and a frame of referring criteria, such as guiding questions.
The instructors provided this information to the students. Students referenced prior experience
with peer editing of writing, and offering critiques of presentations. The primary dimension of
Being Nice describes the social process of providing feedback to peers while respecting cultural
norms and at the same time, fulfilling the criterion of the assignment. This proves to be no easy
task. Students understand the process of the critique and acknowledge the need for critical
feedback, but they do not want to hurt anyone’s feelings. Figure 4.8 illustrates this primary
dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.8 Being Nice

Students are acutely aware of the power of the printed word. Guidelines provided by the
instructor advised them to keep their comments positive.
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So nobody’s as honest as they would be when they have to put stuff down on paper. (I-6)
Because it’s basically you don’t want to hurt anybody’s feelings so nobody really said
anything. And like I say I think it would be different if it was a live group discussion
where we could sit and talk back and forth instead of you post a remark and somebody
posts to that. It just really quickly turned very cold. (I-4)
I feel better that people are trying to help me and that they’re brave enough or however
you want to word it to let me know instead of not saying anything. It’s kind of nice to
hear other people’s critiques that are helping me better my drawings. Some people are a
little shy when it comes to critiquing so they don’t say anything or if you critique them
they just don’t say anything back and ask well what can I do or something. (I-5)
Normally it’s in like the syllabus right at the beginning of the year or something. You
never want to put somebody down for something that they did. You always try to help
people out—but don’t talk negative to them. But I mean you’re trying to help them out
at the same time, too. So, it’s kind of hard if you like want to help explain something
further but I don’t know. I don’t know if that makes sense. (I-11)
Most of my feedback were positive so I feel good, I guess. I don’t like to put bad
feedback. I don’t like it. I mean I don’t like to criticize other works. I prefer not to
comment or if I comment I always like to put positive feedback you know what I’m
saying. (I-8)
The students all seemed to be united in their sentiments, alluding to the some common
understanding of the peer review process. They did not want to hurt anyone’s feelings, and
presumably, did not want their own feelings hurt in return. Comments like, “I don’t know if that
makes sense” and “you know what I am saying”, implied that there might be an unspoken
message behind the student narrative. Then, in an interview with an education major, a student
spoke effusively about an unwritten student code.
As a student, if you go up there to give a presentation and the teacher or the professor or
instructor who might say beforehand, okay, I want people to comment on it, like good or
bad. You’re never going to say anything bad. Well, I don’t like the way you did this.
You never do that unless it’s written down and given to that person directly. You just
don’t make that person’s job any harder.
And of course the teacher will inevitably speak up and make comments cause that’s their
job, but you know what I’m talking about? If you’re in a class and they’re giving a
presentation, you generally don’t make the person’s misery any worse than it has to be.
Yeah, I mean nobody really gets together before class and says, okay, we’re not going to
ask any questions. It’s just common, you do unto others so to speak. You always have
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that one kid in the class who’s going to throw his comments out there, but it’s generally
it’s not really, how would you say, proper etiquette in school, student realm or whatever
you would say, not to.
And nobody gets mad when the instructor does it because that’s the instructor’s job and
you expect it as a presenter, but if somebody asks you a question, you’ll answer it and
you’ll respond to it, but the whole while you’re saying why is this person doing this to
me? They’ve got to go up there and do this themselves. Why would they do this? There’s
this kind of like don’t do what you don’t want somebody else to do. I think there’s
almost an unspoken desire not to upset the herd. (I-6)
This interview divulged a wealth of information about the tacit assumptions the students
carried with them into the virtual critique based on their prior experience. This student revealed
a golden rule of sorts; a code preserved and perpetuated, and a tacit agreement to limit a peer’s
exposure to hurt or embarrassment. The student’s insight also acknowledged the power
differential between the student and the instructor.
The instructors, meanwhile, confirmed their membership in a different culture in the
following comments. They subscribed to an entirely different interpretation of positive student
comments during critiques.
I find that students that don’t add to the discussion board, because they all have to
critique each other’s work as well, and there’s some students who are kind of lazy with
that. They generally just don’t do well in the class anyway and that could go with an onsite class as well. It’s not just with an online class. (I-9)
Yes I think even regardless of the quality of the feedback. Even if someone just gave
them supportive feedback like cool, really good drawing I love your use of color. At
least they get some sort of validation that they’re doing something right. And I know
that a lot of times if the student will be very descriptive and very constructively critical
that’s very helpful as well. I’ve never had students who get into arguments with each
other, well how dare you say that, no they always love getting the feedback. And I find
actually in the seated classes it’s less true because again there’s that face to face pressure
and I think that students in seated classes feel very, very reluctant to say anything even
constructively critical. It’s very rare… I would say for the most part they want to be
positive to each other. Even if they’re being constructively critical they’re still putting it
forward in a very positive way. I find in the online course I have many more comments
that are constructively critical and I think that’s a good thing. (I-7)
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In summary, the primary dimension of Being Nice is located within the domain of Tacit
Assumptions. The context of being nice is the student perspective, the condition impacting being
nice is the critique, and the outcome is the student code.
Protecting private faces. The students are acutely aware of the layers of privacy
associated with virtual communication. In their interviews, several students, when trying to
describe, compare or qualify their experience, referenced Facebook, Skype, email, live chat and
the discussion board. Their comments reflected an understanding of private and public exposure
and appropriate information sharing behavior across the aforementioned technologies. This
indicates membership in a virtual culture, not only as a student in an online class, but as a citizen
of the digital universe. This awareness is addressed in the primary dimension of Protecting
Private Faces. It is grounded in the student narrative relative to sharing information on the
discussion board, and is significant as a property in the former dimension, Being Nice. The
condition that shapes the process is the asynchronous board; its nature as a public forum for the
instructor and enrolled students is acknowledged by all who share its domain. Figure 4.9
illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite
illustration.
Figure 4.9 Protecting Private Faces
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Students talked about choosing to communicate with each other privately, such as
through email, to share deeper critical assessments of one another’s drawings, and resulting
collaboration.
There was this girl that I noticed didn’t know how to make her picture stand out, like look
realistic instead of just on a flat piece of paper. And I e-mailed her, hey do you know
what a weighted line is and after this I could tell she didn’t really have much experience
with art and she messaged me back no I don’t what is that. And I sent her a picture of a
just weighted line drawing that I had done previously in high school and I kind of drew
arrows on it to let her know what to do, you start dark and then you pull your pencil up
more. She was like alright well I’ll try that and she did on the same drawing that I
critiqued her on and it just looked so much better. (I-5)
This student clearly expresses concern over posting inappropriate comments on the
discussion board that will be read by the professor.
Like if I said, if you knew somebody there and you talked to them privately online or on
your phone or face to face. Like I said, you’re not going to be posting stuff because the
professor can see everything posted on that site. So no one’s going to write anything
incriminating that’s possibly anger or upset the professor or be construed as something
that the professor may not - - even though the professor definitely shouldn’t grade on
that, but like I said, humanity comes into things and so you can’t really judge the pulse
accurately. (I-6)
This instructor has observed a willingness to share personal experiences on the discussion
board, which he believes is due to the anonymous nature of the space. It may be easier for
students to reveal some select personal details due to the prevalence of Facebook, than it is to
offer critical remarks.
They share these personal experiences, which in on-site space, they might not be so open
about that. It feels a little bit more intimate what they’re saying because of their
anonymity. They want to share a little bit more about their personal things that might be
about my children or it reminds me of an experience that I had and this is what happened.
I seem to see a little bit more of that than I do in an on-site class which is actually kind of
cool because it brings a whole new level to the class, but again, it’s those core group of
students and those students that generally really want to be there. (I-9)
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This comment by an instructor demonstrates the sensitivity students have to the public
and private areas of the learning management system, especially when discussing their drawing
skills.
Yes it’s interesting because that is exactly right, I would say that at least 30% of my
communication with a student will be through e-mails. And even messages within the
Blackboard sites but I get a lot of e-mails from students. They just don’t feel
comfortable, they don’t trust like the message site that everybody else will read it and
their messages are personal but they don’t believe it. And the discussion board
sometimes they even get embarrassed there too like that one student I told you about who
couldn’t draw and she didn’t want anybody to know. (I-7)
Within the virtual space, the students and instructors both share an understanding of the
boundaries, but the student ultimately draws the curtain to protect their own privacy. To
summarize, the primary dimension of Protecting Private Faces is located within the domain of
Tacit Assumptions. The context is the student perspective, the condition is the asynchronous
discussion board, and the outcome is that students maintain public and private virtual boundaries.
Investing time. In the virtual classroom, students and instructors occupy the virtual
space independently in what Dare (2011) refers to as the disembodied learning experience.
Students are attracted to distance learning courses for the temporal flexibility, including what
Ally (2004) describes as include self-paced learning activities, time for reflection, flexibility of
learning style and accessibility. The primary dimension Investing Time emerges from the student
perspective of prioritizing the resource of time. Figure 4.10 illustrates this primary dimension.
The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.
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Figure 4.10 Investing Time

Several students detailed their very busy lives in the interviews, explaining how they
chose to take online classes to help them juggle school, family and work responsibilities in order
to gain financial footing. Students operate under the tacit assumption that time is an unbounded
and flexible commodity.
Well, the main advantage is it allowed me to work a full-time job and still go to school…
I think I had two online and that was last semester and I’ve had so much going on. I had
drawing and then what else did I have? I had one more other online course but I can’t tell
you off the top of my head what it was. I took three in school and then two online. See
now this last semester I was actually in seven courses and one of them was a seven by
seven so I’m actually in six classes full time. (I-4)
I’ve taken dozens of online courses to help out as far as I have two kids, so being able to
work my schedule around with them and my wife’s work schedule made it really nice to
have an online course. (I-12)
Some students reported taking on a heavier than normal course load, believing that taking
an online course would take less time and help them achieve their goals faster.
I don’t know. If I had a choice to take it in a classroom instead of online, I would totally
do that though. But it just didn’t fit into my schedule and I wanted to graduate in May.
So I just didn’t want to wait another year just to take one class. That’s the only reason
why I took it online. Otherwise I would have taken it in the classroom. (I-11)
Taking a course assumes a time commitment, which is the condition that shapes this
dimension. Yet time assumes a relative value in asynchronous space. Precious minutes that are
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freed up from sitting in the classroom are then relegated to small chunks of time that are
sandwiched in between other life tasks. Students explained the impact that competing time
commitments had on their participation in the discussion board assignments.
Get in, get done, and move on that’s kind of the feel I get from the courses. (I-13)
Yeah, which, you know, isn’t horrible but when people have busy lives that’s usually
why they take an online course so you want to get down to the nitty gritty and get it over
with you know. (I-4)
Like I said before, I have two kids, I own my own business, and my wife works full time
third shift at a hospital, so time is a huge pressure point especially for me. My wife just
got done with her degree a year and a half ago and at the same time I was trying to get
my first degree done. I mean since we both started school it’s been hectic and when it
would come to an online courses there a beautiful thing when you have a scheduling
conflict but it can definitely be a nightmare when you can’t figure out what you’re doing
and waiting for somebody to reply back. That’s my biggest qualm with online courses.
If the instructor’s not adequate with getting back to you or helping push you through the
course that’s a big deal. You’re wasting all that money for an online course and you’re
not coming away with anything. (I-12)
These students specifically cite the impact that Investing Time had on the quality of their
critique postings. The first student describes that he is reluctant to post critical comments
because it will generate responses, requiring additional time commitment. The second student
discusses the consequence of feeling the pressure of having limited time.
Because maybe that person maybe is better reply with some like would answer for me
and then I have to reply to that person and then that person going to reply and then reply
and all that time consuming I don’t like it. I just need to study, you know. (I-8)
People were more okay, now I have to do this and you’d put something down to be done
with it instead of taking the time to actually sit and talk with somebody. It wasn’t the fun
of art it was now the job of art. (I-2)
In summary, Investing Time is a primary dimension of Tacit Assumptions. The context is
the student perspective, and the condition is the level of time commitment. The outcome
explains that students invest a minimum of time in asynchronous discussion board assignments.
Talking back and forth. The primary dimension Talking Back and Forth emerged as a
direct result of participant description of the live chat function. The sessions offered in one
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college enabled text, video, white board and voice, and in the other college, the addition of
avatars. In both cases, participation in the live chat sessions was an optional exercise, offered
once or twice during the semester, and they functioned as critique sessions. The students in
attendance described them with enthusiasm and distinguished their real time interactive
experience as being comfortable, meaningful and enjoyable. Shi’s 2010 mixed method study
compared student’s social and emotional engagement variables to student intellectual
engagement variables. The findings demonstrated a connection between the levels of student
interactivity and higher order thinking in synchronous discussion. To differentiate their
experience from its asynchronous counterpart, the students often used the phrase, talking back
and forth. Figure 4.11 illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies
this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.11 Talking Back and Forth

Note the comparison to the asynchronous discussion board in the first quotation, which is
described as dead, silent and cold.
And then somebody else would come on and say, oh yeah, maybe put a rock here or
something like that and it was cool. It was just really cool and everybody was okay with
it because we were talking back and forth instead of the whole here’s my response this is
what I think, which just seems so dead and silent, cold. (I-2)
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Well we did, I’m not sure what it was exactly, I think it was like a peer review where we
got the opportunity to post. It was live, I guess, where everybody was supposed to be on
all at the same time and we would post our projects one at a time and of the projects we
had been working on. And then everybody had the chance to say something or ask
questions or make remarks or whatever. That was nice because it felt like that we were
all together as a group and not just you’re talking to one person or another like with the
threaded discussions where you write a comment and then somebody comments, and
then you write a comment and then somebody comments. This time we were like the
messenger, you know, it was like that so everybody was talking back and forth and that
was nice. That was really nice. That actually made you feel part of a group and not just
singled out, I guess. (I-4)
Students discussed the benefits this real time, in situ medium had on their learning
experience. These students are fully engaged in the experience. They explained how little
details like response time encouraged spontaneous conversation, leading to richer interactivity
and collaborative critique. This first group of remarks addresses the comfort level the students
felt. Note the comment about talking to a computer.
Family comfortable, I guess. It felt like how it would feel if you’re sitting at your dining
room table with family sitting there and exchanging words back and forth just general
conversation. So when we had this live discussion board, which only happened one
time, but when we did that it was very comfortable and you really felt like you were
talking to real people instead of just talking to a computer. (I-4)
This one girl was really shy about it and she finally put hers up there and then she was
excited she got such positive feedback. (I-12)
In these comments, students make specific references to the impact on their learning,
citing richer quality of peer review, instructor involvement and understanding the meaning of a
fellow student’s drawing.
Oh, it’s more of they didn’t worry so much on what their grammar was like or how they
were pronouncing something or spelling something. It was just very just like on
Facebook or something like that where people just talk back and forth on the MSN. And
it was like oh, awesome picture, Leah or Jada, the waterfall it great. It could use maybe
a little more of this or that and then she would come back on and say, oh, you know what
I’ve been thinking something was missing. (I-4)
It’s probably a lot for the instructor to take all at one time because I think a lot of people
feel that same way where now it’s live. The instructors involved. Everybody’s talking
back and forth and everybody can see what everybody’s saying or feeling. (I-12)
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I feel like the greatest thing that came out of the live chat was when they talk about why
they drew what they drew and the meaning behind everything they incorporated in it.
Most of the pieces were expressions of their personal life experiences. And like almost
all of them were that way. It wasn’t just like well, I just drew this just because like they
all had a reason and meaning. And then that made the actual work more impressive, I
think, seeing all the detail that went into it and all the thought that was behind everything
and the explanations. I think the live chats and the being able to talk with our instructor
as well as amongst each other was pretty interesting. It’s just different when it’s live.
(I-4)
The passion in these student narratives shines through in their description, and the last
sentence, “It’s just different when it’s live,” sums it up beautifully. Yet due to optional status,
not all students participated in the live chat. Time commitment is a property of this dimension,
as some students explained that other commitments prevented them from attending live sessions.
The virtual culture supports the tacit assumption that asynchronous learning modules provide an
adequate substitute for time and place independence in a virtual learning environment.
In summary, the primary dimension, Talking Back and Forth, found in the domain of
Tacit Assumptions, shares the context of the student perspective with Being Nice, Protecting
Private Faces and Investing Time. The condition that moderates Talking Back and Forth is the
live chat. The outcome demonstrates synchronous chat results in richer engagement,
interactivity and collaborative critique in a virtual drawing class.
Defining community. The domain Tacit Assumptions addresses the presence of a virtual
culture that undergirds the participants experience. Student and instructor voices revealed a
dichotomy of assumptions present in the primary dimension, Defining Community. This
disparity creates two conditions and contexts for this dimension, the emic perspective of the
student and the etic perspective of the instructor, reinforcing the contextual and emergent nature
of the data. Andrews and Haythornthwaite (2007) explain that knowledge is socially created in
a virtual classroom through discussion and interaction, and is the effect of community. Figure
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4.12 illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the
composite illustration.

Figure 4.12 Defining Community

The following student dialogues describe their response to the question regarding feeling
a sense of community in the online drawing class.
So I wasn’t in there really to meet anyone. It was very non-personal. It was very antisocial actually. It wasn’t everybody let’s get together and meet at P&Gs for lunch before
we turn this in. It wasn’t like that. I looked at some posts that were given to me and I
would just submit mine and that was pretty much the end of our relationship. (I-6)
Probably less than what you would do if you were actually sitting in a classroom. I
mean you talk to them over the online discussions or you could email them back and
have. (I-11)
No not really because people that were in the class weren’t at [college] they were at a
previous school or other schools so I didn’t really get to talk to any of them besides over
chat or discussion board. (I-5)
But I think it’s like that personal, face to face contact with them that you don’t…I mean
you know when you take online courses it’s really difficult to begin a relation or a
friendship with someone, you know, or at least for me. (I-8)
These students clearly held a specific set of assumptions about how community is
defined, and found the online medium to be lacking. The following quotation is the only
example of a student description of membership in a community of learners.
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I think it’s a learning tool. You learn the most when you – plus it kind of unites the class
a little bit. You don’t want to be like taking class by yourself so much as you’re in a
class with some other people and that kind of gets you talking with them and kind of
makes you feel like you’re a part of something more than just kind of on your own. It’s
always better to have that kind of camaraderie and realize that I’m not just here by myself
I’m here with a bunch of other people that are trying to learn at the same time. (I-4)
The live chat feature was described by two students as being the one activity that
contributed to a sense of belonging to a community. The second student refers to this experience
in a previous class, noting that she did not participate in this optional assignment in the online
drawing class.
So for me the biggest thing that actually made us feel like we were a group was the live
discussion where you could get on at the same time. (I-2)
Yes, some of the classes that I took we had weekly sessions that we tuned into and they
we were able to chat about what the topic that we were talking about that evening. This
class I guess it was optional—the second life. I didn’t participate in it and I might have
lost something along the way there. I wasn’t free at that point. (I-10)
The following excerpts from the narratives indicate that the etic perspective of the
instructor.
Well, they really form their own community and there’s 15 students in a given class and I
would say by the end, I would say about seven or eight students are pretty close. I mean,
as close as you could be…But what happens is this 50 to 60 percent of the students will,
how do I put this, they’re sort of in their own little clique and it’s kind of removed from
me…I’m definitely not part of the group, but they’re, for example, let’s say student A
will say to student B I really like the subject matter. It reminds me of my child or my
childhood or reminds me of this experience. (I-9)
It might appear from reading the narratives that the two populations, the students and
instructors, experienced entirely different online drawing courses. However, from the
perspective of tacit assumptions, an overarching view might consider how the two cultures
interpret the word community. Comparing the following two narratives, note the instructor
reference to sharing experiences and the student reference to relationship continuity beyond chat
or the discussion board.
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No not really because people that were in the class weren’t at [school] they were at a
previous school or other schools so I didn’t really get to talk to any of them besides over
chat or discussion board. (I-5)
I’m definitely not part of the group, but they’re, for example, let’s say student A will say
to student B, I really like the subject matter. It reminds me of my child or my childhood
or reminds me of this experience. (I-9)
The student definition of community might include extending the acquaintance beyond
the static confines of the discussion board. Students cited the live chat as the exception. Yu et
al. (2010) found that members of an online community cultivated a culture of fairness and
openness, and derived satisfaction from sharing information that deepened knowledge exchange
with colleagues. Routine sharing of some personal information may not indicate a level of
familiarity, as the previous primary dimension, protecting private faces, indicated. However, the
instructor interprets this as evidence of a learning community. A study by Abedin et al. (2010)
demonstrated that the individuals sense of cohesion, defined as emotional ties to the group, and
awareness of others, were the primary factors in contributing to a sense of online community.
The tacit assumptions of the group may determine the definition of an emotional tie.
To summarize, the primary dimension of Defining Community is located within the
domain of Tacit Assumptions. The context of the student perspective holds the emic perspective
as its condition, and the context of the instructor perspective bears the context of the etic
perspective. The outcome, that community is defined differently by students and instructors, is
the result of tacit assumptions of two different perspectives of virtual culture.
Comparing face to face. A standard and recurring theme in distance learning literature
is the comparison of growth rates, pedagogies, social processes and outcomes to face to face or
on campus classes. The interview data of both the students and the instructor was consistent
with this theme. The primary dimension, Comparing Face to Face, emerged from the data as a
result of the participant’s reference to an experience in a face to face class that served as a
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standard of comparison. The tacit assumption in this comparison is that the face to face course
maintains the referential criteria for which to compare the experience of taking an online class.
The virtual classroom, the context for this dimension, does not yet have its own independent
identity or outcome measures. Figure 4.13 illustrates this primary dimension. The line drawing
to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.13 Comparing Face to Face

Yeah, ‘cause it’s so much more difficult to take classes online. It really is. It’s so much
easier when you’re in class and your fellow students are there. There’s good and bad to
both but when you are in class you have the ability to just point blank ask your instructor
questions and talk amongst your fellow students every day and you don’t have that in an
online class. So the discussion board kind of helps in that you kind of to know people
and that’s kind of key to everything there. Separation and isolation just doesn’t work for
humans in general. And I think it would be easier to do a peer review, a face to face
while we’re in classes. It’s more personable that way instead of just going okay, here’s
somebody that I don’t know telling me that my eyes are too big or my nose is wrong or
something like that and who are they to say. (I-4)
The condition that shapes comparing face to face is virtual communication. The
instructor’s perspective addressed their experience communicating with students online,
compared to the face to face equivalent of getting to know students through the discussion board
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and facilitating critiques. In the second narrative, the instructor discusses face to face pressure in
critiques, and the absence of social cues.
I teach ceramics I and II face to face right now. I talk to the kids. Get to know where
they’re from and what they’re interested in. I don’t really have that, I guess I do some of
that in the threaded discussions. You know when you’re typing something it’s hard to
read their face to really see how they’re reacting to something. Yeah, it’s less personal,
definitely. (I-1)
And I find that for the most part students are pretty forthcoming with their comments and
actually even more so than the seated courses. Because in the seated courses you have
face to face pressures, I think the students they’re young and they feel self-conscious.
It’s sometimes difficult to get the conversation going unless you have a couple of
talkative students which you don’t always have. And the professor will wind up doing
most of the talking which is fine.
I think with seated courses the students are looking at your body language, your facial
expressions, your tone of voice, whatever and it’s much more nonverbal cues that you’re
giving out. I think it’s much easier; it’s easier to kind of slide by in those courses with
critiques. But online you really have got to find a way to communicate very effectively
with students and I think it’s really hard. I know that in the beginning I might not have
been as effective as I am now because I know that I’ve had a huge growth curve. (I-7)
This does not necessarily mean that the online courses come up short in the comparison.
In a study Blankson and Kyei-Blankson (2008) compared in-class discussions with online
discussion board interaction and concluded that asynchronous communication removes
distractions, enabling participants to take their time to respond, thus increasing their engagement,
which proved to be especially advantageous for shy students. This was important point for this
student to explain in the interview.
Another one that I can think of is I did have one class at [school] where there were a
couple of extremely disruptive students that kind of inhibited the learning experience for
the rest of the class and online you don’t have that. No one can really interrupt your
learning in that way. It’s a little harder to dominate the message board where anybody
can still post. You can’t like inhibit or you can’t prohibit someone else from posting by
posting a lot. They still get to say whatever they’re going to say, whereas if you’re
interrupted in speech you don’t ever to get that out. If that makes sense. (I-4)
In summary, face to face classes are held as up as the referencing criteria for virtual
classes, as demonstrated by the primary dimension, Comparing Face to Face. This dimension is
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located in the domain tacit assumptions, and is impacted by the condition of virtual
communication.
Sharing and comparing. The primary dimension of Sharing and Comparing validated
the distance learning literature on the social processes of co-construction of knowledge and
collaborative learning. The student narratives provided vignettes of student learning experiences
that demonstrated these results in the discussion board assignments, including both the
discussion topics and the critique sessions. Thomas and Brown (2011) use the word indwelling
to describe the practice of collective problem solving that transpires among members of a virtual
culture, maximizing the expertise of individuals to benefit the group. Figure 4.14 illustrates this
primary dimension. The line drawing on the bottom right identifies this section in the composite
illustration.

Figure 4.14 Sharing and Comparing

In the following example, the student references both forums.
It was kind of nice because we could also share on our web tutorial thing, our website
that we did this class on. We could also share our artwork with other students so then
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like they could give us feedback on like what we should change or what we should—I
don’t know. If it was good or if we should add more to it or what not. (I-11)
Sharing and Comparing can be demonstrated as active participation on the discussion
board, or in the more subtle forms of observation and critical reflection. As the following
dialogues demonstrate, both processes are a result of the co-construction of knowledge, which is
a social process and the condition that facilitates this dimension.
Sometimes the “how do you feel about this artist or this assignment” and one time there
was “how do you feel about using pastels” for an assignment and almost everyone in
my class was like, “Oh, I love using pastels, so easy.” And I have always hated colored
pastels so I just put I did not like it at all. I could understand why other people liked
them and it actually got me into colored pastels for a little bit to try and understand
them better and use them in a better way. (I-3)
It’s always inspiring to see other people’s work because it makes you think about what
you’re doing from a different angle and maybe incorporate some of the stuff that they did
in your own style. (I-4)
The distance learning literature confirms that co-construction of knowledge is generated
from a student centered environment such as the discussion board, and that it results in creative
thinking and divergent understanding through collaboration (Bower & Hedberg, 2010; Miyake,
2007; Schellens et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2010). Students expressed an awareness of the effect
the sharing and comparing ultimately had on their own personal progress, and the progress of
their peers.
Yes, that’s what I do, I love to help people and I’m constantly helping people and it
makes me feel better that I helped somebody through it and they took my word and they
liked their drawing better. (I-5)
One of the students were critical but I can say all of them were positive. I don’t
remember what the person post but it was negative. I understand. I mean it was
negative but to learn from, you know. (I-8)
It did tell me a lot. I mean I take other people’s word and I try it out and see what
happens and it comes out great every time. (I-4)
It would go back and forth and say okay, this is what I need and saying oh, I never
thought of that. (I-2)
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When I was reading about how they use charcoal, how they use the white charcoal; that
helped me because I never understood how to use it. (I-3)
In the following quote, an instructor observes the power of the tacit assumption inherent
in the dimension, sharing and comparing. Peer membership in the virtual culture may appear to
trump the authority of the professor.
Then on the third or fourth week, when we have to start getting a little more deep with
the actual issues because I find that students learn much more from each other, from their
successes and failures, than anything I’m going to say. (I-9)
To summarize, the primary dimension Sharing and Comparing is located within the
domain of Tacit Assumptions, and shares the context of the virtual classroom with Comparing
Face to Face. The condition, the co-construction of knowledge facilitates sharing and
comparing. The outcome is that the social processes found in the virtual drawing classes validate
the literature on distance learning pedagogy.
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Figure 4.15 Dimensional Analysis Tacit Assumptions: The Experience of Virtual Culture

The primary dimensions of the domain, Tacit Assumptions, are illustrated the composite
graphic titled, Dimensional Analysis Tacit Assumptions: The experience of virtual culture,
shown above in Figure 4.15. The landscape was inspired by the style, color and features of
student work.
Shatzman (1991) explains that the purpose of a dimensional analysis is to generate
theory. The emergent primary dimensions located within the two core domains created an
explanation or a “sketch” of the participant’s experience of taking an online drawing class. This
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sketch integrates the visual experience unique to a drawing course, and the broader experience of
navigating a virtual world, illuminating several social processes that contribute to student
learning. Students found the online course delivery system inadequate in delivering visual
directions, examples and feedback, and skillfully sought alternatives. Awareness of social
processes in virtual culture mediated online communication and community. In the next section,
the results of the content analysis will examine the factors present in the discussion board that
help define collaboration in a distance learning drawing class.
The Content Analysis
This begins the second section of this chapter. The purpose of including a content
analysis of the discussion board transcripts in this study was to examine the tangible, written
interactions between students, documenting evidence of collaboration in the distance learning
drawing class. The content analysis provided an empirical framework in which to classify and
quantify factors contributing to collaboration, therefore answering the second research question.
Schwandt explains that content analysis is a general term used to describe the analysis of text
from a variety of communication mediums, which is then compared, contrasted or categorized
(1997). The method reveals information about the author, the message or the audience (Weber,
1990), and can be thematic, qualitative, quantitative or used in combination. A thematic content
analysis parses the data into themes, which can be derived from observed patterns or coded
according to an established model, and includes word frequency counts (Marks & Yardley,
2004). When the codes in the analysis are defined by a structured model, Poole et al. (1987)
define the content analysis as quantitative. Henri’s (1992) model was specifically designed to
capture the richness of a computer mediated conference, and is considered a seminal model for
subsequent studies (Rourke et al., 2000). This thematic model measures the social, interactive
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and cognitive skills of the learner and was chosen for its compatibility with the research
questions.
Introduction to section. This section reports on the results of the content analysis
accompanied by a table that provides the results of the analytical model, a review of the code
definitions, and finally, a detailed discussion. To illustrate the discussion, excerpts from the
discussion board transcripts are provided along with the corresponding alpha numeric sequence
that identified the transcripts as units to be coded. The results are presented in four subsections,
illustrated in a progressive diagram in the portraiture genre, inspired by student drawings
critiqued on the discussion board. Four diagrams feature concentric circles radiating from a
center point. This format displays the results of the content analysis commencing with the
highest percentages placed on the perimeter scaled down to the lowest in the center. The
categories are formatted in bold to differentiate them from the text that describes the individual
codes. There are four progressive illustrations included in the portrait, representing a synopsis of
the asynchronous critique, weekly discussion topic, and live chat, each presented following the
section in which it is discussed. A smaller, less colorful composite drawing helps orient the
reader and track results until the end of the section when the full composite portrait is presented
and identified.
Content analysis results. The subsections begin with a synopsis, or overview of the
results of the content analysis, followed by a detailed discussion of results by discussion board
type. Table 4.3 demonstrates the results of Henri’s analytical model. A progressive graphic
illustrates each subsection.
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Table 4.3 Content Analysis Results

Content Analysis Results by Discussion Board Type

Social
Interactivity
Explicit interaction
Direct response
Direct commentary
Implicit interaction
Indirect response
Indirect commentary
Independent statement
Cognitive skills surface
processing
Elementary clarification
In-depth clarification
Inference
Judgment
Strategies
Cognitive skills in-depth
processing
Elementary clarification
In-depth clarification
Inference
Judgment
Strategies
Metacognitive
Knowledge
Person
Task
Strategies
Metacognitive Skills
Evaluation
Planning
Regulation
Self-Awareness
Totals

Asynchronous
Critique

%

Weekly
Discussion
Topic

%

Live chat
Critique

%

References

Frequency (a)

References

Frequency (b)

References

Frequency (c)

23

5

3

1

106

14

41

9

125

44

257

34

17

4

5

2

52

7

14

3

2

0

129

17

10

2

109

38

45

6

0

0

0

0

9

1

0

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

8

3

15

2

268

61

44

15

316

42

106

24

26

9

169

23

3

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

156

35

6

2

130

17

3

1

11

4

15

2

110

25

110

38

62

8

9

2

16

6

14

2

9

2

45

16

24

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

61

14

28

10

18

2

31

7

21

7

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

7

1

0

0

0

0

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

2

0

422

100

286

100

748

100

Note. (a) = Percentage of references coded to category or code compared to all references coded in Asynchronous Critique; (b)= Percentage of
references coded to category or code compared to all references coded in Weekly Discussion Topic; (c ) = Percentage of references coded to
category or code compared to all references coded in Live Chat.
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Synopsis. Henri’s (1992) model provided 25 potential codes in six categories. A total of
1476 references were coded, 422 from the asynchronous critiques, 286 from the weekly
discussion topics, and 748 from the live chats. Table 4.3 titled Content Analysis Results by
Discussion Type shown above illustrates the results in a tabular format similar to that utilized by
Henri. The left most column lists the categories in bold, followed by the individual codes
contained within each category. Across the top row the columns are identified as the three
discussion types, asynchronous critique, weekly discussion topic and live chat. The first column
of each discussion type displays the total number of references coded to each category and code,
and the second column displays the frequency expressed as a percentage. The frequency is
displayed as a percentage of all references coded in the individual discussion board types, first by
category and then broken down by individual codes. Interactivity, for example, is a category,
and contains 9% of the references from the asynchronous critique, or 41 total references. Within
this category, explicit interaction is the first of seven codes, which contains 4% of the references,
or 17 total references.
The analytical model consists of six categories; social, interactivity, cognitive skills
surface processing, cognitive skills in-depth processing, metacognitive knowledge, and
metacognitive skills. Very few references were coded to the metacognitive knowledge and skills
categories. The codes situated in both cognitive skills categories are identical, the differential
being defined as surface or in-depth processing. The following paragraphs provide a synopsis of
results and summarize the code definitions.
The social category contains a single code, reserved for social greetings and expressions
of support. The highest percentage of references coded at the social category was 14%,
originating from the live chat source. The lowest percentage of this category, 1% originated
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from the discussion topic source.
The category of interactivity includes the code for explicit interaction, direct response,
direct commentary, implicit interaction, indirect response, indirect commentary and independent
statement.

The code direct response defines a response to a question while direct commentary,

pursues an idea already in play. Explicit interaction describes a response to a previous post,
whereas the code implicit interaction makes a vague reference. An indirect commentary is also a
vague reference to a previously stated conversational theme. A reference coded as an
independent statement stands alone and may be off the topic. The highest percentage of
references coded at the interactivity category was 44% originating from the discussion topic.
The lowest percentage of this category was 9%, originating from the critique source.
The cognitive skills category includes elementary clarification, in-depth clarification,
inference, judgment and strategies. Elementary clarification is utilized when the student initially
presents work for critique, or identifies the issue. In-depth clarification extends the definition if
the student offers an explanation or analysis. The code of inference refers to the process of
reasoning. The code of judgment indicates appreciation, criticism or evaluation, used in the
critique process. The code strategies is used to classify the offering of a solution with a future
orientation. A reference is coded to either the surface or in-depth category by evaluating the
level of cognitive processing.
The highest percentage of references coded at the cognitive skills surface processing
category was 61% originating from the asynchronous critique. The discussion topic and live
chat were comparative, at 44% and 42% respectively. The weekly discussion topic scored
highest in the cognitive skills in-depth processing category, at 38%, and the lowest originates
from the live chat, at 8%.
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A closer examination of the results sorted by the discussion board type reveals the
intersection between the functionality of the technology and the student’s experience.
Connections between this and the grounded theory phase surface and the results of the study
come into focus, much like a sketch is rendered into a finished drawing. Figure 4.16 illustrates a
synopsis of the content analysis results. Concentric circles represent the frequency of codes, the
category with the highest overall percentage displayed in the outer circle and the others displayed
in decreasing order as the circles diminish in size (see Table 4.3). The line drawing to the right
identifies this section in the composite illustration.
Figure 4.16 Synopsis of Content Analysis

Asynchronous critique. The highest concentration of references from asynchronous
critiques were coded at cognitive skills surface processing at 61%, of which the judgment code
contributed 35%, defined as statement indicating appreciation, criticism or evaluation. This is
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consistent with the definition of a critique (Eisner, 1972; Feldman, 1970). Elementary
clarification placed at 24%, aligning with the established practice of coding the student’s first
posting of work at this code. Cognitive skills in-depth processing suffered in contrast with a 2%
showing in both elementary and in-depth clarification, and only 14% in judgment. Strategies in
the in-depth category trumped with a 7% score over the 1% showing in surface skills processing,
suggesting that students might not be willing to spend the time pondering the evaluative criteria
but willingly exchanged strategies for improvement. The least populated category was social,
weighing in at 5%. Figure 4.17 illustrates the results of the asynchronous critique. The line
drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.17 Asynchronous Critique
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The following references from the asynchronous critique illustrate the contrast between
the code of judgment coded in the surface processing and in-depth categories.
This example demonstrates a reference coded to surface strategies.
If you have a program that manages pictures try to open the jpg using that and turn it
right side up. Save it and load it that way. (15a)
This is an example of a reference coded to in-depth strategies.
I think this would be dynamite if you added some red at the base of the orange slices
inside the rims. Maybe add a bit to the blue cast shadows. (32b)
Geahigan (1999), Osborne (1991) and Lankford (1991) address the contextual and
interpretative features of a critique, situating the activity as a collaborative experience, and
recommend a structured approach. Feldman (1970) and Eisner (1972) offer two structural
models. The critiques included in this study did not appear to follow a specific model or
protocol, although the instructor did act as a facilitator and provide guidance to the students.
Weekly discussion topics. The interactivity category received the highest percentage of
coded references from the weekly discussion topic transcripts, at 44%. The direct commentary
code contributed 38%, which is defined as a statement taking up and pursuing an idea, and
indicated as a response that contributes to the discussion. This demonstrates a high level of
engagement in interactive dialogue, supported by an aggregate score of 38% of references coded
at cognitive skills in-depth processing. Inclusive of that category is 16% of references coded at depth clarification and 10% coded at judgment. This suggests perhaps, that when the pressure is
not on the student to make critical comments on a peer’s drawings, such as in a critique, students
might spend more time engaged in critical thinking. The social category scores the lowest of the
three formats at 1%. This is also the only of the three discussion board types that does include
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uploading visual examples. Figure 4.18 illustrates the results of the weekly discussion topic.
The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the composite illustration.

Figure 4.18 Weekly Discussion

The following examples demonstrate references from weekly discussion topics
transcripts, coded at the direct commentary code.
I also really liked Pencil its just so much easier to work with and the detail is amazing
and clean. I think Pastels are the worst too because you just can't get that detail that you
want with a lot of mess. (5a)
I disliked the oil pastels also. My first turnoff from them was how expensive they were,
then this turnoff was solidified when they were not only messy, but didn't last terribly
long. Let's just say I'm not giving up my day job to become a pastel artist. (7b)
This example was selected into the cognitive skills in-depth processing code of in-depth
clarification.
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[excerpt]Vincent Van Gogh was mostly self-taught. He copied prints, studied drawing
manuals, and studied lesson books. He created about 900 paintings and 1100 works on
paper. He was inspired by other artists throughout his life, which caused him to
experiment with his own work. After seeing the work of the impressionists and neoimpressionists, he adopted this style of painting; the short brush strokes and lighter
palette. He continued changing his style and technique every time he discovered new
artwork that he liked by other artists. He never stopped learning and never stopped
creating. Before his death he was painting about one painting a day!
I am inspired by his story, because he had trouble finding his way, trouble figuring out
what he wanted to do. When he decided he wanted to be an artist, he worked very hard
to teach himself everything he felt inspired to learn. Though he may not have
experienced much monetary success from his artwork while he was alive, and he may
have struggled with a whole host of mental/emotional issues, he has been immortalized
by his life’s work. He not only lives on forever in his paintings and drawings, but his
work will continue to inspire people for generations. (23b)
This example was classified as the cognitive skills in-depth processing code of judgment.
I enjoy charcoal like everyone else. I like the way it feels when you sketch with it. I saw
someone else say calligraphy pen. That would be pretty cool to use but I would also
enjoy more pen art work. I think pictures are really sweet looking when it looks like they
were scratched with pen. I am not having too much difficulty. I had a little hard time
doing drawings that require more focus on the object and not paying as much attention to
what you’re drawing. To improve that I just need to keep working on it. (14a)
Live chats. Cognitive skills surface processing received the highest concentration of
references at 42%, with elementary clarification contributing 23% and judgment 17%.
Interactivity placed strongly at 34%, the code of direct response accountable for 17% of this
category, which is defined by the response to a question. Conversely, the lowest score of 8%
was coded at in-depth processing, lower than the social category which placed at 14%, the
highest across discussion board types. Students clearly felt more socially connected in this
forum. In the interviews, students reported feeling comfortable and engaged because of the
ability to share visual and verbal details about their drawings in real time. However, the critique
moved quickly and may have afforded students less time for in-depth processing. Figure 4.19
illustrates the results of the live chats. The line drawing to the right identifies this section in the
composite illustration.
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Figure 4.19 Live Chat

The following examples from live chat were coded to the cognitive skills surface
processing code of elementary clarification.
So this is one of the versions I've done of the gesture and text exercise, but this is my first
time doing a drawing on the bamboo tablet. (58)
I really enjoyed drawing it. This is actually off a cell phone picture so some colors show
up strange. (67)
These examples were classified as the cognitive skills surface processing code of
judgment.
I think the rocks look just fine! (27)
I would have said charcoal as well. The tree looks very realistic. (52)
The whole thing is awesome but the eyes and lips are so real. (109)
These examples were coded to the social category.
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I'm excited for the second part of the semester, because I've been working two jobs,
preparing to move and drowning in environmental science and Spanish homework... it's
going to be so much better, I'll have much more time! Ha ha, what a combination, I love
it. (126)
I just ended my army national guard. (171)
Thanks guys. Good experience. (171)
Kerhwald (2008) established the importance of defining, understanding and facilitating
social presence to improve the interactive learning experience of students. In this synchronous
discussion, an alternative set of text based social cues is adopted and understood by the
participants, which Kerhwald terms the relational view of social presence.
The asynchronous critique scored 25% in the cognitive skills in-depth processing
category, compared to 8% standing of live chat critique in the same. Blankson and KyeiBlankson (2008) concluded that the asynchronous discussion platform removes distractions and
affords students time to reflect, research and compose substantive responses, and Meyer (2003)
adds that this medium fosters critical thinking.
The categories of metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive skill describe the personal
learning strategies the student employs, expressed as a reflexive process.

Metacognitive

knowledge describes the ability of the student to express their self-awareness, the codes of which
include knowledge of the person, the task and strategy. Metacognitive skills identify the codes
of evaluation, planning regulation and self-awareness identifying the student’s ability to selfevaluate their progress through the course. Metacognitive knowledge did not receive a single
reference, and metacognitive skills received 1% each in the weekly discussion topic and the live
chat. The course objectives did not appear to align with or require this style of reflective writing.
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Figure 4.20 Content Analysis Results

The results of the content analysis are illustrated the composite graphic titled, Content
Analysis Results, shown above in Figure 4.20. The graphic presents the significant data first as a
synopsis and then from the three individual discussion forums. The portrait image is inspired by
the student discussion board dedicated to the topic.
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Henri’s (1992) thematic content analysis model provided a structure in which to quantify
discussion board entries for the purpose of documenting evidence of collaboration in the distance
learning drawing class. Three different discussion board types were examined, including an
asynchronous critique, weekly discussion topic, and live chat. Results determined that the
format mediated the degree and nature of collaboration, as defined by interactive, cognitive and
social categories. Students engaged in deeper levels of cognitive skills, especially judgment,
when they weren’t critiquing each other’s work, but the surface level cognitive skills were
highest across the critique discussion boards. Interactivity was highest in the weekly discussion
topics. The social category was highest in the live chats. In the following section, the two
phases of the study will be compared to provide triangulation of the data.
Convergence of the Findings
The third section of this chapter is dedicated to converging the dimensional analysis and
the content analysis. The study was conducted sequentially; the participant interviews informed
the choice of discussion board forums. An equitable amount of data was provided from both
sources, representing all discussion board types in proportion to the participant’s institution of
origin. All discussion board types were represented, while maintaining the ratio of the
institutional origin of the participant to the institutional origin of the transcript. The multiple
method design, although it created a complex research study was specifically crafted to address
the final research question, how can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further
delineated, defined or explained. In the interviews, the participants described their experience
of collaboration, which was consequently captured in the dimensional analysis. The discussion
board environment mediates collaborative learning in the distance learning classroom (Ashcraft
et al., 2008; Bower & Hedberg, 2010), and archives textual data. The content analysis of the
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discussion board transcripts utilizing Henri’s thematic model (1992) specifically designed to
measure participative, interactive, social and cognitive categories of computer mediated
discussion, was implemented for its potential to measure social processes. Comparing and
contrasting the results from the emergent coding of grounded theory and the a priori coding of a
content analysis model provides a between-method of triangulation. This presents an
opportunity to determine convergence, contradictions or inconsistencies in the data, as suggested
by Denzin (1978). Jick (1979) adds that this type of triangulation is comprehensive as it
provides rich data from multiple sources and can lead to the integration of theory. This section
includes two approaches to comparing and contrasting the results of the two phases of the study.
In the first approach I sought a convergence between the prevalent constructs of the dimensional
analysis and the categories of the content analysis. In the second approach I sought the
relationship between the discussion board type and the dimensional analysis by comparing and
contrasting the results of both analyses. These comparisons answer the third research question
and become the foundation for presenting the theoretical propositions. The two approaches are
described in two subsections with accompanying illustrations.
Comparison of dimensions and categories. The example discussed in this subsection
illustrates a comparison between two primary dimensions of the dimensional analysis, with the
highest ranking categories from the content analysis. In the core domain of Tacit Assumptions,
Talking Back and Forth shared a construct with the social category of the content analysis, and
Sharing and Comparing shared a construct with interactivity. In the content analysis, the social
category ranked significantly for the synchronous discussion format, and interactivity a
comparable standing for the asynchronous format. The dimensions and categories address the
social process of collaboration. There was no discernible correspondence between the content
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analysis and the domain of visual learning. The following graphic, Figure 4.21 titled Construct
Convergence: Collaboration illustrates the comparison, and subsequent paragraphs describe the
rationale for each choice.
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Figure 4.21 Construct Convergence: Collaboration
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Interactivity is described by Henri (1992) as a string of connected messages that relate to
the subject under discussion, but admits that “nowhere does the literature provide a full
theoretical or operational definition” (p.127) of this process. The codes in the interactivity
category provide a workable structure in which to observe and describe communication between
individuals, classifying posts into direct, indirect, explicit and implicit responses and
commentary. Also included is the code of independent statement, which would document a lack
of interactivity. The weekly discussion board topics placed the highest across discussion types at
44%, direct commentary contributing 38% to this figure. Direct commentary is defined in the
training manual as a statement that takes up and pursues an idea, and contributes to the
discussion. The primary dimension Sharing and Comparing emerged from the student’s
description of deriving benefits from both the weekly discussion topics and asynchronous
critiques. This dimension corroborated the distance learning literature on the co-construction of
knowledge through collaboration.
The social category holds a single code, which Henri (1992) includes to address postings
that indicate social presence, a sense of belonging and social cohesion of the group (p. 126).
The live chat scored the highest in the social category at 14%. Talking Back and Forth, with the
live chat as its context was described as spontaneous and socially comfortable in the student
narratives. It emerged as a primary dimension, revealing richer engagement, interactivity and
collaboration in critiques. Kerhwald (2008) addresses the role of social presence in distance
learning, and Shi (2010) found students in synchronous discussion more engaged.
Relationship between dimensions and categories. In this subsection, the primary
dimensions of the dimensional analysis and the results of the content analysis are compared and
contrasted, for the purpose of establishing a relationship of commonality. The asynchronous
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critique is compared first with the live chat and then with the weekly discussion topic, as it is
both asynchronous and a critique. Two graphics are provided featuring a Venn diagram with an
arrow pointing to an expanded illustration, followed by a discussion.
Henri (1992) explains that the cognitive skills category was developed to align with the
learning process, integrating skills that support reasoning, critical thinking and problem solving.
A second model qualifies the depth of processing, delineating between surface processing and indepth processing. In-depth processing specifically references the integration of newly acquired
knowledge through higher level conceptual awareness. The coders agreed to classify the depth
of cognition by determining if a post contributes to helping the student learn to draw or succeed
in the course.
The cognitive skills, both surface and in-depth processing is higher in the asynchronous
critique, 61% and 25% respectively, suggesting that the extra processing time may lead to depth,
but the interactivity is higher in the live chat, 34% compared to 9%. This lends an alternative
perspective to the primary dimension, Investing Time. The participants experience of
disembodied time may be somewhat distorted as they wait for responses, their learning activities
interspersed with other life activities. In the live discussion environment, the student is fully
engaged, sharing digital space concurrently with peers and the instructor, experiencing “real
time”. This is accompanied by a significant differential in the social category, 14% compared to
5% in the asynchronous critique. This study serves as a contrast to Shi’s (2010) findings in
which engagement variables lead to critical thinking in synchronous discussions. This
comparison, illustrated in the Figure 4.22 shown below, titled Relationship Convergence:
Investing Time provides insight on how the mediation of time and space impacts collaboration
and the co-construction of knowledge across the two different formats of digital classrooms.
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Figure 4.22 Relationship Convergence: Investing Time

Judgment is a code of the cognitive category, which plays an important role in the
critique process, as it indicates appreciate, criticism or evaluation. It also proved to be
significant in the weekly discussion topic. Cognitive skills surface processing scored 61%, with
35% credited to judgment for the asynchronous critique, and in-depth processing judgment
placed at 14%. This is an interesting comparison to the cognitive skills in-depth processing
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calculation of 38%, including the 10% judgment code attributed to the weekly discussion board
topic. The critique involves a critical discussion regarding student’s personal drawings. The
primary dimension of Being Nice emerged from student interviews, the result of a student code.
This revealed the reluctance to make overly critical comments, even in the absence of face to
face contact, and explains the higher score in the surface judgment category. The weekly
discussion topic was a text only collaborative dialogue on technique, art media and materials,
review of research on individual artists, and explorations of assignment concepts, such as selfportraiture in preparation for the project. Students made evaluative comments regarding using
the materials, or evaluating other’s stated opinions. One might posit that it is easier to make indepth, critical comments when they are not personal, and not in violation with a culturally
assumed code. Interactivity presented higher in the weekly discussion topic at 44%, compared
to 9% for the critique, supporting the in-depth cognitive processing score. The synergy of these
dimensions would suggest a higher level of collaboration in the absence of the student code.
Although both forums scored low in the social category, the critique placed higher, suggesting a
higher awareness of social presence. The graphic shown below, Figure 4.23 titled Relationship
Convergence: Being Nice, illustrates this comparison.
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Figure 4.23 Relationship Convergence: Being Nice

This section compared the results of the two phases of the study for the purpose of
answering the last research question and to help demonstrate convergence of the findings, the
last stage in preparation for final theory building.
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The Central Dimension
The fourth and last section of this chapter introduces the central dimension. Two core
domains, Visual Learning: the experience of learning to draw, and Tacit Assumptions: the
experience of virtual culture emerged from the grounded theory study. The content analysis
quantified the categories of cognitive skills, interactivity and social, defining the role of the
social processes across the discussion board types. Comparisons of the findings from both
methods of analysis and sources of data was proposed to redefine the concept of collaboration as
reflected in the framework defined by the literature review; art education, virtual culture and
distance learning pedagogy. References to these fields and the literature were established early
in the data collection stage of both analyses, the strongest demonstrated in distance learning
pedagogy. It is perhaps no coincidence that this framework provides the common connection
between the two phases of the study. The discussion board transcripts, a cornerstone content
area in online classes, were selected on the basis of participant recall of significant events. A
central dimension, in situ vision will be used to integrate the two core dimensions and the results
of the content analysis. The term vision refers to the experience of learning to draw as a visual
process, further defined by the noun modifier in situ, described as in place, or in the original,
natural position. The central dimension of situ vision will be used as a container in which to
explicate theory in the next chapter.
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Chapter V: Model and Discussion
Introduction
The fundamental research question queried the nature of collaboration as it manifested in
the virtual drawing class to help students learn to draw. The three research questions were stated
as follows:
RQ1: What social processes facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the
student in a computer mediated drawing class?
RQ2: What factors contribute to collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning
community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured by the participative,
interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model?
RQ3: How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or
explained?
Virtual communication between participants occurred through the synchronous and
asynchronous tools embedded in the learning management systems, enabling both topics of
discussion and peer critiques of student drawings. The data were collected and reflect results
from virtual drawing classes. The results highlight the unique visual characteristics of the course
work and the nature of the critique processes, situating the social processes within the broader
domain of virtual culture.
Chapter IV reported the results of this multiple method dissertation study on virtual
drawing classes in granular detail. As grounded theory analysis leads to a conceptual
presentation of the findings, this chapter begins with a presentation of the model; a graphic
illustration that integrates the results of both the dimensional analysis and content analysis. A
discussion of the model will follow. The next section explains the three theoretical propositions
suggested by the model, a discussion of which includes references to the method and a return to
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the literature. The chapter proceeds to propose implications for practice, explain the limitations
of the study, and concludes with recommendations for future research.
The Theoretical Model
The goal of a dimensional analysis is to construct a model that visually represents the
interaction between the primary and core dimensions in preparation for theory building
(Shatzman, 1991). This model, seen below in Figure 5.1 represents the central dimension, In Situ
Vision, and integrates the results of the content analysis.
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Figure 5.1 In Situ Vision
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In Situ Vision embodies the constructivist space in which visual collaboration occurs.
Students need to “see” not just read text in order to learn to draw, as demonstrated in the core
domain Visual Learning. Membership in a virtual culture influences student collaboration in
critiques, as demonstrated in Tacit Assumptions. The results of the content analysis indicate the
relative strengths of both synchronous and asynchronous discussion forums, and validated the
social processes that emerged from the dimensional analysis. This illustration depicts the two
domains of the dimensional analysis and the key findings of the content analysis as puzzle pieces
that originate from individual fields but come together to depict the results, situated within a
frame of distance learning literature. The metaphor of a puzzle represents finding the fit between
both methods and sources of data and was chosen to demonstrate how I made sense of the data as
it converged in the final interpretation. The next section presents the model and proceeds to
discuss the specific features of the model and the relationship between the puzzle pieces.
Tacit assumptions. The puzzle piece representing the core dimension of Tacit
Assumptions: the experience of virtual culture bears an image of the landscape used to diagram
the corresponding dimensional analysis. Students described Tacit Assumptions as a set of social
rules that governed the interactions and that affected collaboration and the co-construction of
knowledge. The virtual classroom provided the container, or context in which these primary
dimensions or social processes shaped new perspectives. This puzzle piece interconnects with
the content analysis piece, as the primary dimensions of Being Nice and Investing Time mediated
collaborative processes across discussion board forum types. The dimensions of the dimensional
analysis were compared to the categories of the content analysis. The dimension of Talking Back
and Forth shared a construct with the Social category, and Sharing and Comparing with the
Interactivity category.
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Content analysis. The puzzle piece that represents the content analysis features the
portrait. The content analysis located the frequency and quality of interactivity across discussion
boards, effectively operationalizing the social processes. As indicated in the results, the
synchronous and asynchronous discussion board each provide complementary strengths to the
collaborative critique process. The results of the content analysis suggested that while students
felt comfortable socially in the synchronous space, higher levels of cognitive processing required
the time independent asynchronous discussion board. The highest percentage of references
coded at cognitive skills processing occurred in the asynchronous critique, a forum designed for
critique and one that afforded visual reference to finished peer drawings. This puzzle piece
connects to both domains as it locates the social processes within the discussion forum types.
This became significant when confirming the visual impact of the instructor’s drawing
demonstration within the synchronous live chat session. Along with the Tacit Assumptions
domain, the results of the content analysis contribute to the concept of “in situ” learning.
The Oxford American College Dictionary (2002) defines in situ as an adverb and an
adjective, meaning in its original place; in position. The term in situ is used in the model as an
adjective to describe the simultaneous inhabitation of physical or virtual space. By its very
definition, online classes are independent of physical place. The interviews indicated that the
synchronous classroom afforded rich student and instructor interaction which helped students
learn to draw, while the results of the content analysis indicated that higher levels of cognitive
processing required the time independent asynchronous discussion board. On the asynchronous
critique forum, students were affected by virtual social presence, as demonstrated in the student
code. Shared presence has an impact on collaboration and consequently, student learning.
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Sutherland and Acord (2007) use the term in situ when describing the encounter between
the individual and a work of art that results in experiential knowledge. They posit that
knowledge in creative practice is embodied in a “tacit and contextual phenomenon, varied and
subjective; a verb rather than a noun” (p. 126). The art work is not the product or outcome of the
knowledge. Instead, knowledge resides in consciousness, the result of cognitive engagement
between the viewer and the work. Individuals interpret art through the lens of social context and
tacit understandings, resulting in experiential or situated knowing. This interpretation validates
the impact of virtual culture on collaboration, evidenced by the primary dimensions of talking
back and forth and sharing and comparing.
The term in situ has also been used in distance learning literature. Meyen et al. (2002)
built a conceptual model for the learning instructional design, consisting of three variables,
outcome, in situ and independent variables. In situ variables are defined as conditions of the
student learning experience, and are seen as an outcome of the place independent nature of
distance learning. The variables cited were learner attributes, the learning environment, the
nature of the content, and the technology infrastructure. The results of this study supported
these results. Learner attributes was cited as a condition of Understanding Directions,
negatively impacting ESL students and those taking their first drawing course. The choice of
discussion board was the learning environment variable that differentiated the social process of
collaboration. The domain of Visual Learning describes the unique content of drawing classes,
and the primary dimensions demonstrated the inadequate

support afforded by the text intensive

technology infrastructure.
Visual learning. The core domain of Visual Learning: the experience of learning to
draw features an overlay of the still life used in the diagram of the dimensional analysis.
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Learning to draw requires that one engages the sense of vision and acquires a set of skills
through observation and experiential processes. The learning management platform is designed
to support text. The primary dimensions of Seeking Consultants, Sneaking a Peek,
Understanding Directions and Watching Demonstrations emphasize the visual modality as an
essential but unique characteristic of learning to draw in a virtual classroom. The narrative in
which two students describe the discussion and demonstration of drawing rocks in the live chat,
confirms the power of the visual on the collaborative process. This conversation is documented
in the live chat transcript, demonstrating the interconnection of puzzle pieces between this
domain and the content analysis. As one of two core domains that emerged from the dimensional
analysis, this piece also fits into the Tacit Assumptions puzzle piece.
The frame of the puzzle represents the social processes found in the results that were
supported by the distance learning literature. The metaphor of a frame was chosen to represent
the common denominator that appeared to “frame” the themes that emerged from both the
dimensional analysis and the content analysis. The imagery conjures up an approach one might
take to complete a complex puzzle consisting of many small pieces. The social processes of
collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge, interactivity, engagement, community,
temporal flexibility, the role of the instructor, accessibility and social presence, all of which were
documented in the literature, lent significant support to the results of the dimensional analysis. In
the Visual Learning domain, the social processes of Seeking Consultants, Sneaking a Peek and
Watching Demonstrations, illustrate the co-construction of knowledge through collaboration,
while Understanding Directions addressed the importance of accessibility. The social processes
of Talking Back and Forth and Sharing and Comparing in the Tacit Assumptions domain directly
reveal the prominent role of collaboration in the discussion forums. Defining Community offers
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an adjunct perspective to the literature on virtual community, which also addresses the many
ways in which collaboration is mediated. Investing time examines the temporal flexibility
through the experience of the 21st century student. Interactivity, the process that undergirds
collaboration and the social category, defined in the literature as social presence, were validated
in the results of the content analysis.
The model, In situ Vision portrays the result of the dissertation study. It is illustrated
through the metaphor of a puzzle, depicting how the three disciplines that contextualize the study
(art education, distance learning pedagogy and virtual culture) fit together. The results brought
the overarching theme of collaboration common to these disciplines into alignment, while
validating a methodological fit between the research design and research questions.
The animation below in Figure 5.2 further clarifies the metaphor of how the puzzle pieces
that represent the results of the study fit together to build the final model. The puzzle pieces are
falling into place but do not fit together perfectly, as the theoretical propositions begin to make
meaning of the complex social phenomenon addressed in the study. The frame of the puzzle is
placed first, comprised of puzzle pieces representing the distance learning literature. Next, two
pieces from the core domain of Visual Learning are placed, followed by two pieces that interlock
from the core domain of Tacit Assumptions. Finally, two puzzle pieces from the results of the
content analysis are placed, interlocking with pieces from both core domains. The animation is
enhanced by voice over readings of key quotations from participant interviews. A Flash player is
needed to view this animation.
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Figure 5.2 In Situ Vision Animation
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Theoretical Propositions
The model manifests three theoretical propositions proffered as a result of the multiple
method dissertation study. They are as follows:
1.

Drawing is a visual medium, and in a virtual drawing class, students need to “see”

visual demonstrations of the process and examples of the results.
2.

Virtual culture mediates collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge in

critiques.
3.

The inclusion of both synchronous and asynchronous tools provides students with

balanced support for learning to draw through socially constructed knowledge and visual
reference.
Table 5.1 serves as roadmap to guide the reader from original research question to the
research method, on to the theoretical proposition and concluding with the corresponding
reference from the three disciplines represented in the literature review. A detailed discussion
organized in the order of the theoretical propositions follows.
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Table 5.1 Theoretical Propositions
Research Question
Method

Theoretical Proposition

RQ1: What social processes

Drawing is a visual medium, and in

facilitate learning to draw

Dimensional
Analysis

a virtual drawing class, students

Literature
Discipline
Art
Education

need to “see” visual demonstrations

from the perspective of the

of the process and examples of the

student in a computer

results.

mediated drawing class?
RQ2: What factors
contribute to collaboration
and the formation of a

Content
analysis
Dimensional
Analysis

The inclusion of both synchronous
and asynchronous tools provides
students with balanced support for

virtual learning community

learning to draw through socially

in a computer mediated

constructed knowledge and visual

drawing class?

reference.

RQ3: How can the
phenomenon of online
collaboration be further
delineated, defined or
explained?

Dimensional

Virtual culture mediates

Analysis

collaboration and the coconstruction of knowledge in

Content
analysis

critiques.

Distance
Learning
Pedagogy
Virtual
Culture

Distance
Learning
Pedagogy
Art
Education
Virtual
Culture

The first research question, what social processes facilitate learning to draw from the

perspective of the student in a computer mediated drawing class, was addressed in the results of
the dimensional analysis. The social processes manifested in the primary dimensions of the core
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domain, Visual Learning. The first theoretical proposition, drawing is a visual medium, and in a
virtual drawing class, students need to “see” visual demonstrations of the process and examples
of the results, therefore, answers this research question.
The second research question, what factors contribute to collaboration and the formation
of a virtual learning community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured by the
participative, interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model, was addressed in the
results of the content analysis. The content analysis model located and quantified references
across the discussion board types which were validated by dimensional analysis. The answer to
this research question is stated in the theoretical proposition; the inclusion of both synchronous
and asynchronous tools provides students with balanced support for learning to draw through
socially constructed knowledge and visual reference.
The third research question, how can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further
delineated, defined or explained was addressed in the comparison and relationship convergence
between the primary dimensions emerging from the dimensional analysis and the categories of
the content analysis. The answer to this research question is stated in the theoretical proposition;
virtual culture mediates collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge in critiques.
Drawing is a visual medium. The first proposition is, Drawing is a visual medium, and
in a virtual drawing class, students need to “see” visual demonstrations of the process and
examples of the results. This addresses the unique nature of the virtual drawing class. It
originates in the first research question, “How does the process of collaboration facilitate
learning to draw in a computer mediated drawing class?” as students overcame the limitations of
the text based course design by obtaining visual resources.
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As the students revealed in their interviews, it was a struggle to interpret text based
directions for visual arts assignments. Students discussed the need to actually “see” how to hold
a pencil and how to shade or apply charcoal, resulting in the dimension, Seeking Consultants.
This dimension emphasizes the visual modality of learning to draw. The students collaborated
with members outside of the course such as friends, family or other professionals when they felt
the course inadequately addressed their need for visual reference. Students reported that they
asked “an art teacher friends of mine,” someone at “the art store,” a “student that’s taking a
drawing class” and “my grandmother.” The art education literature confirms that learning to
draw requires the artist to understand the process of seeing and translate the physical three
dimensional world onto a two dimensional surface. Enstice and Peters (2003) explain that in the
fifteenth century, artists such as Da Vinci and Michelangelo were respected for their ability to
depict the natural world realistically, heralding in a period of time in which drawings represented
empirical investigation. Nicolaides (1969) recommended that students see through their eyes,
rather than with them, to acquire understanding. Edwards (1999, 2012) asserts that learning to
draw is a global skill that is taught by learning to see the world perceptually. Faber and
Mendelowitz (2007) explain that learning to draw requires developing sighting skills, which
combines physical and intuitive sight.
Once they began the assignment, the need to visualize results, or understand a discussion
question, surfaced in the dimension, Sneaking a Peek. As the students explained, peeking or
seeing another student’s submissions served as silent collaboration between the early poster and
the peeker. Early posters to the forums were aware of this arrangement, as indicated by the
student who said, “So the person that looked at my work said, oh, that’s what you’re supposed to
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be doing.” By Sneaking a Peek, students co-constructed knowledge of drawing techniques and
discussion board protocols.
Students and instructors both acknowledged the power of the visual demonstration in the
interview narratives, as an aid to experiential learning. One student described the need to see a
demonstration on something as basic as holding the pencil, “I went to You Tube and I wrote
basics of drawing how do you use a pencil, how do you use paper,” and a second student
reiterated, “an example as to how she draws or he draws, how she or he holds the pencil, how
they go from this to that, and a to b and stuff like and watch and just see a hands on example
visually.”
An instructor made the following statement.
And then with citing we kind of dove into how to use the media, like how do you hold a
drawing pencil. That’s easy to demonstrate in a seated class because they can stand
around me and I can show them the different ways that holding an art tool will give them
a different kind of mark. But I have to do that with a video and also with a handout
which shows the different kinds of marks that you can get when you hold the pencil a
different way. They have to be taught.
Enstice and Peters (2003) counsel that drawing can only be learned through hands-on,
intimate experience, and compared it to riding a bicycle. Kolb (1984) asserts that experiential
learning integrates concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and
active experimentation. Dewey (1934) noted that an artist’s technique, medium or philosophy
could not be isolated, as the process originates in the observation, perception and perspective of
the observer. Schӧn (1987) believed that artistry involved a special type of knowing based on a
working dialogue between the artist and the materials. In creative problem solving, there is no
one right answer. Based on his work with architectural students, he observed a process of trial
and error, intuition, testing and new understandings. This cycle is referred to as reflection-inaction. Schӧn describes the demonstration of skill necessary to complete the task as knowing-in-
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action. In the virtual classroom, a digital demonstration provides the student with guidance
through the experiential process.
Demonstrations took on various forms such as instructor prepared videos, screen shots,
images, YouTube videos, and an account of a drawing demonstration that took place within the
live chat critique. The dimension Watching Demonstrations holds a potent example of
collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge within it, as summarized in the following
description.
Two students independently discussed the same example of visual learning and
collaboration in the live chat classroom, supported by a live demonstration by the professor.
Student one, submitted a drawing of a waterfall in Wyoming, and was concerned that the rocks
looked flat in the drawing. Feedback from her peers and the instructor first assured her that the
rocks looked great, but she was convinced this was an illusion due to the transfer from drawing
to digital image. The transcript of the live chat indicated that she asked again for help to improve
the drawing, and as she explained it, student two suggested she used white chalk over the
drawing to create an illusion. Student two related the same story, adding another important
detail. The professor used digital drawing tools to make non-destructive corrections over the
image. This was confirmed in the transcript of the live chat, as other students in the virtual
session exclaimed over this event, exchanging comments that acknowledge their excitement and
amazement. Student one concludes by explaining that she adopted the suggestions and reworked
her drawing and “absolutely loved it.” She emailed her finished drawing to student two.
Vygotsky (1978) described the zone of proximal development as the differential between
independent problem solving and the potential learning acquired from collaboration with more
capable peers (p. 86). Whether students view each one another’s work for comparison, find
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consultants to demonstrate techniques, or openly solicit advice from their peers on how to
improve their drawing, these examples demonstrate that meaningful collaboration in the virtual
drawing class and references the visual modality.
Learning to draw engages the physical and conceptual sense of vision, and employs
experiential learning. As the results of the dimensional analysis confirmed, students sought
visual demonstrations and examples, and co-constructed knowledge through images and video
and one on one sessions.
Virtual culture mediates collaboration. The second proposition, Virtual culture
mediates collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge in critiques, acknowledges the
power of established rules and norms within a culture. This proposition originates in the third
research question, “How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated,
defined or explained?” Both the dimensional analysis and the content analysis provided the data
for this illuminating theory, which originates in the broader field of distance learning.
One of the two major domains that emerged from the dimensional analysis revealed
social processes that resulted from culturally embedded assumptions. Schein (2004) defines
culture as a set of norms and values perpetuated in the tacit assumptions that members share.
These assumptions are implicitly understood by the members and serve to define social roles and
behaviors. The students of the virtual drawing class were members of a student culture, as well
as sharing membership in a broader virtual culture. Thomas and Brown (2011) describe A New
Culture of Learning as membership in a series of interconnected creative collectives, unbound by
time and space. In this rapidly changing culture based on shared knowledge, questions are
privileged over answers, and interaction is the currency, as witnessed in social networking sites
and multiplayer games. Students bring this experience to the virtual classroom, using what
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Thomas and Brown call “in dwelling,” the process of using tacit knowledge gained through
experiential learning, intuition and personal networks to solve problems.
Tacit assumptions share epistemological origins with collaboration, as they are both
socially transacted. The epistemological theory of constructivism, originates with Piaget’s
observation of accommodation and assimilation learning cycles in children (Piaget, 2002). It also
includes the social processes of learning documented by Vygotsky (1978), and is referenced in
the distance learning literature as the theoretical framework of collaborative learning (Ashcraft et
al., 2008; Kawachi, 2003; Mayes, 2006; Shea & Bidjerano, 2009; Yang et al., 2010). The
dimensions of Being Nice, Protecting Private Faces and Sharing and Comparing are not only
the more salient examples of tacit knowledge, but they mediate collaboration in critiques.
Acknowledging their role in the collaborative process, students described their active
participation on the discussion board, offering insights into the benefits they derived from coconstructing knowledge with their peers. On the weekly discussion topic, they shared opinions
and anecdotes on their experience with colored pencils, pastels and charcoal. In the narrative;
they enthusiastically explained how this helped them in their learning journey. As one student
explained,”When I was reading about how they use charcoal, how they use the white charcoal;
that helped me because I never understood how to use it.” Students also mentioned that they
took their peers’ suggestions from the critique discussion board to improve their drawing, with
one student pointing out that he chose to learn from negative feedback. Another described the
simple act of viewing other’s work as “inspiring,” reiterating the supposition stated under
sneaking a peek. Another student stated, “Yes, that’s what I do, I love to help people” when
describing the collaborative assignments.
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The social process of Sharing and Comparing validated the literature on the coconstruction of knowledge. The term CSCL, or computer supported collaborative learning,
(Miyake, 2007) is used to define the design of learning environments that support knowledge
construction. Bower and Hedberg (2010) discourse analysis found that a learner centered
discussion forum, with student initiated and directed patterns, results in deeper understanding
through the co-construction of knowledge. In their content analysis of twenty discussion boards,
De Wever et al. (2009) used the code Sharing and Comparing to describe student’s engagement
in the first level of knowledge construction.
Schellens et al. (2007) conducted a grounded theory study with a discourse analysis of
discussion board transcripts across 23 groups of students. Results indicated that individual
contributions were a significant predictor of the level of knowledge construction; the more
active and engaged a student was, the higher they performed on final exams. Yang et al. (2010)
in a case study of peer editing demonstrated knowledge sharing, measured through interaction.
Students who misunderstood social cues or rejected peer suggestions received little or no
benefit from the co-construction of knowledge. In a meta-analysis of 74 distance education
studies, Bernard et al. (2009) determined that interaction treatments that included collaboration
on the asynchronous discussion board had the highest positive effect on cognitive engagement.
Despite active participation, barriers to co-constructing knowledge through virtual
communication forums were the social processes defined in the dimensional analysis as Being
Nice and Protecting Private Faces. Students revealed a tacit code that prevented them from
being completely honest in their criticism of each other’s work, despite the disembodied nature
of the discussion board. This student expressed it best when he revealed the following
information.
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As a student, if you go up there to give a presentation and the teacher or the professor or
instructor who might say beforehand, okay, I want people to comment on it, like good or
bad. You’re never going to say anything bad. Well, I don’t like the way you did this. You
never do that unless it’s written down and given to that person directly. You just don’t
make that person’s job any harder.
This proved to be noteworthy when comparing the results of the content analysis. In the
weekly discussion topic forum, 38% of references were coded to the cognitive skills in-depth
processing category compared to the 25% of references coded to the same category from the
asynchronous critique. As the student noted in the interview, critical remarks violate the code.
The weekly discussion topic queried student opinions on using art materials or summarizing
research and did not involve appraising personal art work, and offered more depth. Giving and
receiving criticism of art work crosses personal emotional boundaries. Wernik (1985) addressed
the emotional toll of the critique process on the student, explaining that students can feel
attacked, exposed, or defensive. These reactions can be avoided by clearly articulating the
academic goals of a critique, establishing guidelines and instructor modeling. Establishing a
culture of constructive criticism requires that boundaries be respected; both the giver and the
receiver cognizant that the product and not the person is the subject of the critique. Mansead,
Lea, and Goh (2011) posit that a social awareness exists within virtual communication due to
implied personal relationships. This validates the effect of Tacit Assumptions on the online
version of the traditional critique.
The dimension Protecting Private Faces expressed a poignant awareness of public and
private exposure on the discussion boards, a sensitivity students explained by comparing the
medium to Facebook. They sought to protect their peers from the embarrassment of criticism by
choosing to deliver certain feedback by email, and were also keenly aware that the professor had
access to all comments posted to the forums. Yu and Liu (2009) concerned about establishing a
psychologically safe interaction space free from fear of exposure, conducted a study on
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anonymity in discussion forums. Freshman physics students were given the choice of using a
nickname, anonymity or their real name in a series of peer assessment exercises. Almost half
chose to use a nickname, followed by 30% selecting anonymity, 12.5% their real name, and 10%
had no preference. Students who chose anonymity explained that they did so “to avoid shameful
feeling,” “humiliating situations” and to overcome feelings of not being good enough (p. 1118).
The power of cultural values is conveyed through the differentiation of rules established
to govern collaboration across the discussion board types. Students shared information
generously but protected their virtual boundaries. This was demonstrated in the dimensional
analysis and validated in the content analysis.
Balancing synchronous and asynchronous tools. The third theoretical proposition
states: The inclusion of both synchronous and asynchronous tools provides students with
balanced support for learning to draw through socially constructed knowledge and visual
reference. This emphasizes the role of the content analysis as the primary method used to locate
and operationalize the social processes within the discussion forums by calculating the
percentage of the codes in each of the categories. The results of the dimensional analysis
provide support. The second research question, “What factors contribute to collaboration and the
formation of a virtual learning community in a computer mediated drawing class?” is answered
in this proposition.
Collaboration and the co-construction of knowledge were facilitated in part by the course
design in both of the drawing classes. Students discussed weekly topics on the asynchronous
discussion board, and participated in critiques mediated on either the embedded asynchronous
discussion board or the live chat. Both tools allow text and images to be displayed, with a digital
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white board included in the live chat. This virtual communication is defined as interaction in the
content analysis system, which provides the foundation for collaboration.
In all of the interviews, there was not a single negative or even neutral comment offered
about the value gained from participating in the collaborative assignments, despite the barriers
previously mentioned. Many of the same students who admitted they only invested a minimum
amount of time to forum assignments in between other commitments, cited specific benefits to
their learning. It is important to consider that these forums were the student’s primary access to
their peers opinions and exposure to examples of their work for comparative purposes. In this
section the complementary strengths of both discussion formats as collaboration tools will be
discussed.
Collaboration can be measured by the interactivity category of the content analysis, but
the purpose of collaborative assignments is the co-construction of knowledge. The content
analysis captured cognitive skills processing, on both a surface and an in-depth level. The weekly
discussion board topic revealed the highest overall interactivity score at 44% across the three
forums, and also scored the highest in the cognitive skills in-depth processing at 38%. As
discussed previously, this asynchronous discussion board is the only one that does not involve
critiquing student’s personal art work and therefore may not have been subject to Being Nice and
the resultant student code.
More significant, however, is the contrast between cognitive in-depth and surface
processing results in both critiques. In the asynchronous critique, the cognitive surface
processing was 61%, and the in-depth processing 25%. The cognitive surface processing scored
42% in the live chat, compared to 8% for the in-depth processing category. The primary
dimension of Investing Time demonstrates how the student’s experience of virtual time and space
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mediates their use of the live chat and asynchronous tools, suggesting a reason for the contrast.
The live chat exists in real time, and this environment functions similarly to a live classroom
discussion. Spontaneous conversation with many personalities competing for attention is not
conducive to deeper cognitive processing. Furthermore, the chat environment under study was a
text entry system, diverting a certain amount of attention to typing and reading the screen.
The live chat discussion board leads both the social and interactivity categories at 14%,
and 34% respectively, compared to the 5% and 9% frequency found in the asynchronous
critique. Students who participated in the live chat, used the phrase, Talking Back and Forth to
differentiate the synchronous experience from its asynchronous counterpart. Other descriptions
referred to this format as being more comfortable, meaningful, and feeling like part of a group.
One student simply said, “It’s just different when it’s live”. While the content analysis did not
specifically include a category to measure community, this describes a community of practice.
Wenger (2008) defines a community of practice as a context in which knowledge is socially
transacted within a shared domain of interest. A learning community does not need a formal
structure to exist, and in fact the learning may emerge as a result of an informal activity.
Students revealed their perspective on Defining Community in the dimensional analysis, defining
it as a relationship that endured beyond the boundaries of the virtual classroom. Although
Wenger’s definition stands in contrast with the student description, it is interesting to note that it
aligns with the instructor’s perspective of this dimension.
The results of the social category which contains a single code, was significantly
distributed across discussion board types as follows, the weekly discussion topic placed 1%,
asynchronous critique at 5% and live chat at 14%. In the cognitive in-depth processing category,
the weekly discussion topic placed 38%, asynchronous critique at 25% and live chat at 8%.
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Comparing these categories would indicate an inverse relationship between social greetings and
cognitive knowledge construction. Hou and Wu’s (2011) study provides confirmation of these
results.
A content analysis of synchronous discussions in a web design course using instant
messaging tools was conducted by Hou and Wu (2011) at a university in Taiwan. The instructor
assigned a weekly discussion task to five individual groups of seven to ten students. The study
analyzed patterns of social knowledge construction by adapting Gunawardena et al.’s (1997)
coding scheme which includes the dimensions of academic related topics, task coordination,
social interaction and off-topic messages. The researchers also sought to measure high quality
and low quality discussions by assessing the dimensions of clarifying a topic, collecting
information, depth of analysis, and reaching a conclusion, grading the discussions by group. The
study indicated that more than half of the students engaged in off-topic conversations, which
included greetings and other social interactions. The code, sharing and comparing located in the
academic related dimension, was the highest indicator of social knowledge construction, but this
was limited to simple sharing of knowledge. Students in the high-quality teams posted four
times as many messages as the low quality teams, had more diversity in their documented codes,
and a higher incidence of off-topic comments. Hou and Wu concluded that synchronous
communication does not allow time for reflection compared to asynchronous discussion, but a
sequential analysis revealed the high quality teams engaged in a pattern of gradual knowledge
construction as the discussion progressed. The high rating of off-topic conversation was
attributed to stress relief and perceived as the critical bridge between staying on task and social
knowledge construction. The researchers suggest that the instructor play an active role in the
discussion, observing, facilitating, and early intervention in low performing groups.
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The similarities to this dissertation study include the assessment of depth in the postings,
and the code, Sharing and Comparing. Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) coding scheme references
Henri’s (1992) model and as Hou and Wu (2011) describe, was adapted for their study. Utilizing
social exchanges to help divert stress is a viable proposition, considering the previously
discussed emotional engagement observed in the critique process. The authors also noted the
lack of time for reflection in the synchronous contributed to the lower quality of knowledge
construction.
Offering both synchronous and asynchronous communication tools in the virtual drawing
class allowed students to feel comfortable communicating in real time, and also provided the
latitude to reflect and process on a deeper level. The live synchronous chat presents an
opportunity for the instructor to present drawing demonstrations, and the asynchronous critique
discussion board provides the space in which to view finished student work. The students cited
the live chat critiques as being instrumental in helping them learn to draw. One such example
was presented previously in the narrative involving two students who individually described the
professor demonstrating how to improve a drawing of rocks in a waterfall. Hiltz et al. (2007)
note that the characteristics of the asynchronous discussion board offer students the flexibility of
time to research, reflect, write and edit their responses. Using a design theory approach,
Hrastinski, Keller, and Carlsson (2010) tested four design exemplars and concluded that the
synchronous discussion format supports specific tasks that may be impossible to accomplish in
an asynchronous forum, and also strengthened social relationships.
The synchronous and asynchronous tools work together symbiotically to support social
knowledge construction. The combination provides a learning environment that allows time for
deeper levels of cognitive processing, social interaction, and tools for visual reference, helping
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students learning to draw. The content analysis was the primary source of this proposition, by
locating and quantifying the source of the social processes that emerged from the dimensional
analysis.
Implications for Leadership and Change
The academy has shown resistance to offering virtual fine arts classes (Hanrahan et al.,
2009; Mangan, 2011) due to the centuries old master to apprentice system that originate in the
European Renaissance traditions (Jackman, 2004; Stokstad et al., 2010). This study confirmed
the need for the student artist to clearly see the techniques demonstrated, in the expanded,
contemporary version of shared virtual space.
Both institutions in this study used Blackboard, the most commonly supported learning
system currently used in the United States. It is designed to support a variety of media but
generally speaking, the most commonly utilized communication medium is text. The learning
management system supports image, audio and video files. The live chat function has interactive
video capabilities and a white board, enabling the viewing, discussion and digital editing of
student work. The professor can also use a video camera to broadcast live drawing
demonstrations, and students with basic webcams can participate in video chat. The tools are
merely affordances, but when used to demonstrate the use of materials such pencil, charcoal,
pastel, and techniques of tone, shading, citing angles, atmospheric perspective, proportions of the
face and color theory, or to critique work in progress, the students are able to learn visually.
Other platforms include virtual reality environments with avatars such as Second Life, or
other standalone video conferencing software. Some of the more sophisticated tools may require
technical support from the institution, and the appropriate bandwidth over available networks.
Expanding the course content to include guest artists from the community through Skype and
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links to virtual museum tours (already accessible on the World Wide Web) would expand the
student’s visual vocabulary and provide additional subject matter for critique that would not
compromise the student code. Regularly scheduled live video conferences or sessions in virtual
reality environments would provide the students with visual references and in situ, collaborative
learning experiences. End of the semester virtual art exhibitions could be made available to the
college community.
The institutions offering drawing courses that were examined in this study and the
professors that taught them are pioneers of the distance learning medium. The barrier is now
broken and student outcomes are being documented by the respective institutions as required for
accreditation purposes. Future implications include expanded studio art offerings that could
include advanced drawing, painting, printmaking, design or sculpture. The ability to display and
view traditional art materials on a digital screen clearly enough to demonstrate, critique and
grade may be a challenge. Other issues might include the availability of studio equipment, and
verification that the work was created by the student.
Role of the instructor. The distance learning literature casts the instructor in the role of
the facilitator (Dennen & Wieland, 2007; Hiltz et al., 2007; Palloff & Pratt, 2001; Twigg, 2003),
and that is the way the professors in this study viewed themselves, as they believed that the
students learned most effectively from each other. However, the student’s placed the professor
in a traditional authoritative role, expecting clearly articulated instructions, direction on the
discussion board, regular and timely feedback, and of course, fair grades. The professor can
facilitate more effectively by understanding the role that virtual culture assumes in the online
drawing class, especially in the critiques. Arranging small group critiques that enable the use of
nicknames or anonymous posts to protect identities (Yu & Liu, 2009) and assigning roles to
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students such as weekly facilitator (De Wever et al., 2009) would encourage honest peer
feedback. Strong examples of modeling including the use of specific recommended vocabulary
would also be helpful for students who might not otherwise be able to grasp the protocol.
Mindful course design that includes a balance of synchronous and asynchronous tools with an
emphasis on visual delivery of instruction will align with the course objectives of a drawing
class. Many institutions provide instructional designers, but for those that do not, there are
instruments designed for affordance analysis that match up pedagogy with technology (Bower,
2008).
Faculty should require student participation in the synchronous critique. Although the
faculty that participated in this study offered this as an optional session, the results of the study
indicate that the depth and richness of the real time, synchronous critique experience
complements the asynchronous discussion tools and is effective in helping students learn to
draw. The asynchronous critique allows students time to read, process and post in depth
responses, and the synchronous critique provides immediate feedback and access to live drawing
help sessions with the professor.
Students described their expectations and motivations for choosing a distance learning
class. They recited long lists of their responsibilities, explaining that their choice promised to
save precious time over sitting in a classroom, and in the long term, money. The dimension
investing time embodies this phenomenon, but the origin is vested in the way some institutions
promote distance learning as an alternative to traditional course delivery. A clearly articulated
model of distance learning would help students set realistic expectations about the making the
appropriate time commitment. As an example, leaving the synchronous classroom optional
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perpetuates the transitional status of online classes. Institutional support is needed to elevate the
reputation of the delivery system as a legitimate classification.
Limitations
This was an exploratory study, and as such, the sample size was small. Participation was
voluntary and although saturation was reached early in the data collection stage of the
dimensional analysis, the student participants each successfully completed the drawing course.
Students who failed or dropped the class may have contributed valuable data, but this is
impossible to speculate. The discussion board transcripts were selected on the basis of student
referral during the interview process, which pre-disposed correspondence between the two
phases of the study.
Considering that all students claimed to have co-constructed knowledge from the
collaborative assignments, the question arises about the limitations of the instrument. The
content analysis and the dimensional analysis both utilize text as units of measure, whereas the
subject under investigation is again, a visual medium. Coding or classifying the level of
cognitive skills and social processes involved in observing and critiquing drawings, discussing
techniques and then applying this visual knowledge to ones drawing skills may benefit from
adjunct video or image based documentation.
Recommendations for Future Research
A grounded theory study leads to theory building. It invites further scholarship through
additional research, validating the theoretical propositions. This study suggests opportunity for
both research design and research direction. A larger sample size, including students who may
not have successfully completed the class would provide a broader and richer perspective of the
student experience. A quantitative study could be developed from the primary dimensions that
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emerged from the dimensional analysis and administered to students across two or more virtual
studio art classes.
Studies dedicated to measuring outcomes would be a logical direction for future research.
A comparative study of outcomes between two or more virtual drawing classes that utilized
completely different approaches to conducting critiques, would further clarify the role of
collaboration in virtual drawing classes. A study comparing the drawing skills acquired by
students in a virtual drawing class to those in a face to face drawing class would evaluate the
effectiveness of the two mediums across a set of established standards. A pre and post example
of the student drawings could be documented and evaluated by independent art professors. A
survey administered to students querying their knowledge of design, art materials and a selfassessment of the role of the critique on their progress would provide additional data.
As virtual drawing classes become more commonly adopted by institutions, research
opportunities will increase, advancing theories pertinent to virtual drawing classes, virtual
culture and distance learning pedagogy.
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Appendix A: The Content Analysis Model
The Analytical Framework

(Henri, 1992, p. 125)

Dimension

Definition

Indicators

Participative

Compilation of the number of
messages or statements transmitted
by one person or group.

Number of messages

Statement or part of statement not
related to formal content of subject
matter.

Self-introduction

Social

Number of statements

Verbal support
“I’m feeling great…”

Interactive

Chain of connected messages.

“In response to Celine…”
“As we said earlier…”

Cognitive

Statement exhibiting knowledge and
skills related to the learning process.

Asking questions
Making inferences
Formulating hypothesis

Metacognitive

Analytical Model: Social

Statement related to general
knowledge and skills and showing
awareness, self-control, and selfregulation of learning.

“I understand…”
“I wonder…”

(Henri, 1992, p. 126)

Dimension

Definition

Indicators

Social

Statement or part of statement not
related to formal content of subject.
Matter.

Self-introduction.
Verbal support
“I’m feeling great…”

Analytical Model: Interactivity
Category

(Henri, 1992, p. 127)
Definition

Indicators
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Explicit Interaction

Any statement referring explicitly to
another message, person or group.

Direct Response

Any statement responding to a
question, using a direct reference.

“…in response to Denis’s message
16”

Direct commentary

Any statement taking up and
pursuing an expressed idea, using
direct reference.

“…I share Nicole’s opinion
absolutely”

Implicit Interaction

Any statement referring implicitly to
another message, person or group.

Indirect response

Any statement obviously responding
to a question, but without referring
to it by name.

“I think the solution is…”

Indirect commentary

Any statement taking up and
pursuing an expressed idea, but
without referring to the original
message.

“After examining the problem, I
think that…”

Independent Statement

Any statement relating to the subject
under discussion, but which is
neither an answer nor a commentary
and which does not lead to any
further statements.

“After examining the problem, I
think that…”

Analytical Model: Cognitive Skills

(Henri, 1992, p. 129)

Category

Definition

Indicators

Elementary Clarification

Observing or studying a problem,
indentifying its elements and
observing their linkages in order to
come to a basic understanding.

Identifying relevant elements,
reformulating the problem, asking a
relevant question, identifying
previously stated hypothesis.

In-depth Clarification

Analyzing and understanding a
problem to come to an
understanding which sheds light on
the values, beliefs and assumptions
which underlie the statement of the
problem.

Defining the terms, identifying
assumptions, establishing referential
criteria, seeking out specialized
information.
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Inference

Induction and deduction, admitting
or proposing an idea on the basis of
its link with propositions already
admitted as true.

Drawing conclusions, making
generalizations, formulating a
proposition which proceeds from
previous statements.

Judgment

Making decisions, statements,
appreciations, evaluations and
criticism.

Judging the relevance of solutions,
making value judgments, judging
inferences.

Strategies

Proposing coordinated actions for
the application of a solution, or
following through on a choice or
decision.

Deciding on the action to be taken,
proposing on or more solutions,
interacting with those concerned.

Analytical Model: Processing Information (Henri, 1992, p. 130)
Surface Processing

In-Depth Processing

Repeating the information contained in the statement
of the problem without making inferences or offering
an interpretation.

Linking facts, ideas and notions in order to interpret,
infer, propose and judge.

Repeating what has been said without adding any
new elements.

Offering new elements of information.

Stating that one shares the ideas or opinions stated,
without taking these further or adding any personal
comments.

Generating new data from information collected by the
use of hypotheses and inferences.

Proposing solutions without offering explanations.

Proposing one or more solutions with short, medium, or
long-term justification.

Making judgments without offering justification.

Settling out the advantages and disadvantages of a
situation or solution.

Asking questions which invite information not
relevant to the problem or not adding to the
understanding of it.

Providing proof or supporting examples.

Making Judgments supported by justification.
Offering several solutions without suggesting which
is most appropriate.

Perceiving the problem within a larger perspective.

Perceiving the situation in a fragmentary or shortterm manner.

Developing intervention strategies within a wider
framework.
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Analytical Model: Metacognitive Knowledge

(Henri, 1992, p. 132)

Knowledge

Definition

Indicators

Person

All that is known or believed about
the characteristics of humans as
cognitive beings.

Comparing oneself to another as a
cognitive agent, being aware of
one’s emotional state.

Task

All the information acquired by a
person in terms of the task or
different types of tasks, appreciation
of the quality of available
information.

Being aware of one’s way of
approaching the task. Knowing
whether the task is new or known.

Strategies

Means chosen to succeed in various
cognitive tasks.

Strategies making it possible to
reach a cognitive objective of
knowledge acquisition.
Metacognitive strategies aimed at
self-regulation of progress.

Analytical Model: Metacognitive Skills

(Henri, 1992, p. 132)

Skills

Definition

Indicators

Evaluation

Assessment, appraisal or verification
one’s knowledge and skills, and of
the efficacy of a chosen strategy.

Asking whether one’s statement is
true, commenting on one’s manner
of accomplishing a task.

Planning

Selecting, predicting and ordering an
action or strategy necessary to the
accomplishment of an action.

Predicting the consequences of an
action, organizing aims by breaking
them down into sub-objectives.

Regulation

Setting up, maintenance and
supervision of the overall cognitive
task.

Redirecting one’s efforts, recalling
one’s objectives, setting up
strategies.

Self-awareness

Ability to identify, decipher and
interpret correctly the feelings and
thoughts connected with a given
aspect of the task.

“I’m pleased to have learned so
much…” I’m discouraged at the
difficulties involved…”
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Appendix B: Adult Informed Consent
Participant Consent to a Study about Online Learning
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Annette Cohen, a student
in the Ph.D. Leadership and Change program at Antioch University, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

This research involves the study of lived experience, in particular, the experience of participating
as a student in an online drawing course. This study will be conducted with the voluntary involvement of
students enrolled in the course who are over the age of 18. The study will gather information on the
experiences of the participants in the online course. The purpose of the study is to gain a deeper
understanding of how participating in collaborative practices such as synchronous and asynchronous
discussions including critique, and the formation of virtual communities help students to learn to draw,
replicating outcomes found in an on campus class. The results of this study will help improve the quality
of the online experience for students participating in future courses.

The study involves, at a minimum, one conversational interview regarding your experience as a
student in the course. The interview will be arranged at your convenience and is expected to last about
1 hour. The interview will be taped. Once the interview has been transcribed, I will share a copy of the
transcription for your review. Once the final report is written, I will also share a copy of it for your
review. The total time involved in conversational interviews and follow-up should be no more than 2
hours to 3 hours. If there are any follow-up questions, a second and final interview, with your approval,
will be scheduled following the same process.

Participation in this study, or decision not to participate, will in no way impact your grade or
academic standing in this or any other class.

The risks to you are considered minimal, and would be limited to the sharing of confidential
information. Your name, the name of the institution and the title of the course, will be kept confidential.
You will also have the opportunity to remove any quotations from the transcribed interview. In
addition, the tapes and all related research materials including the Informed Consent Forms will be kept
in a secure file cabinet and destroyed after the completion of my study.
3

3

There is no financial remuneration for participating in this study.

Permission sought and granted from Antioch University Institutional Review Board Chair Carolyn Kenney to offer
a $10.00 Starbucks or movie gift card for participation in study on May 24, 2012.
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I understand my participation is voluntary and I may discontinue participation at any time. I
have the right to express my concerns and complaints to the University Committee on Research
Involving Human Participants at Antioch University (Dr. Lisa Kreeger, Chair, Institutional Review Board,
Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Antioch University,lkreeger@antioch.edu, Tel. 937-319-6144).

Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both, indicating that
you have read, understood and agreed to participate in this research. Return one to me and keep the
other for yourself.

Name of researcher (please print)

Signature of researcher

Date

Name of participant (please print)

Signature of participant

Date
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Appendix C: Application for Ethics Review

Antioch University
PhD in Leadership & Change
Institutional Review Board
Application for Ethics Review

Instructions
Every question must be answered. If the question does not apply to your application, enter "N/A" in the response.
All research (by faculty and/or students) involving human participants must be reviewed and approved prior to
initiating the project.
Once this form is completed, including the attachment of any necessary documents, please press the Submit for
Review button on the Submission tab. After submitting this application, you will automatically…
1. receive an email copy for your own records
2. forward a copy to the Chair of your Institutional Review Board
IRB Approval is valid for one year only for projects that are expedited or require full review. Investigators must
request a continuation if the data collection lasts for more than one year.
IF APPROVAL FOR THE PROJECT LAPSES, CONDUCTING THE RESEARCH IS A VIOLATION OF
UNIVERSITY POLICY AS WELL AS FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
1. Name and mailing address of Principal Investigator(s):
Your Name
Annette Cohen

Address
Address2
City State Zip

For faculty applications, Co-Principal Investigator(s) name(s):
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2. Academic Department
Ph.D. in Leadersh

3. Departmental Status (Click one)
Student

Faculty

Staff

4. Phone Numbers a)work
5. Name of research advisor

b) home
Elizabeth Hollow a

6. Name & email address(es) of other researcher(s) involved in this project:
a) Name of Researcher(s)

b) E-mail address(es)

7. Title of Project

Dissertation: Lear

8. Is this project federally funded (Click one)
Yes

No

Source of funding for this project (if applicable)

9. Expected starting date for data collection (Start date cannot be prior to IRB approval.)
10. Anticipated completion date for data collection

03/30/2012

09/30/2012

You must respond to every question in this section. All supplemental documents / attachments must be added using
the "Attachments" tab.
11. Project Purpose(s): (Up to 500 words)
The purpose of this study is to elucidate the construct of collaboration in a distance learning drawing class. This is a
multiple method study. Through personal interviews of students and instructors, and the examination of discussion
board transcripts, I seek an understanding of how students collaborate in evaluative peer critiques of drawing
assignments, form virtual communities and socially construct knowledge about learning how to draw.
The study will serve to fulfill the requirements of the dissertation for the Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership in
Change.
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In the distance learning classroom, interaction takes place within an electronically mediated classroom space,
delivered synchronously and asynchronously. Virtual classrooms become communities of learning in which students
engage in knowledge sharing behavior.

The distance literature provides a thorough investigation into the nature of collaboration, interactivity and its effect
on the co-construction of knowledge, but rarely privileges the student voice. Additionally, there is a paucity of
literature dedicated to virtual drawing classes, largely due to the resistance of institutions to change the traditional
format of studio art classes that have been modeled after the apprentice master system developed during
Renaissance times. The discussion board has been utilized to mediate collaborative discourse, including virtual
critiques of aesthetic subject matter, but the literature does not articulate the social processes, nature and dimensions
used to measure how students learn to draw through this interactive process.
This study examines how collaborative tools provide the essential elements of a virtual drawing class, exploring the
boundaries of this delivery medium and its effect on learning and the student experience. The research questions are
as follows:
RQ1: What factors contribute to collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning community in a computer
mediated drawing class?
RQ2: How does the process of collaboration facilitate learning to draw in a computer mediated drawing class?
RQ3: How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, defined or explained?
12. Describe the proposed participants- age, number, sex, race, or other special characteristics. Describe criteria for
inclusion and exclusion of participants. Please provide brief justification for these criteria. (Up to 500 words)
The population consists of approximately 60 individuals, both males and females, all of which are over the age of 18
years old, and have taught or completed a virtual drawing class. The race or other special characteristics are
unknown, due to the disembodied nature of distance learning. It is impossible to determine race, ethnicity or other
special characteristics of participants in an online class. All participants will be invited, and no students or faculty
will be excluded.
13. Describe how the participants are to be selected and recruited. (Up to 500 words)
This study will utilize a purposeful sampling of participants. The participants will be students and faculty from three
institutions, the State University of NY at New Paltz, the Community College System of Vermont, and Iowa
Community College who have either taught or completed a distance learning drawing class, at least one semester in
the past. All grades have been finalized.
NOTE: If the participants are to be drawn from an institution or organization (e.g., hospital, social service agency,
school, etc.) which has the responsibility for the participants, then documentation of permission from that institution
must be submitted to the Board before final approval of the project. This document should be scanned and attached
to this application (final section below)
14. Describe the proposed procedures, (e.g., interview surveys, questionnaires, experiments, etc.) in the project. Any
proposed experimental activities that are included in evaluation, research, development, demonstration, instruction,
study, treatments, debriefing, questionnaires, and similar projects must be described. USE SIMPLE LANGUAGE,
AVOID JARGON, AND IDENTIFY ACRONYMS. Please do not insert a copy of your methodology section from
your proposal. State briefly and concisely the procedures for the project. (500 words)
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The first phase of the study will be interviews. The participants will be interviewed utilizing the qualitative, openended protocol that is appropriate to the grounded theory method. This method has been chosen to address the
research questions: What social processes facilitate learning to draw from the perspective of the student in a
computer mediated drawing class? How can the phenomenon of online collaboration be further delineated, define or
explained?
It is the intention of the researcher to allow the student to speak freely about his or her lived experience and proceed
in a narrative fashion. The researcher will offer additional probing or follow-up questions to induce emergent themes
in accordance with grounded theory interviewing methods. The following overarching questions will be used as a
guide.
1. Tell me what it was like taking an online drawing class?
2. What was it like participating in a critique?
3. Tell me about your experience communicating with your classmates through the discussion board?
4. Please describe some of your experiences or conversations on the discussion board that were meaningful to you or
contributed to your learning to draw in this class.
Students may be contacted after the initial interview for follow-up questions or clarification of statements.
The second phase of the study will be a content analysis of discussion board transcripts. The threads will be selected
from participants descriptions in the interview phase, or randomly if necessary to achieve an equal number of
interviews and threads to analyze. The participating institutions archive asynchronous discussion tools for one year
and have agreed to make them available for the study. The transcripts will be analyzed in accordance with a content
analysis coding scheme. This method has been chosen to address the research question: What factors contribute to
collaboration and the formation of a virtual learning community in a computer mediated drawing class as measured
by the participative, interactive and social dimensions of a content analysis model? Software will identify the
postings by a key word search. The participant may be contacted after the interview for follow up clarification to
identify the threads.
There are no experimental activities involved in this study.
15. Participants in research may be exposed to the possibility of harm — physiological, psychological, and/or
social—please provide the following information: (Up to 500 words)
a. Identify and describe potential risks of harm to participants (including physical, emotional, financial, or social
harm).
There is no anticipated exposure to physiological, psychological or social harm. All participants are over the age of
18 and are not considered vulnerable. The risk to the student is considered minimal, and would be limited to the
sharing of confidential information. The student is participating voluntarily and will not be asked to discuss any area
of their experience that they are uncomfortable talking about. The student has completed the class at least one
semester in past and grades have been finalized. The following statement appears in the consent form to assure the
student that participation, or lack of participation, will not affect academic progress, "Participation in this study, or
decision not to participate, will in no way impact your grade or academic standing in this or any other class."
NOTE: for international research or vulnerable populations, please provide information about local culture that will
assist the review committee in evaluating potential risks to participants, particularly when the project raises issues
related to power differentials.
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b. Identify and describe the anticipated benefits of this research (including direct benefits to participants and to
society-at-large or others)
The results of this study will expand the existing literature to include the student experience of taking an online
drawing class. The results of this study will aid institutions in the planning and delivery of distance learning
education, especially drawing classes, replacing the traditional studio with the use of collaborative asynchronous
tools for critique and drawing instruction. The direct benefit to the participants, both students and instructors, will be
to grant them the voice in which to describe their lived experience, validating their perspective, knowledge and
understanding. The analysis of both the grounded theory interviews and the content analysis of the discussion board
transcripts will reveal fresh understandings of the phenomenon of collaborative learning at a distance.
c. Explain why you believe the risks are so outweighed by the benefits described above as to warrant asking
participants to accept these risks. Include a discussion of why the research method you propose is superior to
alternative methods that may entail less risk.
The study seeks to elucidate the phenomenon of the student experience enrolled in a distance learning drawing class.
Alternative methods may not adequately address the research questions or reach this goal. Considering the minimal
risk grounded theory interviews and a content analysis of the discussion board poses to the participants, the methods
are justifiable.
d. Explain fully how the rights and welfare of participants at risk will be protected (e.g., screening out particularly
vulnerable participants, follow-up contact with participants, list of referrals, etc.) and what provisions will be made
for the case of an adverse incident occurring during the study.
Participation in the study is voluntary, and the participants may end their participation at any time, even after the
interview process has begun. Participants will have the opportunity to review the interpretation of the interview,
including confirmation of quoted statements. The researcher is an experienced educator, emergency team leader on
her campus as well as an academic advisor. Prior to the commencement of the study, the researcher will maintain a
list of agencies associated with the participating institutions in the event a referral is needed. In the event of an
adverse incident, a referral will be made and a report filed to the appropriate home campus or institution. Follow-up
contact will be made as appropriate. This may occur to confirm or clarify information obtained in the interview, or
to refer an individual demonstrating psychological stress to the appropriate agency.
16. Explain how participants' privacy is addressed by your proposed research. Specify any steps taken to safeguard
the anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of their responses. Indicate what personal identifying
information will be kept, and procedures for storage and ultimate disposal of personal information. Describe how
you will de-identify the data or attach the signed confidentiality agreement on the attachments tab (scan, if
necessary). (Up to 500 words)
This study will be subject to the collaborating institutions IRB process, which will include granting permission to
access discussion board transcripts. Discussion threads are selected based on those which were posted by interview
subjects. Every effort will be extended to obtain an informed consent agreement from any other students involved in
the same discussion that may have declined to be interviewed. The participant's name, title of the course, and name
of the college will be kept confidential. Identifying information will be removed from the transcript of both the
interviews and the discussion board postings before analysis. Names will be replaced by labels such as "participant
1, institution A." The participant will have the opportunity to revew a transcription of the interview and may request
that any quotations be removed. The digital recordings and all related research materials including the informed
consent forms will be kept on a secure computer or in a secure file cabinet and destroyed after the completion of the
study.
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17. Will electrical, mechanical (electroencephalogram, biofeedback, etc.) devices be applied to participants, or will
audio-visual devices be used for recording participants? (Click one)
Yes

No

If YES, describe the devices and how they will be used: N/A
18. Type of Review Requested (Click one)
Exempt
Expedited
Full
Refer to the definition of review types in your paper documentation.
Please provide your reasons/justification for the level of review you are requesting.
A full review is requested. This review is being submitted prior to the commencement of a dissertation study.
I Agree I agree to conduct this project in accordance with Antioch University's policies and requirements
involving research as outlined in the IRB Manual and supplemental materials. My research has been approved
for submission by my departmental HRC representative, and by my advisor (if applicable).

Attachments
19. Informed consent and/or assent statements, if any are used, are to be included with this application. If
information other than that provided on the informed consent form is provided (e.g. a cover letter), attach a copy of
such information. If a consent form is not used, or if consent is to be presented orally, state your reason for this
modification below. *Oral consent is not allowed when participants are under age 18.
Consent form is attached.
20. If questionnaires, tests, or related research instruments are to be used, then you must attach a copy of the
instrument at the bottom of this form (unless the instrument is copyrighted material), or submit a detailed description
(with examples of items) of the research instruments, questionnaires, or tests that are to be used in the project.
Copies will be retained in the permanent IRB files. If you intend to use a copyrighted instrument, please consult with
your research advisor and your IRB chair. Please clearly name and identify all attached documents when you add
them on the attachments tab.
A document containing the interview questions and content analysis coding scheme is attached.
Project: Dissertation: Learning to Draw at a Distance: Deconstructing the Collaborative Experience
Status:Approved with no modifications
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Appendix D: Study Invitation
Invitation to Participate in a Research Study on an Online Drawing Class
Dear Student,
You have been referred to me by (name of instructor) at (institution) because you recently completed
the (official name of drawing class). I am conducting a study about the student’s experience of taking an
online drawing class, in pursuit of my Ph.D. in Leadership and Change from Antioch University. I am also
a professor of art at Great Bay Community College in Portsmouth, NH. The purpose of the study is to
better understand the student’s experience of learning to draw while using online technology, including
your experience using the discussion board for communication, collaboration and critique of your
drawing.
I am seeking volunteers for a one hour phone interview. The interview will be conducted at your
convenience and will be recorded. Your name will not be used in the study. There is no financial
compensation for your participation. Participation or declining to participate will not affect your
academic standing.
Please reply to this email if you are interested. I will be happy to answer any question you may have
before you decide to commit to an interview.

Annette Cohen
Professor of Fine Art and Digital Design
Great Bay Community College
Portsmouth, NH
603-427-7665
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Appendix E: Coders Training Manual
Content analysis model
Basic guidelines the team has agreed on:
1. The unit to be coded is each paragraph, honoring the writers formatting as an inserted
break. Each paragraph is coded to a single node only.
2. Select everything from the number to the punctuation mark at the end.
3. The discourse is grouped by threads. It begins with an initial post, followed by the
responses to the post.
4. When a post is written in response to an initial posting, indicated by Re: title, it is a
coded as a direct response or direct commentary.
5. Exception to above: when a post is written in response to an initial post, but clearly
makes a reference to a group opinion, or unidentified previous post, it should be coded as
an explicit interaction.
6. Weekly discussion topics are classic discussions. The initial post will be coded using the
Cognitive Skills category, requiring a choice of surface or in-depth processing. The
responses will be coded using the Interactivity category.
7. Asynchronous critiques follow a different protocol due to the nature of the assignment.
Students are asked to present their work. Then two other students are assigned to offer
evaluative judgments. The Cognitive Skills category will be used. The Interactivity
category will be needed occasionally, but the interactivity is clearly demonstrated as a
response to the judgment or strategy.
8. The live chat dialogues are synchronous critiques. Students respond in real time and
threads are listed chronologically rather than by responses to specific individuals. Use
both cognitive and interactive skills categories as deemed appropriate to the student
responses.
9. This document was updated July 6, 2012 to its final form following discussion and
consensus of the team.
Cognitive Skills
Code
Elementary
clarification

Definition

Indicator

Example

Observing or
identifying problem,
ask a question,
demonstrating basic
understanding.

Present or past
orientation, states
intentions,
identifies, explains,
reformulates.

Image of work
uploaded in first
post for critique,
here is my work, or
this is what I think.
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In-depth
clarification

Inference

Judgment

Strategies

Extends above
definition by
including analysis,
beliefs or
assumptions.
Includes reasoning,
induction and
deduction, based on
context of
assignment
Statement indicating
appreciation,
criticism, evaluation.

Offers in-depth
explanation.
Identifies those
beliefs, or
assumptions.
Draws conclusions
or formulates
proposition based
on reasoning.

I used this method,
this conclusion is
based on...

Offers a value
judgment

I don’t like charcoal
because it is messy,
this is not my best
work, the vivid
color you used
enhances the
composition.

Offering a
suggestion or
solution, or
explaining reason
for future action

Future orientation of I will use this
solution.
technique, it will
have this effect, you
should try this.

Level of Processing
Surface

Rare

In-Depth

Brief one to three word answers,
incomplete sentences.

Complete sentences that include the answer
and an indication of understanding the
question.

Statements that do not elaborate or offer
additional insights.

Statements that offer examples, supporting
information, solutions, justification, benefit
of personal experience.

Simple statements of judgment without
justification, I like it, I love it, it’s great.

Statements of judgment that include
supporting information about one’s
opinion, the shadow is effective because it
shows depth.

Strategy or judgment statements that do not Strategy or judgment statements that clarify
use the vocabulary of art.
art materials or techniques (If it sounds
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foreign to you, it is probably in-depth).
Ask: does this statement help the student
learn to draw or succeed in the course? If
yes, code as in-depth
Interactivity
Code

Definition

Indicator

Example

Explicit Interaction

Refers explicitly to
another message

Others seem to feel
this way but I
think…

Direct Response

Responds to a
question

A simple
interaction. Can
make a comment on
a previous post, but
might not be in the
direct order of
responses.
Answers another’s
question

Direct Commentary

Statement taking up
and pursuing an
idea

Response that
contributes to the
discussion

I also found this to
be true; this was my
experience with
pastel.

A vague reference

Rare

Would be taking up
a previous question
down the line

Rare

A vague reference

Rare

A stand alone
opinion or
statement, going off
on a personal
tangent.

I was walking
around my house
with charcoal and
next thing I know…

Implicit Interaction

Refers implicitly to
another message
Indirect Response
Responding to a
question but not
referring to it by
name
Indirect Commentary Taking up and
pursuing an idea but
not referring to it.
Independent
Refers to the
Statement
discussion but does
not lead to further
discussion or
conclusion

First: What do you
think of this? then,
this looks good.
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Social
Category
Social

Definition

Indicators

Example

Statements not
related to content of
lesson, social
conventions

Introductions,
expression of
support, social
exchanges.

Thank you, happy
to hear that, sorry
that…
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Appendix F: Kappa at Training Threshold across Nodes

CODES
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Elementary
Clarification
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\In-Depth
clarification
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Inference
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Judgment
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Strategies
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Elementary
Clarification
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\In-Depth
clarification
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Inference
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Judgment
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Strategies
Interactivity\Direct Commentary
Interactivity\Direct response
Interactivity\Explicit interaction
Interactivity\Implicit interaction
Interactivity\independent statement
Interactivity\indirect commentary
Interactivity\indirect response
Metacognitive Knowledge\Person
Metacognitive Knowledge\Strategies
Metacognitive Knowledge\Task
Metacognitive Skills\Evaluation
Metacognitive Skills\Planning
Metacognitive Skills\Regulation
Metacognitive Skills\Self-Awareness
Social
Average Kappa across all Codes
Note. TE, AC and BV = coders initials.

TE/AC
0

BV/TE
.50

AC/BV
.333

AVERAGE
.27

.617

.999

.618

.744

1
.812
.664
1
.593

1
.511
.664
1
.781

1
.999
.998
1
.571

1
.774
.775
1
.648

.667

1

.666

.777

1
.905
.667
.499
.665
.665
1
.999
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.999
.727

1
.904
.667
.654
.997
.666
1
.999
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.999
.590

1
.937
.999
.651
.666
.351
1
.999
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.592

1
.915
.777
.72
.776
.560
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.636
.859
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Appendix G: Kappa after Training

CODES
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Elementary
Clarification
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\In-Depth
clarification
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Inference
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Judgment
Cognitive Skills\In-Depth Processing\Strategies
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Elementary
Clarification
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\In-Depth
clarification
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Inference
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Judgment
Cognitive Skills\Surface Processing\Strategies
Interactivity\Direct Commentary
Interactivity\Direct response
Interactivity\Explicit interaction
Interactivity\Implicit interaction
Interactivity\independent statement
Interactivity\indirect commentary
Interactivity\indirect response
Metacognitive Knowledge\Person
Metacognitive Knowledge\Strategies
Metacognitive Knowledge\Task
Metacognitive Skills\Evaluation
Metacognitive Skills\Planning
Metacognitive Skills\Regulation
Metacognitive Skills\Self-Awareness
Social
Average Kappa across all codes
Note. TE, AC and BV = coders initials.

TE/AC
.581

BV/TE
.968

AC/BV
.561

AVERAGE
.703

.66

1

.613

.757

1
.592
.663
1
.99

1
.807
1
1
.85

1
.83
.845
1
.72

1
.743
.836
1
.853

.833

1

.33

.721

1
.585
.666
.987
.994
.965
1
.605
.581
.852
1
1
1
.666
1
1
1
.984

1
.583
1
.778
0
.5
1
.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.782

1
.87
.746
.745
.59
.551
.74
.835
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.927

1
.679
.804
.836
.528
.672
.913
.646
.86
.95
1
1
1
.89
1
1
1
.897
.857
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Appendix H: Permission from Henri
From: Henri France [henri.france@teluq.ca]
Sent: Sunday, January 29, 2012 9:05 AM
To: Annette Cohen
Subject: RE : content analysis model
Dear Annette Cohen,
You have my permission to publish in the appendix of your dissertation my chapter entitled "Computer
Conferencing and Content Analysis", published by Springer in the book Collaborative learning through
Computer Conferencing.
I am glad that it was a useful methodological tool for your research. I would be interested in receiving a
copy of your dissertation.
Best regards,
France Henri
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Appendix I: Permission from Sage Publications
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